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ABSTRACT

The extant Tzu-yeh ko are an important group of

Southern Dynasties (317-589) folk poems. Although specialized studies 

of the Tzu-yeh ko exist, there is of yet no systematic study of this 

important group of folk quatrains. Such a study would have two uses. 

First, it would contribute to a better understanding of the folk 

poetry of the Southern Dynasties in general and the Tzu-yeh ko in 

particular. Secondly, it would provide a basis for the study of the 

literary influence of the Tzu-yeh ko on later Chinese verse— especially 

the quatrain of the T ’ang Dynasty (618-907).

The present study is a systematic analysis of the Tzu-yeh ko 

that attempts to describe the intrinsic poetic features of the songs 

and provide a basis for later extrinsic comparisons. The prosody of 

the Tzu-yeh ko is especially useful in describing different levels of 

poetic skill that are evident in the collection. The general lin

guistic characteristics of the collection contain many features that 

are responsible for the Tzu-yeh koT s spontaneous folk tone. The fig

urative language of the Tzu-yeh ko evidences important characteristics 

of the songs’ treatment of the quatrain form.

v



INTRODUCTION

In the bustling urban centers of the Southern Dynasties (317- 

589),* a lyric style of folk song rose in popularity among the common 

people and attracted the attention of sophisticated poets; the literati 

collected these songs and composed imitations of their own. In this 

way, the folk verse of the Southern Dynasties was preserved and came 

to be a part of the Chinese poetic tradition. Verses written to the 

title of Tzu-yeh ko-^T^lifcwere probably the most popular of these South

ern Dynasties songs. Reference to them in contemporary literature sug

gests their popularity.

There are hundreds of different songs.
But Tzu-yeh's are the loveliest.
Ardent and emotional, they are sung in clear tones. ^
Brilliant and melifluous, they give a sense of spontaneity.

1. The term "Southern Dynasties" refers to the period in 
which five short lived dynasties made their capital in southern China 
near modern Nanking. These five dynasties were the Eastern Chin 
(317-420), the Liu Sung (420-479), the Southern Ch'i (479-502), the 
Liang (502-557), and the Ch’en (557-589). There is a chronological 
table in Appendix I that includes the dates of these dynasties and 
the dynasties that closely preceded and followed the Southern Dynas
ties .

2. Anon. , "Ta Tzu-yeh ko" ̂  in Ting Fu-pao, ^ %

ed. , Ch' Uan Han San-kuo Chin Nan-pei-ch'ao shih -S-
jyfy > 3 vols. (reprint ed., Taipei: I-wen yin-shu kuan, 1975),
I: 694.

1
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Tightened keys, a mass of strongs— it's not a Tzu-yeh song.
Sounds of song, a dancing form— it differs from the Ch'ien-hsi tune.
Where in the county can the censor lodge for the night?
In the outskirts of Lo-yang will there be a loft? . . .

Today there are 124 extant Southern Dynasties folk songs that 

are entitled Tzu-yeh ko. They are all pentasyllable quatrains.

Amatory and carpe diem themes comprise almost the entirety of their sub

ject matter. The extant Tzu-yeh ko are not pure folk songs: they con

tain verses of dubious folk authorship; they incorporate the literary 

editing of compilers and editors; they exist only textually— little is 

known of their oral performance. Nonetheless, the extant Tzu-yeh ko 

are on the whole genuine folk verse. Although they evidence occasional 

literati influences, they are predominated by a tone of simplicity and 

spontaneity that is characteristic of folk verse. The 124 extant 

Tzu-yeh ko are representational of a song form that was of prominent 

popularity in the Southern Dynasties.

The Tzu-yeh ko's influence on other verse forms has been more 

pronounced than that of other Southern Dynasties folk songs. Critical 

appreciation of their influence has focused on two areas. First, the 

Tzu-yeh ko came to symbolize the spontaneous tone and intimate subject 

matter of Southern Dynasties folk songs to literati poets of both the 

Southern Dynasties period and later ages. The Ylleh-fu shih-chi

, Kuo Mao-ch'ien's jfj) j-^Cfl. twelfth century) anthology of 

yheh-fu verse, includes thirty-three literati imitations, by nine

authors, that are entitled Tzu-yeh ko. These authors, who include the

1. YU Hsin , "Wu yeh t'i" HflS , in Ting Fu-pao,
III: 1855. 1



f,Martial Emperor11 of the Liang Dynasty (502-557) , Hsiao Yen 

(464-549), and the T ’ang poet Li Po ^  ^  (701-762),  ̂ seem to have 

been interested in the Tzu-yeh ko primarily because of the song’s 

lively tone and amatory subject matter. The association of the Tzu-yeh 

ko with folk tone seems to have existed throughout the history of 

Chinese verse. In the latter half of the nineteenth century Huang 

Tsun-hsien fjgZ ^  , (1848-1905) would write in a preface to a small
/ > < 3 —  icy'

group of folk songs:

It is the custom of the local people /of Kwang-tung/ to be 
fond of singing. These are refrains sung by boys or girls, 
preserving some of the characteristics of the Tzu-yeh ko.^

The Tzu-yeh ko’s relationship to T ’ang chUeh-chtl 45] has been 

a second area of critical interest. Chlleh-chd is a truncated form of 

T ’ang Regulated Verse jjijt — rf ; it is a compact poetic form that incor

porates tonal regulation, occasional verbal parallelism, and dense 

figurative language in a pentasyllable or septasyllabic quatrain.

1. For an analysis of the literary influence of the Southern 
Dynasties folk songs on the poetry of Li Po, see Wang Ytin-hsi 5- >

& ̂  +1
2. Huang Tsun-hsien ^  » "Folk Songs" Shan-kcy trans

lated by Irving Lo in Wu-chi Liu and Irving Lo, Sunflower Splendor 
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, Anchor Press, 1975), 501.



The Tzu-yeh ko quatrains are an antecedent to this later form, and 

because they share certain poetic characteristics with T ’ang chlleh-chd, 

many Chinese scholars have attempted to show that the Tzu-yeh ko are 

primarily responsible for the emergence of T ’ang chUeh-chd. State

ments such as that made by Li Chung-hua (fl. 1736)— "penta

syllable chdeh-chtl originated with the Tzu-yeh ko"^— clearly 

oversimplify an understanding of T ’ang chtleh-chli* s development; but 

it is apparent that an understanding of the Tzu-yeh ko’s treatment 

of the quatrain form is an important factor in an understanding of 

the development of the quatrain form into T ’ang chUeh-chd.

The Tzu-yeh ko are a group of excellent folk verses that 

represent a prominently popular series of folk songs in the Southern 

Dynasties. They are unique in Chinese verse for their spontaneous 

tone and intimate subject matter, and because they are an important 

antecedent to T ’ang chUeh-chU. Nevertheless, there is as of yet no 

systematic study of the Tzu-yeh ko’s poetic features. Only isolated 

aspects of the Tzu-yeh ko’s poetic composition, such as punning or the 

quatrain form, have received the critical attention of scholars. Even 

in these cases study of the Tzu-yeh ko’s features has been subordinated 

to a general survey of a particular poetic device or form. The present 

study will systematically analyze the intrinsic poetic features of the 

Tzu-yeh ko. It will attempt to define the Tzu-yeh ko’s distinctive

1. Quoted in Yang Chia-lo Chung-kuo wen-hsdeh
pai-k’o ch'dan-shu ^(5^)  ̂vols. (Shanghai: 1937;
second ed., Taipei: Chung-kuo hsdeh-tien ch’u-pan she, 1967), III: 923.
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characteristics and to make a qualitative evaluation of the songs. It 

will attempt to isolate the poetic features of the Tzu-yeh ko that are 

most responsible for the songs’ spontaneous folk tone. It will attempt 

to isolate poetic features that are especially important in the Tzu-yeh 

ko’s treatment of the quatrain form. Although the study will only 

attempt to clarify the Tzu-yeh ko * s intrinsic poetic features, it is 

hoped that the present study might serve as a basis for later compara

tive examinations of the relationship between the Tzu-yeh ko and other 

amatory verse, and between the Tzu-yeh ko and T ’ang chlleh-chli.

Historical and Literary Background 

In 311, Hsiung-nu troops sacked the Chin capital of Lo-yang and 

captured the emperor Ssu-ma Chih §] 283-313) . The Chin govern

ment was briefly reorganized in Ch’ang-an under the emperor Ssu-ma Yeh 

5) M ) (270-317), but in 316 the Hsiung-nu overran this new govern

ment stronghold, captured the new emperor, and brought an end to the 

Western Chin Dynasty (265-316). A year later, the Chin prince Ssu-ma 

Jui ^  ^  (fl. 317) declared himself emperor in the city of 

Chien-k'ang (near modern Nanking) and established the Eastern Chin

Dynasty (317-420). For almost three hundred years, through a succession 

of five dynasties^ and many new developments in social order, philosophy 

and literature, the Yangtze valley, and especially the capital region of 

Chien-k’ang, would be the cultural center of China.

1. The preeminence of this region lasted through the Eastern 
Chin, Liu Sung, Southern Ch’i, Liang, and Ch’en dynasties.
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The Southern Dynasties witnessed a collapse of the Han intel

lectual and social order. Disillusionment with Han Confucianism had 

become pronounced in the Western Chin; in the Southern Dynasties Confu- 

cian orthodoxy lost its preeminence as new intellectual currents gained 

legitimacy. Central government was weak during the Southern Dynasties, 

and political allegiance shifted from the emperor to the estates of 

powerful landlords and princes. Social standards and morality under

went profound changes: the libertarianism of the Western Chin changed

into the libertinage of the Southern Dynasties. Confucianism— the 

ethical, theological, and political system of the old order— was chal

lenged by an indigenous alternative, Taoism, and an import from India, 

Buddhism.

thought also created a period of innovation and experimentation in 

literature. In the Wei (220-265) and Eastern Chin Dynasties, the 

Confucianists' didactic theory of literature had begun to falter:

thing in itself. The study of literature’s intrinsic qualities gained 

preeminence in the literary milieu of the Southern Dynasties. Litera

ture was appreciated for the artistry and beauty of its expression, 

regardless of its didactic consequences. New thematic areas were opened

1. Cf. Etienne Balazs, Chinese Civilization and Bureaucracy: 
Variations on a Theme, trans. H . M. Wright, ed. Arthur Wright (New Haven: 
Yale University Press, 1964), 226-254.

The new attitudes that brought about changes in society and

point to an appreciation of literature as a



to the poets of the period. Hsii Ling' s (507-583) Ytl-t'ai hsin-

yung ^  V g  7X>'f an anthology of amatory verse compiled under the

patronage of the Crown Prince Hsiao Kang ̂ j| (503-551), evidences

this new understanding of literary value. Liu Hsieh1 s ^^'(465-522) 

Wen-hsin tiao-lung f and Chung Hung’ s ih^(f 1. 513)

Shih-p’in , formulated extensive theoretical bases and critical

standards by which these new literary products could be evaluated. The 

intrinsic interest in literature that was popular in the Six Dynasties 

led to primitive structural analyses of poetry, which are typified by 

Shen Ylleh’s ${) (441-513) pa-ping /y , a formulation of eight

prosodic proscriptions.

Three forms of poetry were popular during the Southern Dynas- 

ties: the shih lyric, the pentasyllable and septasyllabic verse of

the literati; the fu ̂ j^rhyme-prose, the ornately embellished verse 

whose popularity peaked in the Latter Han Dynasty; and yheh-fu 

folk songs, comprised of the popular songs of the common people and 

literati imitations of those popular songs. Folk song and poetry have 

been closely related throughout the history of Chinese verse. China’s 

first anthology of poetry, the Shih-ching is a collection of the

folk and ritual songs of the Chou Dynasty. Each of China’s major verse 

forms— the shih, the tz *u gSj , and the ch’ll — began as the poetry of

the folk and were later adopted and polished by the literati poets. The

1. For a brief discussion of the pa-ping see Wang Chung-lin 
-i- / o ’ ’ Chung-kuo wen-hslleh chih sheng-111 yen-chiu |̂vj

, 2 vols. (Taipei: Taiwan Normal University, 1963),
I: 11-15.



term yUeh-fu was first applied to folk song in the Former Han Dynasty, 

when Han Wu-ti (141-87 B.C.) established the Music Bureau in

114 B.C. The purpose of this government agency, from which ydeh-fu 

received its name, was to collect the songs of the people for imperial 

examination, and to compose new songs for use in state ceremonies. In 

7 B.C. the bureau was disbanded, but folk songs continued to be col

lected officially and unofficially. The fruits of these haphazard 

collecting activities were brought together by Kuo Mao-ch’ien in his 

Yheh-fu shih-chi, the standard anthology of yUeh-fu verse.

The Southern Dynasties' primary groups of folk songs are known 

as the Wu-sheng ko /^-g-^and the Hsi-ch'U ko They are

representative of the popular songs which flourished in the cultural 

centers of the Yangtze valley during the Southern Dynasties. They are 

comprised of genuine folk songs— although in their present form they 

probably exhibit the editorial polishes of compilers— and literati 

imitations of those songs. They are short lyrics, commonly penta

syllable quatrains, that articulate the ethos of the Southern Dynasties 

urban milieu and the daily activities and cares of the people who lived 

in the two mercantile centers of southern China: Chien-k’ang and

Chiang-ling*X  (in modern Hupei province).* Chien-k*ang was the 

largest city and the mercantile center of the Chin Dynasty. It enjoyed 

the prosperity of a smelting industry, the riches of the Wu region, and

1. The Wu-sheng ko are generally associated with the Chien- 
k*ang region, and the Hsi-ch'U ko are generally associated with the 
Chiang-ling area.



its function as the trade hub of southern China. This trade, "going 

back and forth along the Yangtze River between the two great trade 

centers of Chien-k'ang and Chiang-ling, transported an immeasurable 

wealth of c o m m o d i t i e s . T h e  two centers of trade were described in

the Sung-shu ^  j L  :

Ching-ch’eng fV] Z"i. e ., Chiang-ling/ straddles the wealth of 
southern Ch’u, and the region of Yang ̂  /i.e., Chien-k*ang/ 
has the riches of the Wu area. Profits from the fish salting 
and wood carving industries fill all eight directions; the 
abundance of silk and cotton cloth clothes the entire country.

The Wu-sheng ko and the Hsu-ch'ti ko portray the people and events that

animated this world: a world inhabited by merchants who plied their

trade up and down the Yangtze; a world of prosperity and material

objects; a world of romantic relationships interrupted and complicated

by the realities of constant travel.

The Tzu-yeh ko are part of the Wu-sheng ko. Romantic themes, 

written from a woman’s point of view, predominate the subject matter of 

the collection. They speak of the search for romantic involvement, the 

pleasures of sexual affairs, the joys of true love, the sorrows of sep

aration, and the anger of romantic betrayal and infidelity. Intimate 

and spontaneous in tone, they tell part of the story of the folk world 

of fourth century Chien-k'ang.

1. For a discussion of the Southern Dynasties urban areas see 
Wang Ydn-hsi, "Wu-sheng Hsi-ch' ii-chung-te Yang-chou'^ 6b ^
-/J~| , Wen-hsdeh i-ch’an tseng-k’an. I: n.d.^ 135-137.

2. Wang Ydn-hsi, "Yang-chou," 137.
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The Authorship and Dating of the Tzu-yeh ko

The new style of folk verse that arose in the Southern Dynasties 

seems to have been a synthesis of two earlier traditions of folk song: 

short folk airs that were popular among the common people of southern 

China, and longer yiieh-fu lyrics that were popular during the Eastern 

Han and Wei periods.* The short folk airs (min-yao ^  * often only

two lines long, seem to have been especially popular in the urban areas

of southern China at the start of the Southern Dynasties period. They

are probably largely responsible for the tone and subject matter of the 

Southern Dynasties style of folk verse. In a study of the origins of 

Southern Dynasties folk song, Wang Ytln hsi jE concluded that, "the

great majority of verses in the Wu-sheng fkoj and the Hsi-chTU fkoj were 

written in a style based on this kind of folk air /min-yaoj; moreover, 

the extant Wu-sheng Hsi-ch'U certainly preserve a large corpus of the 

songs of the common people." The longer ylleh-fu lyrics, usually a 

number of stanzas long, were probably mainly responsible for the South

ern Dynasties folk songs' characteristic pentasyllable quatrain form.

Sun K'ai-ti ^  has shown that by the Eastern Han and Wei Dynast

ies, ylleh-fu lyrics were usually arranged into stanzas of four lines 

each. Sun believes that particularly excellent stanzas were often

1. For discussions on the development of Southern Dynasties 
folk songs see Wang Ytln-hsi, Liu-ch’ao ylleh-fu ytl min-ko -f\
JSL (Shanghai: Ku-tien wen-hslleh ch'u-pan she, 1957) 33-46; Sun
K'ai-ti , "Chlieh-chll shih dzem-yang ch' i-lai-te?" ^
%  ’ Hstleh-vuan . 1.4: n.d., 33-88.

2. Wang Ylln-hsi, Min-ko, 34.
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recited or collected alone, and that this tendency eventually led to the

establishment of the quatrain form in the folk song of the Southern

Dynasties.* Wang Ytin-hsi has compared the influences of these two

traditions of folk song on the folk songs of the Southern Dynasties:

In terms of musical instruments and stanzaic form, . . . there is 
a very close relationship between the . . . new music /Southern 
Dynasties folk songsj and the . . . old ballads /earlier yUeh-fu 
lyrics?. Thus, with respect to the . . . new music we can generally 
say that of two elements that comprise yUeh-fu lyrics— music and 
lyrics— the former (music) is largely patterned on the . . . old 
ballads and is for the most part the portion [of the Southern 
Dynasties folk songsj that continues /the tradition of earlier 
ytleh-fu lyrics?, and the latter (lyrics) is an amalgamation or 
coalescense of the folk airs of southern China and is almost 
purely the portion /of the Southern Dynasties folk songs? that is 
a novel creation.^

Although the literary sources of the Southern Dynasties folk 

songs are generally agreed upon, little is known about the actual process 

by which they were brought together. The new style of folk song was 

probably first popular among the common people, and was then quickly 

adopted by literati poets. An anecdote is the Shih-shuo hsin-ytl

written by Liu I-ch1 ing ^  (403-444) , suggests the literary

milieu in which folk songs circulated easily among the common people and 

the upper classes. When the Wu Kingdom fell to the Chin in 280, the 

"Martial Emperor" of the Chin, Ssu-ma Yen M) (236-290), is sup

posed to have hosted the last ruler of the Wu, Sun Hao^,^ Qq " (243-283) :

The "Martial Emperor" of the Chin asked Sun Hao, "I have heard 
that the people of the south are fond of writing Erh-ju songs; 
would you be able to compose one? Hao was just then drinking a 
cup of wine— so he raised his cup and toasted the emperor, saying.

1. Sun Kai-ti, Chlieh-chH, 34.

2. Wang Ylin-hsi, Min-ko, 41-42.
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Before, I was your neighbor,
Today I am your servant.
I raise a cup of wine for you,
And wish that you live ten-thousand springs.*

.-#4% -:-k
A g.

i-k — M'
&

Sun's reply— a toast to the emperor expressed in a pentasyllable

quatrain— indicates that he was indeed versed in the folk songs of

southern China. An anecdote in the Nan-shih ĵ T) , compiled by Li

Yen-shou (c. 612-678) , indicates that the Tzu-yeh ko were also

enjoyed by the literati of southern China. In the biography of Wang

Chien dt (f. 480), the festivities of an imperial banquet are noted:

The "High Emperor" of the Ch'i (r. 479-483) . . . asked each 
/of his guestsj to show their talents. Ch'u Yen-hui played 
the p 'i-p'a , Wang Seng-ch'ien and Liu Shih-lung played the 
ch'in, Shen Wen-chi sang a Tzu-yeh /song/, and Chang Ching-erh
danced.2

These anecdotes describe the general literary milieu in which the 

traditions of folk airs and ylieh-fu lyrics coalesced into Southern Dyn

asties folk songs; but they also suggest some of the problems that sur

round a fuller understanding of the development of Southern Dynasties 

folk songs. First, the anecdotal nature of information concerning

1. Ting Fu-pao, 319.

2. Quoted in Wang Yun-hsi, Min-ko, 54.
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the songs makes it difficult to establish dates for the development of 

Southern Dynasties folk songs in general, and for the history of indivi

dual song titles in particular. For example, the Shih-shuo hsin-yli 

anecdote indicates that the Southern Dynasties style of folk song was 

popular among the upper classes as early as 280. But there is no text 

written earlier than the Shih-shuo hsin-yu that corroborates this anec

dote; thus, the latter half of the fifth century is the earliest date 

that can be definitively assigned to the story. Nevertheless, one can 

assume that the Southern Dynasties folk songs arose and were imitated 

by literati poets some time before the Eastern Chin, and that they 

flourished in all social levels during the Southern Dynasties.

. Secondly, although these anecdotes indicate that new lyrics were 

written to established songs, they do not specify the aspects of the 

established songs that were imitated in the new lyrics. Did the new 

lyrics imitate the music of the original song? Did they imitate the tone 

or theme of the original? Did the aspect that was imitated change over 

time? Based on the common tendency of yUeh-fu verse, one can assume tbat-' 

there was a gradual shift from imitations based on musical similarity to 

imitations based on thematic similarity; but the lack of information 

makes it difficult to reconstruct the timing of this change.

Attempts to establish the authorship and dating of individual 

song titles meet with similar problems. The largest problem is simply 

a lack of textual information concerning the authorship of individual 

songs. It has been possible to assign a small number of songs to known 

authors; but for most songs the only information that exists concerning
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authorship is anecdotal in nature and is highly unreliable. Another 

problem is the way in which songs are arranged within a single title. 

Within a title there are songs by both folk and literati authors written 

over the span of the Southern Dynasties period. These different kinds 

of songs are arranged haphazardly within a single title, and it is 

therefore difficult to determine the general quality of authorship— i.e., 

folk or literati— or the dating of individual songs or collections of 

songs sharing the same title.

There are insoluble problems concerning the texts of extant 

songs as well. The Southern Dynasties folk songs were generally written 

during the period from 316 to 589. But the earliest text that contains 

the songs, with a few exceptions, is Kuo Mao-ch’ien's twelfth century 

Yiieh-fu shih-chi. The lack of earlier texts of the songs makes it 

impossible to reconstruct the original character of songs or to isolate 

likely areas of editorial reworkings. One must assume that the extant 

songs have incorporated the textual changes of editors and compilers, 

but it is very difficult to locate the actual places where these changes 

occurred.

These problems of authorship and dating also effect the Tzu-yeh 

ko.* The earliest extant source containing information of the dating of 

the Tzu-yeh ko is the I. yilan JIL , a collection of supernatural tales 

compiled by the author Liu Ching-shu 468). Liu writes:

1. For a discussion of the authorship of the Tzu-yeh ko see 
Wang Yiln-hsi, Min-ko, 54-71.
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In the tai’yllan reign period of the "Filial Martial Emperor"
of the Chin (376-397), there was a ghost who sang Tzu-yeh in
the house of Wang K ’o-chih of Lang-yeh. When Yin Ylin was 
magistrate of Yii-chang prefecture, there was also a ghost 
who sang Tzu-yeh in the house of the refugee Yli Seng-tu.^

This story provided the basis for commentaries on the authorship of the

Tzu-yeh ko in the Sung and Chin dynastic histories. The Sung-shih,

for example, notes that.

There was a woman named Tzu-yeh who composed the Tzu-yeh ko.
In the t’ai-yUan period of the "Filial Martial Emperor" of the 
Chin, there was a ghost who sang Tzu-yeh in the house of Wang
K ’o-chih of Lang-yeh . . . Thus, Tzu-yeh was a person who

there was indeed a woman named Tzu-yeh who composed the extant Tzu-veh 

prior to the period from 376 to 397. It can be inferred that songs 

written to the title of Tzu-yeh ko were being composed prior to the time 

the I_ ydan was written. The authorship of the original songs cannot be 

ascertained, and the authorship and dating of the extant 124 songs is 

largely undefined.

Kuo Mao-ch’ien’s twelfth century Yheh-fu shih-chi. His anthology 

includes forty-two songs under the title "Tzu-yeh ko" (hereafter refer

red to as TYK), and seventy-five songs under the title "Tzu-yeh ssu-

lived prior to this time.2

On the basis of these anecdotes, however, one cannot assume that

The earliest text that contains all the extant Tzu-yeh ko is

shih ko ^  (hereafter referred to as TYSSK) . In 1916 Ting Fu-

pao ~X j-S: (1874-1952) published an anthology of Han, Three Kingdoms,

1. Quoted in Wang Ylin-hsi, Min-ko, 54.

2. Quoted in Wang Ylin-hsi, Min-ko, 54.
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and Six Dynasties poetry, the Ch1 dan Han San-kuo Chin Nan-pei-ch'ao 

shih ^  d b  » Ting's anthology includes the forty-

two TYK and the seventy-five TYSSK found in the Ytleh-fu shih-chi. But 

he also includes two songs written to the title "Ta Tzu-yeh ko" ̂  

two songs written to the title "Tzu-yeh ching ko'^yj^^-lj-/^ ,

and three songs written to the title "Tzu-yeh pien ko" •

Ting's text collates the textual variations of the Tzu-yeh songs that 

are found in the Yd-t' ai hsin-yung of Hsli Ling (507-583) , the Ku ytleh-fu 

"O °f Tso K ’o-ming 8^ (Ytlan Dynasty), and the Ku ylleh-ytlan

-rST ^ 0  o:̂  Mei Ting-tso (1553-1619). This study will use

Ting's text.l

There are three main groups of Tzu-yeh songs: the TYK, the

TYSSK, and the three other titles included in Ting's anthology. The 

TYK were written at an earlier date than the other two groups of songs. 

They probably retain more of the characteristics of folk verse than the 

other songs. Problems of literati imitations and literary editing are 

net as complicated Tor the TYK- as for other songs.

The TYSSK, the "Ta Tzu-yeh ko," the "Tzu-yeh ching-ko," and

the "Tzu-yeh pien-ko" were written at a later date than the TYK.

Their authors were often literati poets. The Ylieh-fu shih-chi quotes 

Wu Ching's j* i ^ ( d . 742) YUeh-fu chieh-t’i

1. The edition used is Ting Fu-pao, ed., Ch1 dan Han San-kuo 
Chin Nan-pei-ch'ao shih, 3 vols. (reprint ed., Taipei: I-wen yin-shu
kuan, 1975). The Tzu-yeh ko are included on pages 685-695.
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A later person wrote lyrics that corresponded to the actions 
and joys of the four seasons, and entitled them "Tzu-yeh ssu- 
shih ko" /ssu-shih ko xSQ means "songs of the four seasons"7.
There are also the "Ta Tzu-yeh ko, "the Tzu-yeh ching-ko," and 
the "Tzu-yeh pien-ko;" all are variations of /the original/ 
lyrics.

Based on textual reasons, Wang Ytin-hsi concludes that the TYSSK were 

probably written sometime after 485, and perhaps as late as the Liang 

Dynasty (502-557). Wang indicates that the TYSSK may not have orig

inally been a song title, but that songs of different titles, which 

shared the theme of the four seasons, may have been grouped together 

under the TYSSK title. Comparing the original TYK with the later 

modified songs, Wang notes that.

In looking generally at the TYSSK we have this kind of feeling: 
they do not match the TYK in simplicity and genuineness . . .
We believe that the greater portion of their lyrics were pro
duced by literati poets, and that the portion that has been 
colored by folk song is relatively small.

Because of the doubts Wang raises concerning the literati authorship

of the later poems, and because the TYK do indeed seem to exhibit a

greater degree of folk tone than do the other songs, this study will

limit itself to an examination of the forty-two TYK— the Tzu-yeh songs

that are probably most representational of the popular Tzu-yeh songs

of fourth century Southern China.

1. Ting Fu-pao, 685.

2. Wang Yiln-hsi, Min-ko, 70.
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Critical Background

Critical interest in the TYK has generally been limited to three

areas: the songs' intimate diction and candid treatment of erotic

themes, their extensive use of punning, and their stanzaic form— -the

quatrain— and its relation to T ’ang chtleh-chll. These are, in fact, the

most distinctive features Of the TYK* Romantic themesT-seduction,

unfaithfulness, fidelity, the neglected lover-— comprise almost the

entirety of the TYK's subject matter. Although romantic and erotic

themes form a substantial portion of Chinese verse, rarely are they

treated with the same explicitness and unreserved display of emotion
1

that one finds in the folk originated TYK. The effect of such diction 

and subject matter throughout one body of verse is indeed striking. 

Homophonic puns are the most notable feature of the figurative language 

of the TYK. Chinese verse usually works within the confines of con

ventional imagery and figures of speech, and, on the whole, the TYK do 

not violate these biases against "expressions violent to Chinese ears *"  ̂

A pun is, however, an obtrusive figure of speech; As such, it stands 

out in the TYK, and the TYK stand out in Chinese verse, for their fre

quent employment of the device. The absolute regularity of its stanzaic 

form is the most distinctive feature of the TYK’s prosody: all 117

poems are quatrains, all are comprised exclusively of pentasyllable

1. Cf. A. C. Graham, Poems of the Late T'ang (Baltimore:
Penguin Books Inc., 1965), 141-142.

2. Graham, 57.
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lines, almost all employ rhyme in the second and fourth lines. This 

would later be the stanzaic arrangement of one of the major forms of 

T ’ang poetry— chlieh-chll. Until the popularity of chlleh-chll in the T'ang 

Dynasty, however, the quatrain appeared only sporadically in Chinese

exclusively of quatrains, should draw the attention of literary histori

ans attempting to define the origins of T'ang chUeh-chtl.

these more obvious aspects of the TYK— subject matter, word play, and 

quatrain form— there is still no systematic study of the TYK itself.

Study of the TYK has generally been subordinate to other literary inter

ests, arising when one of the TYK's features typifies a stage in the 

development of a genre or literary characteristic. Study of the TYK's 

subject matter has been limited almost exclusively to literary histories 

and anthologies. There, interest is usually limited to the TYK's typi- 

fication of the subject matter of Southern Dynasties folk verse. Lo
i n . (SpKen-tse f°r example, uses the TYK as an example of the "gentle

and pleasant" ylleh-fu of the Southern Dynasties,  ̂ a stage in a trend away 

from the realism and social concern of Han ylieh-fll. The subject matter 

of the TYK, he believes, is a result of the intellectual climate of the 

Southern Dynasties: "Their mode of life was exceptionally affluent;

verse. * Thus, it is natural that the TYK, a body of poems comprised

Although much scholastic attention has been directed towards

1 • Sun Kai-ti, 83.
2.

(Taipei: Wen Shih che ch'
3 bC/=f- » Ylleh-fu wen-hslleh shih 
u-pan she, 1974), 172.
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their philosophy was exceptionally abtruse; they pointed to the east 

and spoke of the west . . ."  ̂ The extent of Lo’s interest in the 

TYK's subject matter is typical of other scholars.^ They are not 

intrinsically interested,in the TYK or its subject matter, but only in 

the role which the TYK plays in the general development of poetry.

The use of punning is also frequently noted by literary histori-
oans, but it is seldom examined in depth. Wang Ylln-hsi, however, has 

made a detailed study of this aspect of the TYK and Southern Dynasties 

folk songs.^ He categorizes the TYK's puns into divisions of type and 

complexity. More importantly, he finds that the less sophisticated puns 

form a distinctive structure that make the Southern Dynasties songs 

characteristically "fresh, lively, life-like and s p o n t a n e o u s . T h a t  

punning is "the most important characteristic of the folk songs from the 

Wu region,"^ he finds has led to the terms "Wu song style" and "Tzu-yeh

1. Lo, 173.

2. Cf. Lu K'an-ju f A  1^j-k.0and Feng Ytlan-chiin z7u , 
Chung-kuo shih shih rj? (gj ^  , 3 vols. (Peking: Tso-chia ch'u-pan
she, 1956), I: 228-9; Burton Watson, Chinese Lyricism (New York:
Columbia University Press, 1971), 60-61.

3. Cf. Lo, 138-40; Watson, 61. For bibliography of previous 
studies on the use of word play in Southern Dynasties folk songs, see 
Wang Ylln-hsi, Min-ko, 127.

4. Wang Ylln-hsi, Min-ko, 121-166.

5. Wang Ylln-hsi, Min-ko, 166,

6. Wang Ylln-hsi, Min-ko, 126.
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style" for short poems that employ puns.'*' Unfortunately, systematic 

studies such as Wang’s are unusual. Further, his study is not of the 

TYK in particular, but of Northern and Southern Dynasties folk song in 

general.

Details of a long standing debate on the origin of T ’ang 

chlleh-chli have been transcribed by Yang Chia-lo %^^^-in his Ency

clopedia of Chinese Literature ^  jfj) As Yang

describes it, this debate, which engaged the interests of such eminent 

critics as Chao I ^  (1727-1814) and Wang Fu-chin (1619-

1692), was an attempt to give full responsibility for the development 

of T ’ang chlleh-chd to one of two poetic forms: T ’ang Regulated Verse

or Southern Dynasties yUeh-fu. The TYK, comprised exclusively of quat

rains, was an important focus of those scholars who saw the source of 

chlleh-chU in earlier ylleh-fu. Chao I, for example, quotes Yang

Po-ch'ien (f 1* 1530): "Pentasyllable chileh-chli is an early
3T ’ang development of the Six Dynasties Tzu-yeh form." Li Chung-hua 

explained straightforwardly that "Pentasyllable chlieh-chli originated 

with the Tzu-yeh ko."^ The development of chlleh-chli is, of course, a 

more complex problem than either of these schools of thought would lead 

us to believe. But the arguments do reflect typical scholastic interest

1. Wang Ylin-hsi, Min-ko, 124.

2. Yang, III: 918-930.

3. Yang, III: 920.

4. Yang, III: 928.
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in the TYK. Prominent attention was given to the collection because it 

typified an important stage in the development of another, more general, 

form— T ’ang chtleh-chll. Because both forms shared the quatrain form, 

scholars directed their interest in the TYK towards this most obvious 

formal characteristic of the collection and ignored other possibly 

fruitful areas of study.

It is unfortunate that this aspect of the TYK— the relationship 

between it and T ’ang and chlieh-chh— has received such superficial exam

ination. Although the development of T ’ang chlieh-chh was a complex 

process,* in which the TYK played only one role, an understanding of 

the TYK’s treatment of the quatrain form promises to enrich our under

standing of T ’ang chlieh-chh. Modern scholars have suggested a number 

of factors in addition to T ’ang Regulated Verse and Southern Dynas

ties folk songs that have played a role in the development of chileh- 

chli. Yang Chia-lo, for example, concludes that both Southern Dynas

ties yheh-fu and Regulated Verse play important roles, but suggests 

that other areas must be considered as well, such as the music that 

accompanied the songs and the popularity of parallelism in Six Dynas

ties literature.^ Chu Kuang-ch’ien argues that the develop

ment of parallelism in fu was an important factor in the emergence of

1. For general discussions, see Yang, III: 918-930; and Hung
Wei-fa "j^hlleh-chh Ihn cQ (Shanghai: Shang-wu yin-shu
kuan, 1934), 3-22.

2. Yang, III: 920.
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tonal regulation.* Sun K ’ai-ti traces chUeh-chtl, and the origin of the

term (literally, "cut-off lines"), to the practice of selecting only

superb stanzas of songs for compilation and recitation at court. By

the start of the Wei Dynasty (220-266), he finds, four lines was the

predominate length of a stanza; quatrains would have thus been formed
2by the recitation of a single stanza of a poem. Wang Ytin-hsi has pro

vided interesting, although limited, data that suggests that the TYSSK 

may in fact be a collection of popular and literati verses that were
3brought together under one title mainly because of their season themes. 

Although these widening areas of investigation place the importance of 

the TYK in perspective, it is clear that the TYK, and the other quatrains 

of the Southern Dynasties, continue to be substantial keys to an under

standing of the development of T ’ang chlieh-chh. However, if the rela

tionship between T ’ang chlleh-chli and Southern Dynasties ylleh-fu is to be 

defined more clearly, the first step is a fuller understanding of the 

poetics of the Wu-sheng ko and the Hsi-ch’(1 ko. And if a realistic 

evaluation of the Tzu-yeh ko is to be made, both in terms of its rela

tionship to T ’ang chUeh-chu and in terms of its place in Chinese verse 

generally, it is necessary that a systematic study of the collection 

take the place of the scattered and limited studies that now exist.

1. Chu Kuang-ch’ien "Chung-kuo shih ho-i shang ' Iti’
te-lu?" ^  fc] -h Kuo-hslleh chi-k’an »
V .4: n.d., 687-714.

2. Sun Kai-ti, 83-88, especially 84 and 87.
3. Wang Ylin-hsi, Min-ko, 63-71.
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One study has examined the structural characteristics of the Wu 

sheng Hsi-ch1 li ko in depth. Marilyn Jane Coutant Evans, in a 1966 dis

sertation, Popular Songs of the Southern Dynasties: A Study in Chinese

Poetic Style, has made a detailed study of the characteristics of

prosody, style, and figurative language in the folk songs of the South- 
1ern Dynasties. Her study is "an attempt to analyze in depth the dis

tinctive poetic qualities" of the Southern Dynasties folk songs, and to
• 2make "meaningful generalizations about their poetic style." Her con

clusions are of course directed towards the folk songs of the Southern 

Dynasties in general. But because there is so much in common between 

that larger body of poetry and the TYK, her conclusions frequently 

serve equally well to isolate the literary structures that give the

TY.K their distinctive emotive, and intimate tone.

The generality of Evan’s study-— a survey of the distinctive sty

listic traits of a large heterogeneous group of lyrics-— limits in some 

ways its usefulness to an analysis and evaluation of the TYK. First, 

although her study aims mainly to enumerate the poetic structures used in 

the songs, it does not attempt to evaluate the variety of quality within 

the songs' use of a poetic structure. Thus, her study is of limited use 

in analyzing the overall quality of the Wu-sheng ko and 'the Hsi-ch’li ko, 

or the TYK. In fact, her study gives an overly favorable impression of

1. Marilyn Jane Goutant Evans, "Popular Songs of the Southern 
Dynasties: A Study in Chinese Poetic Style" (Yale. University, Ph.D
Diss., 1966; Ann Arbor: University Microfilms, 1966).

2. Evans, diss. abstract.



the poetic skill that is involved in the songs because, in enumerating 

the songs’ poetic elements, it gives as examples the more effective 

instances of poetic structures drawn from the more successful poems. 

Second, although her study distinguishes the distinctive features of 

the Southern Dynasties songs, i t .does not clearly distinguish which of 

the features are more important than others. Do some features merely 

give the songs their characteristic tone, and others consistently play 

a role in the overall poetic success or failure of individual poems? 

Third, even though Evans' general conclusions are frequently applicable 

to the TYK, her study is not an examination of the TYK. This results in 

insufficient attention being directed towards features that are uniquely 

important to the TYK— most notably the quatrain form. Further, it pre

cludes a clear evaluation of the TYK in particular. To what degree do 

the TYK share the characteristics of the larger group? Are there dif

ferences between the two? Which features are distinctive of and most 

important to the TYK? Evans’ study of Southern Dynasties folk songs has 

done much to clarify the characteristic features of the TYK; but the TYK 

Still lacks a systematic Study of. its poetic features by which an eval

uation of its overall quality can be made, by which the elements most 

crucial to the quality of the songs can be isolated, and by which the 

songs' poetic structures can be examined in terms of their function in 

the quatrain form.
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Objectives and Methods of Analysis

The TYK are comprised of poems of greatly uneven quality. With

in the collection there is variety in the quantity of acoustical and 

semantic structures employed in individual poems. One poem might employ 

alliteration, a dissonant rhyme scheme, and shifting phrasal rhythm. 

Another poem might consist only of stock phrases expressed in a folk 

diction. There is variety in the quality with which sound schemes and 

figures of speech are applied as well. In some poems sound structures 

seem to occur only haphazardly; figures of speech seem to be contrived 

or hackneyed. But in other poems it would appear as though the acous

tical and semantic structures have been carefully integrated— arranged 

in apt ways that emphasize pointed congruences of sound and sense.

An: examination of the collection indicates,, however, that varia

tion in quality is caused by different factors in different poetic 

elements of the TYK. Individual acoustical structures of different 

poems vary substantially in their complexity and euphonic effect: in

some cases acoustical structures are used only to achieve euphony within 

individual lines; in others they are deployed so as to complement sense 

throughout an.entire poem. Nevertheless, the sum effect of acoustical 

structures seldom varies substantially from one poem to another. In 

other words, it is the quality of individual figures of sound that evi

dence variety in acoustical structures, rather than their overall pat

terning . On.the other hand, individual figures of speech do not vary 

substantially in their complexity or.aptness. Poems share.the same 

emotive and intimate diction, and the same carpe diem and romantic
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themes. Imagery is usually commonplace and often draws upon stock 

phrases. Metaphor is usually simple and.seldom extends beyond one 

couplet. The success or failure of a poem’s semantic structure has 

much less to do with the outstanding quality of individual figures of 

speech— a brilliant and precise image, for example— ^than it does with 

the way in which commonplace figures are arranged into a whole. In 

other words, it is the overall arrangement of figurative language, and 

not the quality of individual figures, that evidences qualitative var

iety in the semantic structures of different poems.

The different qualitative tendencies of acoustical and semantic 

structures suggests that analyses of different poetic elements of the 

TYK may be especially applicable to different objectives of the present 

study. This study will attempt to define the TYE’a distinctive charac

teristics generally and to assess a qualitative evaluation of the poems. 

More particularly, it will attempt to isolate the poetic features of the 

TYK that are most responsible for the TYK’s folk tone and that are espe

cially important in the TYK’s treatment of the quatrain form. A system

atic study of acoustical, semantic, and rhetorical structures is the 

method by which these objectives will be studied. A brief outline of 

this method will indicate both the general organization of the present 

study and the special uses of different analyses.

The stylistic elements of the TYK can be divided into three 

general categories: acoustical structures, semantic structures,' and

poetic rhetoric— the overall organization of acoustical and semantic
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structures.^ Acoustical structures can be divided into structures of
2sound orchestration and of rhythm and meter. Structures of sound 

orchestration evidence the TYK’s greatest variety in the quality of 

individual poetic devices. The analysis of the TYK's sound orchestra

tion will thus be useful in assessing the skill with which poetic 

structures are applied in individual poems. Rhythm and meter rarely 

play a substantial role in the overall effect of a poem in the TYK; 

thus, they will be dealt with briefly. The second chapter will analyze 

the-sound orchestration of the TYR,. and-the third chapter will analyze 

the TYK’s use of rhythm and meter.

Semantic structures can be divided »into two sub-categories:

features of non-figurative language— such as diction— and features of
3figurative language^ The non-figurative uses of language, are similar 

throughout the TYK, and are seldom manipulated for conscious effect.

On the other hand, they are especially important components of the 

TYK’s spontaneous folk tone, and thus merit special attention. - However, 

the distinctive folk quality of the TYK's non-figurative language is 

shared by the Southern Dynasties folk songs in^general. Thus, this

1. This division generally follows the outline for the intrin
sic study of literature in Rene Wellek and Austin Warren, Theory of 
Literature. 3d ed. (New York: Harcourt. Brace and World, Inc., 1956),
139-211. See also the division of poetic language into elements of 
"realization," "form," and "semantics" in Geoffrey Leech, A Linguistic 
Guide to English Literature (London and Harlow: Longmans, Green and
Co.,. Ltd.,1969), 37-40 and 73-76.

2. Wellek and Warren, 159. Leech uses the term "sound schemes" ■ 
This category includes such poetic structures as alliteration and rhyme.

3. This admittedly vague distinction rests mainly on whether 
or not the figure can be analyzed in terms of metaphorical substitu
tion, or "vehicle" and "tenor."
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study will only reiterate Evans' conclusions in this regard and make a 

survey of selected non-figurative features of the TYK's use of language. 

The TYK’s use of figurative language also evidences a homogeneity of 

usage, although only in regards to the originality and complexity of 

individual figures of speech; the ways in which figures are organized in 

the poem as a whole evidences substantial variety. This feature of the 

TYK— the way in which semantic structures are ordered— is often of cru

cial Importance to the success or failure of individual poems: it seems 

to be the most essential element of the TYK’s overall poetic structure. 

The analysis of the TYK’s use of figurative language will thus be espe

cially important to this study's attempt to define the relative impor

tance of different poetic structures. The fourth chapter will analyze 

the TYK? s use of. nontf-iguratiye. language, and. the fifth will ■analyze the 

figurative language of the TYK.

By the term "poetic rhetoric" it is meant the way in which 

semantic and acoustical structures are arranged in a poem so as to 

achieve maximum effectiveness^— their maximum persuasive power. It is 

the "psychological strategy of developing a t h e m e . T h i s  concept, 

unfortunately, is vague, and is little clarified by the use of the term

"rhetoric".in a concept outside of its usual usage. To draw a distinc

tion that might clarify the use of the term in this study, let us note

two general approaches to the analysis of a metaphor. A metaphor is of

course a figure of speech involving substitution. Its structure might 

be extended throughout an entire poem, it might be described from a

1. Cf. Leech, 74.
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variety of viewpoints, and it might shade with connotation the meaning 

of words not directly involved in the metaphor. To the extent that 

the metaphor is examined intrinsically— in terms of what it consists 

of— the examination is most usefully described as an analysis of struc

ture. To the extent that the metaphor is examined extrinsieally, in 

its poetic setting, it is most useful to describe the examination as an 

analysis of poetic rhetoric. This would include the ways in which the 

metaphor is anticipated in other structures, the relative importance of 

its role in the overall meaning of the poem, how its position in the 

order of structures increases or decreases its effectiveness, and its 

relation to such factors as sudden shifts in the tone of the poem.

This distinction, like any one of terminology, is not exact— where, for 

example, does one draw the line between studying the structural effec

tiveness of an extended metaphor’s connotations, and the rhetorical 

effectiveness of a poem's anticipation of a. pivotal metaphor? Still, it 

is useful to generally distinguish between the various structures 

employed in a poem, and the way in which they are ordered into a whole 

so as to increase the visability and importance of certain structures 

and to increase the effectiveness of the poem as a whole.

In longer poems the concept of "poetic rhetoric" approaches that 

of "plot," and the importance of a particular structures precise loca

tion in the overall order becomes less crucial. But in poems as brief 

and condensed as the TYK, the effectiveness with which parts are ordered 

into a whole is often of crucial importance. The close relationship 

between the TYK’s rhetorical structures and the demands of the Chinese
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quatrain makes the analysis of rhetorical structure especially useful 

for defining the ways in which the TYK treat the quatrain form. The 

analysis of rhetorical structures will not occur exclusively in any one 

chapter, but will occur throughout the analyses of prosody and semantics 

generally. As poems are analyzed in those chapters, attention will be 

directed towards their rhetorical structures. In effect, the rhetorical 

structures of the TYK will be surveyed throughout the analyses of acous

tical and semantic structures. Then, in the conclusion of this study, 

this survey will be summarized.

The Chinese Quatrain 

In discussing the poetics of the Chinese quatrain and the TYK 

there is reason to refer to a poem’s general poetic organization as a 

"structure of poetic rhetoric," and not simply as the poem's overall 

poetic structure: many quatrains develop their poetic ideas according

to very similar, and seemingly conventionalized, patterns of organiza

tion. Chinese critics have been aware of these common modes of

organization, and have developed a number of theories that attempt to
%explain the fundamental poetic problem of the Chinese quatrain. How

ever, Chinese quatrains— and especially the TYK— were not written in 

accordance to formal rhetorical prescriptions; their recurring patterns 

of poetic development seem simply to be convenient solutions to the fun

damental poetic problem of the Chinese quatrain: how to create a dynam

ic rhetorical force and make an epigrammatic statement within the 

confines of four lines. But whether or hot authors were conscious of

1. See Hung, 34-46
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the organizational characteristics of their quatrains, the conceptual

ization of "rhetorical structures" continues to be a useful aid in the 

understanding of Chinese quatrains. Similar patterns of development 

occur in many Chinese quatrains, and the purpose of these common pat

terns is the development of themes in the most psychologically effec

tive way possible.
There are many ways that a theme can be developed in the four

lines of a Chinese quatrain. Poem 21 of the TYK evidences one of the

21.

After you parted, my tears streamed together.
I long for you, and my soul fills with sadness. 
I think of you, and ray stomach chursn.
My insides fall to pieces.

All four lines of poem 21 consist of very similar grammatic struc

tures; all four lines are stock phrases that hyperbolically describe the 

feelings of lovesickness. The four images neither suggest different 

levels of meaning nor lead to an epigrammatic aspect of the general 

scene. The four lines are arranged monotonously and lack any rhe

torical movement.

1. Poems are numbered according to the arrangement of the TYK in 
Ting Fu-pao. Many TYK poems are discussed in two or more places in this 
study; to correlate different discussions of one poem, refer to the 
finding list in Appendix II.

least effective ways.*
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In poem 4 the monotony that is produced by lines that are gram

matically and imagistically similar is broken by the inclusion of one 

unique line.

4.

Ever since you parted
My vanity hasn’t once been opened,
My hair is disheveled, still I won’t touch it,
The powder puff is clothed in dust.

In poem 4, line one, "Ever since you parted," is a stock phrase that 

defines the general circumstances of the poem: a woman has been left

behind by her lover. The following three lines focus on different 

physical images— an unused vanity, disheveled hair, a dust covered 

powder puff— that symbolize the woman’s forlorn emotional state. The 

organization of images in poem 4 creates a degree of rhetorical force. 

Two levels are involved in the poem: first, the rational discourse of 

the woman, which indicates her conscious understanding of the situation; 

and secondly, the survey of physical objects that suggest the reality 

of her subconscious malaise. The difference between the colloquial 

statement of line one and the suggestive images of the three following 

lines creates a sense of psychological depth in the poem. Further

more, the organization of the four lines seem to reflect the woman’s 

bored discontent. The poem begins with a dynamic movement from the
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general statement of line one, "Ever since you parted," to the precise 

focus of line two's image, "My vanity hasn't once been opened." How

ever, this dynamic movement occurs only in the change from line one to

hair is disheveled, still I won’t touch it," and four, "The powder puff 

is clothed in dust," function as a single unit of images that symbolize 

the woman's malaise. There is no compression or expansion of the images, 

and it seems as though the survey of images could continue interminably 

and monotonously— like the woman’s malaise. The overall organization of 

poem 4's images are well suited to the poem's theme, but the poem 

closes without drawing attention to any particular aspect of the poem.

Poems 10 and 11 of the TYSSK also consist of three parallel 

lines that are positioned against a single unique line.

line two. Lines two, "My vanity hasn’t once been opened," three, "My

10.

The flowers of spring woodlands are full of allure.
The meanings of spring birds are filled with poigance. 
The spring breeze is filled with passion.
As it blows on me, parting my gauze skirt.

11.
A young swallow tries its first tune.
Cuckoos vie in morning song.
The grey thrush can’t stop its mouth,
All where I wander, dispelling spring feelings.
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Because the unique lines occur in the final lines of these two poems, 

their rhetorical structures are much more dynamic than that of poem 4. 

The poems develop a poetic idea repetitively through three lines; then 

in the fourth line there is a sudden rhetorical shift: the grammar of

the lines changes, and the literal focus of the images changes. This 

change draws attention to the final line, in which an epigrammatic 

statement is made. In effect, the first three lines develop a theme 

and tone that is subtly epitomized in the image of the final line.

Poem 10 describes three natural objects in the first three lines: 

in line one, "The flowers of spring woodlands are full of allure," 

flowers are described as alluring; in line two, "The meanings of spring 

birds are filled with poignance," a bird’s song is described as plain

tive; in line three, "The spring breeze is filled with passion," the 

wind is described as having human emotions. There is a subtle change 

in imagery in line three: the attribution of human emotions to the

wind is, unlike the description of objects in the first two lines, lit

erally irrational. Thus, line three both continues the poem’s descrip

tion of natural images and subtly introduces a symbolic image: the

"spring breeze" symbolizes erotic sentiments. Line four introduces the 

speaker into the poem: "As it blows on me, parting my gauze skirt."
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The image is active on three levels, creating a resonant and epigram

matic closure in the poem. The only explicit statement of the line is 

that the woman has been physically affected by the wind blowing on her 

skirt. The image itself is a sensual one— wind parting a woman’s gauze 

skirt— and carries a definite erotic connotation. Further, the erotic 

symbolism of the wind that was anticipated in line three makes the 

poetic implication of line four very clear: the woman has been affected

emotionally with erotic thoughts.

Poem 11 is structured similarly. The first three lines function 

as a unit, describing the carefree actions of birds: line one, "A young

swallow tries its first tune," suggests youthful play; line two, "Cuckoos 

vie in morning song," suggests the pleasure of comradery; line three,

"The grey thrush can't stop its mouth," suggests joyous abandonment.

As in poem 10, line three introduces a subtle change in poem 11. Word 

play allows a second reading of the line: hua-mei can be read

both as "grey thrush" and as "paint my eyebrows:" wang chu k ’ou Q

can be read both as "can’t stop its mouth" and as "forget to rouge my 

lips." Thus, line three can be read both as a description of a bird’s 

carefree actions, and as the casual gestures of a woman preparing to go 

outside: "I paint my eyebrows, but forget to rouge my lips." Line four,

"All where I wander, dispelling spring feelings," abruptly changes the 

focus of the poem to the description of a lady strolling about. The 

new grammar and imagistic focus of the line draws attention to an image 

that encompasses the idea of the poem as a whole: as the woman wanders,

trying to ignore the excitement that spring has produced in her, she sees
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that the natural world is also responding to the joyous ambiance of the 

spring season.

The four preceding poems suggest. the variety of ways in which 

Chinese quatrains can be organized. They belie both the regularity with 

which quatrains are ordinarily organized and a basic unit of Chinese 

versification^— the couplet. Lines of Chinese verse are conventionally 

structured into units of two; poems develop in accordance with these 

pairs of lines rather than with individual lines. Poems which must be 

broken down into lines rather than couplets— as the four preceding poems 

must be— are rare. Two lines are given structural unity in a number of 

ways: through verbal parallelism, through periodic sentence structure,

and through similar imagistic focus. But however it is produced, the 

couplet structure predominates almost all Shih poetry.

Two couplets rather than four lines are the primary division of 

the Chinese quatrain. The couplet structure tends to limit the ways in 

which poetic ideas of quatrains can be developed, and results in some 

characteristic features of the Chinese quatrain. If both couplets are. 

strongly self-contained, there is very little opportunity to develop a 

poetic idea or to introduce new ideas or focuses into a poem. Poem 42 

evidences the static and monotonous effect that is easily produced by 

strong unity in two couplets.

42.

Morning sun shines on the tinsel of damask.
Luminous breezes waft the white of chiffon.
By her ready smile shine two melon seed dimples.
Over beautiful eyes flutter a pair of moth-like brows.
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Poem 42 simply presents two images of exquisite beauty: one a lavishly

furnished bed chamber, the other a finely featured woman. There is no 

psychological or imagistic contour to the poem— each image is presented 

on the same poetic level. There is no sense of movement in the imagery
fof the poem. The focus of imagery does change from the bed chamber to 

the woman’s face, but this single change of focus is insufficient to

create a sense of narrowing focus. Because the two couplets of poem 42

are strongly self-contained, there is no particular integration of their 

senses. Each couplet describes a separate object, and the poem does not 

attempt to draw any pointed comparisons between the two descriptions.

If the Chinese quatrain is to develop dynamically and effec

tively, the self-sufficiency of one couplet must be weakened, allowing

one line to contribute to the sense of both its own couplet and the

other couplet. This structure effectively divides the couplet into 

three units. With three units, the quatrain is able to create dynamic 

poetic structures that narrow and expand imagistic focuses, that point 

to precise emblematic images, and that isolate the points of contact 

between vehicle and tenor of metaphors. Theoretically, this three part 

structure should allow a substantial amount of variation in the ways in
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which Chinese quatrains are organized. In poem 41, for example, it is 

the first couplet whose unity is weakened.

41.

Given to love, as if she'll advance;
Blushing shy, still she doesn’t dare.
Crimson lips sing seductive songs.
Jade fingers play delicate strings.

Line one, "Given to love, as if she'll advance," describes a young 

woman's desire to become romantically involved with a suitor. In a 

grammatically parallel line, line two, "Blushing shy, still she doesn't 

dare," develops the sense of the first line: the girl's naivete and

hesitation only make her more attractive. But the second line also 

departs from the tone of the first line: in the first line the girl

is described as willing; in the second line her willingness is restrained 

by shyness and naivete. The second line has thus introduced a new 

idea— hesitation— to the poem's original idea of willingness. This 

change in tone reflects the girl's emotional confusion, and creates a 

sense of tension in the poem. The second couplet— "Crimson lips sing 

seductive songs. Jade fingers play delicate strings."— resolves this 

tension by describing the way in which the young woman resolves her 

emotional conflict: she transfers her erotic excitement from her suitor

to a musical performance. The two images that symbolize this emotional
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transference— "seductive songs" and "delicate strings"— are thus 

highly charged with an erotic tone. Because the tension created in 

the second line is resolved equally in the final two lines, the poem 

ends with a diffused and lingering sense of eroticism.

Although poem 41 demonstrates that a second line that is active 

in two couplets is an effective way of rhetorically structuring a poem, 

this structure does not occur frequently in Chinese verse. It is much 

more common for the introductory couplet to be a strongly self-contained 

unit, and for the second couplet to have a flexible structure. The pre

dominance of this arrangement in Chinese quatrains has led traditional 

Chinese critics to theorize that chileh-chU is comprised of a "beginning" 

(ch’i ^ 0 )  in line one, a "continuation" (ch’eng in line two, a

"turn" (chdan in line three, and a "closure (ho ) in line ___

four.* These terms should probably not be viewed as formal rhetorical 

figures. They describe a natural and effective way of organizing the 

Chinese quatrain. Although some quatrains cannot be analyzed in these 

terms, and the analyses of others are confused by the application of 

them, the couplet structure of the Chinese quatrain makes it possible to 

analyze most quatrains in terms of these four terms. The first line of 

a poem perforce begins a poem. Because of the couplet structure, the 

second line tends to continue the idea of the first. The third line is 

normally the first point at which a new idea can be introduced into a 

poem; it naturally tends to produce a "turn" in a poem. The fourth line

1. See Hung, 34-38.
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often functions to bring the divergent sense of the first couplet and 

the third line together; this is often necessary if the poem is to 

achieve an overall unity.

The explanation of the Chinese quatrain in terms of the rhe

torical figures "beginning," "continuation," "turn," and "closure" is 

vitiated by complete exceptions to the general structure, and by 

infinitely varied degrees within the structure.!" For example, the 

"turn" of the third line might not introduce a completely new idea, but 

simply narrow the focus of the first couplet’s image. The fourth line 

can then continue the dynamic compression of the image and focus on an 

emblematic detail. This Structure creates a linear poetic development 

rather than the circular poetic integration that is suggested by the 

"beginning," "continuation," "turn," and "closure" theory. The frequent 

inapplicability of this theory has led one critic to say, "this /"begin

ning," "continuation," "turn," and "closure" structure/ is simply not 

evident in chUeh-chti.

Familiarity with the "beginning," "continuation," "turn," and 

"closure" theory does have practical benefits in the analysis of Chinese 

quatrains, regardless of the theory’s overall soundness. It describes 

the rhetorical functions of different lines in one common structure of 

poetic organization. It suggests that it might be possible to describe 

other structures of organization in similar general terms. It suggests

1. See Hung, 34.

2. Hung, 34.



that the couplet structure and the conciseness of the Chinese quatrain 

place substantial, and perhaps distinctive, rhetorical burdens on cer

tain lines of poems. The following analyses will attempt to entertain 

these suggestions.



SOUND ORCHESTRATION

Sound orchestration, the patterning of "inherent distinctions 

in quality"^" of sound, is an important component of both literary and 

folk verse. For these two traditions, however, the ideal utilizations

of such patterns are very different. Folk song, which is "never self-
2conscious," sets a minimal standard for sound: optimal usage is a

euphonic agreement among sounds that meets songs’ need for melodic 

fluency. In the lyric of the sophisticated poet the standard is higher. 

In such poetry "sound and sense are intimately connected. Sound can 

strengthen or emphasize meaning and feeling; meaning and feeling can 

make the sounds more evocative.'’3 Conscious manipulation of sound, 

resulting in pointed congruences of sound and sense, is the optimal 

use of sound in the literati tradition.

The typical roles of sound in both the folk and literati tradi

tions exist side by side in the TYK— which is, interestingly, a 

collection of folk poetry that is in various ways associated with the 

literati world. The forty-two poems of the TYK evidence remarkable 

variety in their use of sound. Some poems do not seem to utilize even

1. Wellek and Warren, 159.

2. Alex Preminger, ed., Princeton Encyclopedia of Poetry and 
Poetics, enlarged ed. (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1974),
283.

3. Karl Shapiro and Robert Beum, A Prosody Handbook (New York: 
Harper and Row, 1965), 87-88.

43
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the simplest "musical" potential of sound; others carefully underlie 

pivotal aspects of sense with foregrounded qualities of sound.

In the sound orchestration of the TYK three general levels of 

usage can be distinguished. The first level is a minimal utilization 

of sound.. Patterns of iteration are unsystematic, often imperfect, and 

bear no special relation to the sense of the poem. Poems of this kind 

sometimes consist of an assortment of short iterative patterns, result

ing in a poem that is mellifluous but has no overall sound "color." In 

other cases, an inexact and unsystematic pattern of sound extends 

through most of a poem— in which case the poem has an overall mellifluous 

sound "color." Whether the patterns are brief or extended, the result 

is fundamentally the same: a euphonic poem. At its best, this kind of

usage produces the lilting quality of sound that is associated with 

song and poetry; at the least, the reader is spared awkward arrangements 

of sound.

At this level it is wise to distinguish between fortuitous 

accidents of euphony— iterations of sound that randomly arise in any 

linguistic environment— and Conscious manipulations of sound. In 

song, where folk or anonymous authorship is involved, this distinction 

is problematic. Harmonious expression of sound is, it seems, an 

integral and subconscious part of the songwriting impulse: it is dif

ficult to apply criteria of conscious manipulation to all but the most 

obviously premeditation arrangements of sound. The nature of the 

Chinese language provides a further difficulty. The classical language 

is largely monosyllabic. Words are short and realized from a limited
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and undiversified field of phonemes. There is a tendency to combine 

words into alliterative, rhyming, or reduplicated binomial expressions. 

All of these factors combine to produce in the Chinese language a 

relatively high incidence of casual iterations of sound. Nonetheless, 

it is generally possible to distinguish between euphony that is the 

natural result of inherent characteristics of language or the sub

conscious process of song writing, such as in poem 4:

4.

Ever since you parted
My vanity hasn't once been opened.
My hair is disheveled, still I won't touch it.
The powder puff is clothed in dust.

dzi dz'jwong b 'iMt yuan lai
liHn kji lihu pj»u k'gi
d'Bu lu&n pigu kam Iji
piuan p 'iuat 5vng ywang 3S1

& I . B

s - n 3 #m n &
'±*

and euphony that shows clearer traces of conscious manipulation, such 

as poem 35:

35.

My loving thoughts of you are clear enough,
Yet your actions are hesitant and unsure.
Fog and dew bedim the hibiscus.
Though you see the flower, all is unclear.
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ng& niem y.uan
tsi yvng iZ)u
m^u luo • iam
kien liMn pi^u
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Poem 4 achieves euphony largely through linguistic accidents:

the grammatical compound dzi'i dz'iwong a random arrangement of

five words with "I" initials— two of which are grammatical particles,

and an alliterative binom in the final line: piuan p ’ iu2>t<* ■* %---
Rhyme, though an unusual AABB scheme, is convention. Poem 35, on the

other hand, achieves a more condensed and colorful euphony. Most of

the words that contribute to the poem’s euphonic structure have been

consciously chosen; they are substantive rather than grammatical words:

"clear enough” tiek tiek > hesitant and unsure"

"fog and dew" miu luo 4??'dS7» and "see the flower" kien li&n 
— *   * —

Ten nasal finals provide the poem with an overall sonorant sound

"color." In these two poems, evidence of choice— the semantic necessity

of grammatical words and the wide availability of descriptive words—  

provides the criterion by which it is possible to distinguish con

scious manipulation of sound from unconscious accident. Unfortunately, 

matters are not often this clear-cut in the TYK. Nonetheless, it is

i9u iwo

tiek tiek
iwo dz ’̂ Mng
b ’iu iwong
piuSm miwvng
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fair to say that the TYK evidence the role of conscious manipulation in 

the euphonic structures of all but a few poems.

The second level of usage is distinguished by systematic pat

terning of sound. To sustain a pattern, it is necessary that the 

arrangements of sound be lengthier and more exact. Poems of this kind 

clearly evidence conscious manipulation of sound. They vary, however, 

in quality and in purpose. Some poems merely achieve euphony, either 

by making patterns similar to the first level more precise and obtru

sive— such as an exact and sustained pattern of alliteration— or by 

constructing actual sysematic patterns of sound1— such as head rhyme. 

Other poems evidence systems of sound orchestration that are quite 

complex and that indicate the crafting of an "artificial" sound system 

was one of the poet's interests. Clear examples of this kind of sound 

orchestration are rare in the TYK. At this second level of usage, 

sound orchestration is euphonic and shows clear evidence of conscious 

manipulation; but it does not have any external significance— any 

pointed relationship With sense.

In the third level of usage, sound orchestration is used to 

emphasize important aspects of a poem's sense. For this kind of use, 

sound patterns must be relatively systematic and exact., if not extensive. 

Again, there is variation within this level of usage. Sound can fore

ground particularly pivotal words either through isolated agreements of 

sound— a conspicuous structure of assonance or rhyme— or through dis

sonance— in which words are acoustically isolated by the temporary 

suspension of a strong^sound pattern or by'the- introduction of
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noticeably distinct sound qualities. Whole lines can be emphasized.

In this case the congruence of sense and sound is dependent upon an 

extensive pattern: a pattern either long enough to give a line a unity

of sound, or strong enough to "color" a whole poem. Occasionally in 

the TYK, the sound "color" of a poem, based on an imperfect but exten

sive agreement of sound, will be suspended for one line. The purpose 

of this kind of structure is usually to highlight a shift in the poem’s 

rhetorical structure. Single words or phrases can also be Isolated.

This is usually accomplished by the suspension of a systematic pattern 

in one or two positions, or by the introduction of a dissonant sound 

quality. The ways in which sound orchestration enhances the sense of 

poems in the TYK are diverse. In individual cases it is sometimes 

difficult to determine if such structures are the products of planned 

craftsmanship or fortuitous, coincidence. . But the frequency with which 

one can note such congruences of sense and sound suggests, at least 

generally, that a fairly high awareness of the potential use of sound 

underlies the sound orchestration of the TYK. In notable poems, sound 

and sense are integrated so meticulously as to make the evidence of 

conscious manipulation unmistakable.. In rare cases, poetic craftman- 

ship is equal to the chlieh-chil of the T'ang literati. It is possible 

that these indications of a more sophisticated artistry reflects 

editorial arrangement by later literati, but there is no way of proving 

or disproving this.

. A clear understanding of the phonology of Wei-Chin Chinese is 

prerequisite to a rigorous analysis of sound orchestration in the TYK.
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Unfortunately, there exist extensive phonological reconstructions 

of only Chou and T ’ang dynasty Chinese. Although studies have shown 

that the language of the Western and Eastern Han generally corresponds 

to Archaic reconstructions, and that the language of the Northern and 

Southern Dynasties is generally reflected in Ancient reconstructions,  ̂

there has been little understanding of Wei-Chin Chinese until recently. 

It was, however, an important period in the historical•development of 

the Chinese Language.: "It seems that important changes took place

around 200-400 A.D. when a major shift of the Archaic system to the 

Ancient system o c c u r r e d . T i n g  Pang-hsin has analyzed this shift, and 

provided a useful reconstruction of Wei-Chin finals, in a 1972 disserta

tion on the rhyme categories of Wei-Chin poetry.^

UnfertunaWiy; his reconstruetiohs cannot be used in this paper 

to reproduce the phonology of the TYK; his study was not intended to be 

a handbook of reconstructions. Thus, Karlgren's reconstruction of T ’ang 

dynasty Chinese will provide the basis of phonological reconstruction in 

this study. This is not a wholly satisfactory arrangement, but it does 

on the Whole provide a good indication of the poems’ sound configuration.

1. Ting Pang-hsin, "Chinese Phonology of the Wei-Chin Period: 
Reconstruction of the Finals as Reflected in Poetry" (University of 
Washington, Ph.D. diss., 1972; Ann Arbor: University Microfilms, 1972), 
6-9 and 15.

2. Ting Pang-hsin, 15.

3. The sections of his study that are particularly useful in 
reconstructing the Wei-Chin pronunciation of words are the lists of the 
Wei-Chin words in rhyme categories, pp. 89-342, and a chart of the 
historical pronunciations of rhyme categories, pp. 415-424.
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In the rare instances when T ’ang reconstructions are patently insuffi

cient— as when rhyme words do not rhyme— T ’ing's reconstructions will 

be noted.

Two more points concerning the Wei-Chin language merit mention. 

First, Ting assumes that the literary language of the Wei-Chin period 

reflects "a broad phonological system" that is based on no one 

dialect.̂  Features of the Wu dialect are, nonetheless, present in the 

TYK. When important, they will be noted. Secondly, it is clear that 

the tonal system of the Wei-Chin period is equivalent to that of the 

T’ang. Lo Ch’ang-p’ei Jf^ ’̂ i ^ a n d  Chou Tsu-mo have found that

"in the rhymed literature of the Han Dynasty the categories of words in 

the three tonal classes (p ’ing JjL , shang f- , and ch’U ̂  ) correspond 

almost entirely with the categories of the rhyme books of later periods; 

there are only a small group of words that differ from the rhyme books."2

The following analysis of sound orchestration relies on the 

definitions of sound figures presented in Geoffrey Leech, A Linguistic 

Guide to English Poetry, p. 89-90. "Rhyme," however, is defined slightly 

differently in this paper: it refers only to systematic patterns of

rhyme. Unsystematic agreements in sound between the vocalic clusters

1. Ting Pang-hsin, 21.

They only list 20 in which Han tones do not correspond with T ’ang tones.

2. Lo Ch'ang-p' ei and Chou Tsu-mo » Han Wei
Chin Nan-pei-ch’ao yiln-pu yen-pien yen-chiu i t  ‘Bjl

4 proposed vols. (Peking: K ’o-hsUeh ch’u-pan she, 1958), 1 : 68.



alone, will be termed "assonance." The analysis will also use the terms

figures commonly found in Chinese prosody. "Dissonance" is defined as 

any discordant sound element. Included are both sound structures that 

possess "the quality of being harsh or inharmonious in rhythm or

when a sound structure is momentarily suspended, frustrating the read

er's expectations and drawing attention to a word.

occurring regularly at the end of even numbered lines. In view of the 

primary importance of rhyme in Chinese verse, this is hardly surprising. 

But the TYK's use of rhyme exceeds the mere satisfaction of conventional 

demands. Sound patterns based on rhyme are diverse and occasionally 

complex. One finds examples of near rhyme, internal rhyme, feminine 

rhyme, internal iteration of end rhyme, and the interweaving of rhyme 

and assonant structures. Rhyme frequently serves to accent important 

words within the sense structure of poems. In other instances, a word's 

dissonance to the rhyme scheme emphasizes a pointed congruence of sense 

and sound.

"binomial compounds" and "dissonance." "Binomial compounds" refers to

-), and "reduplicated binoms" (tieh-tzu

"rhyming binoms" binoms" (shuang-sheng 

)• All are sound

sound"^— the term's more narrow sense— and sound effects that occur

Rhyme

Rhyme is the most consistent acoustical structure of the TYK

1. Preminger, 196.
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As in T ’ang chlieh-chU, the primary rhyme pattern of the TYK is

OAOA. Rhyme can be constructed of either level or deflected tones: in

twenty-three poems rhyme is of the level tone and in eighteen it is of

the deflected tone. Only poem 42 uses words of different tones, e.g.,

(su-^T and to construct rhyme. T ’ang chlleh-chh commonly employs

a secondary rhyme scheme, AAOA, indicating optional rhyme in the first

line. This pattern is well suited to the Chinese quatrain because it

helps to isolate the traditional "turn" (chuan of the third line

through dissonance in the pivotal third line. This pattern was also

frequently used during the Wei-Chin period, according to Ting Pang-hsin.^

Surprisingly, it is used only once in the TYK (poem 27), and in this

instance it is near rhyme that completes the pattern (the rhyming words,

as reconstructed by Ting Pang-hsin, are zBi , Ijeijj^:, b ' iwxmg jj£ ,

and iei-"^ ). Instead of this popular secondary pattern, a variety of

unconventional rhyme structures are found in the TYK. These include

single occurrences of an OAAA pattern (poem 24), an AABB pattern (poem 4)

and an AAAA pattern (poem 21), and two occurrences of an ABAB pattern

(poems 5 and 6). Near rhyme (rhymes as reconstructed by Ting, are sjdk

and nrak ) completes an OAOA pattern in poem 29. The rhymes

of the TYK were subject to the dialectical pronunciations of the area

in which they were produced: perfect rhyme occurs in poems 24 and 42
2when features of the Wu dialect are considered.

1. Ting Pang-hsin, 85-88.

2. For a discussion of the characteristics of the Wu dialect in 
Wei-Chin phonology, see Ting Pang-hsin, 451-454.
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Internal rhyme is also used in the TYK, although infrequently.

In poem 19 there are three lines in which the first and last word of 

each line rhyme. A much more complicated pattern of internal rhyme, 

assisted by consonance and grammatical repetition, occurs in poem 23. 

There are three occurrences of feminine, or double, rhyme (poems 18, 25, 

and 31) and one of triple rhyme (poem 36). In poem 36 the actions of 

the northern star and the sun, and the lovers they represent, are com

pared:

36.

I am the northern star,
A thousand years without a turn.
You roam, heart the white sun.
East in the morning, back west come dusk.

nyong 
ts'ien 
*uan 
t iMu

tScik ppk zien svng
nien miu tiwMn
yvng pvk 6Zi2t slam
tung muo ywan siei

The northern star is "without a turn," miu tiwhn ie 

and the sun returns "back west come dusk," muo \pian siei 

Rhyming binoms occur frequently in the TYK; these will be discussed 

under the heading, "Binomial Compounds."

If rhyme is emphasized it is usually done through reiteration 

rather than through isolation; acoustical structures in which rhyme is



part of the poem’s overall sound color or in which rhyme is repeated 

internally are more common than those in which it is isolated. In this 

the TYK perhaps belie their ’'folk" origin: Dissonance when used as a

conscious poetic device is a more sophisticated technique than allitera

tion. Whereas dissonance must integrate sense and sound, isolating the 

sound of a key word or part of a poem and thus making the reader more 

aware of it, iteration of sound need not. Alliteration, assonance, and 

consonance are used to give a poem or song a lilting harmony of sound.

In his pa-ping, Shen Yileh would later proscribe the use of assonance in 

an attempt to isolate and emphasize rhyme. He cautioned against rhyming 

binomes (the "principal knot" Jp $22.) . reduplicated binomes (the sec

ondary knot"/^ ̂ 5. ) , assonance (the "great rhyme" , and the

repetition of end rhyme within a couplet (the "minor rhyme"/J *

The TYK are frequently in conflict with these rules. In fact, it is 

often through repetition that their rhyme is strengthened or made more 

useful.

Poems 16 and 28 use rhyme to emphasize key words in the poems'

sense.sense. The words "young" siali / ,

are emphasized in poem 16.

1. Wang Chung-lin, 13-14.
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16.

When you're young, seize the time. 
Hesitate, and you’ll soon be old.
If you don't believe my words.
Just look at grass beneath the frost.

m e n
ts'a
nz£ak
d'&n

s£du tang g' ib p z
zi

t'S nzjgt dz'i&u lau
sl&n nuong ng^wo

k ’Sn siang ya tsSu

■if- S  S- #
S  IE, a ^  
% ̂  {% \t fi 
is  #  #  T  f

The carpe diem theme of poem 16 is constructed from a series of folk 

adages. Its rhetorical structure is typical of a number of poems in the 

collection. The theme of the poem is first explained in conversational 

diction in the first couplet— "When you’re young, seize the time./ Hes

itate, and you'll soon be old." The reader is admonished that youth 

must not be squandered and that old age will come quickly. The second 

couplet— "If you don’t believe my words,/just look at grass beneath the 

frost."— juxtaposes the image of frost covered grass against the first 

couplet’s statement about fleeting time. The connotation is clear: the

beauty of youth is as ephemeral and delicate as fragrant grass. The 

second couplet is constructed in a way that develops tension before the 

resolving closural line. The pivotal third line, "If you don’t believe 

my words," introduces a "turn" that is resolved in the final line, "Just 

look at grass beneath the frost." The third line suspends the folk 

adages of the first couplet, and the poem's persona speaks in a direct
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subjective voice. The line also begins a periodic sentence structure, 

creating syntactical tension by providing only the dependent clause of 

an "if . . . then" sentence. This syntactical tension is maintained 

through the final line; the focal image of the sentence is not revealed 

until the line’s final word: tsau ^  "grass." Earlier in the poem the 

words that signified the extremes of the poetic comparison about age 

were accentuated by rhyme: in line one, the word "young" sihu /J/v antic

ipated the poem's rhyme; and in line two, the word "old" lau pro

vided the poem with its first rhyme word. The rhyme structure of poem 

16 is completed by the word "grass" tsau y. in line four. This word 

symbolizes the rapid transition from youth to old age, implying at 

once the beauty and brevity of life.*

28.

The night is long, I cannot sleep
Tossing and turning, hearing watch drums sound.
Unawares, I chanced to meet you.
Now it makes my insides ache.

>a 2 ’iang piRu tak miSn
tiwan tsisk t1ieng kvng kuo
m^u kuo jCuan s^ang b ’%wong
si nuong k3n d ’iang k’ uo

-S. h If SR 
#f flj S  i. 9L

1. See Phillip S. Y. Sun, "The Grass Motif in Chinese Poetry," 
Tamkang Review ,I (April 1970): 29-41.
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The acoustical structure of poem 28 is more complex than that of

_L-J,poem 16. There exists an OAOA rhyme scheme in which the rhyme (kuo 

and k'uo ) is echoed three times internally, once by exact rhyme (kuo 

0^ )  and twice by closely associated assonance (pi3u and miu 

These associated rhyme sounds are dissonant to the predominant sound 

color of the quatrain. The finals of eleven of the poem’s twenty words 

are nasal sonorants and two more (tak and tsisk are velar stops;

only the five rhyming words and two others (ia amd si: j j^)end in 

vowels. Rhyme, thus isolated from the overall sound "color" of the poem, 

is brought to the foreground and given cohesion. Iterated five times 

within the poem, it is built into a strong acoustical structure.

Unlike poem 16, sound structure does not serve to complement the sense 

of the poem; it serves mainly to provide the poem with euphony. How

ever, sound and sense do converge at the poem’s final word, "ache"

, k ’uo literally "bitter"). The rhetorical structure of this poem 

is opposite to that of poem 16. Here, the first couplet provides an 

image— that of the lady's troubled emotional state: "The night is long

I cannot sleep / Tossing and turning, hearing watch drums sound." Her 

meeting with the gentleman, the cause of her malaise, is then explained 

straightforwardly in the final couplet: "Unawares, I chanced to meet

you / Now it makes my insides ache." The final word "ache" completes 

the grammar of the second couplet— it is the main verb of the fourth 

line— and reinforces the tone of restlessness emphasized in the first 

couplet. The strong rhyme structure, left suspended at the beginning 

of line three, is reintroduced and functions to accent and give res

onance to the poem's final word.
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In poems 18 and 27 rhyme is not reinforced through internal 

iteration. Instead, the strength of their rhyme results from isola

tion— specifically, the contrast of rhyme to assonant structures.

18.

Often I worried you had a second interest.
Finally today I know you’re not true.
A dried up old fish, you went to dirty waters,
And for so long betrayed this sparkling stream.

z^ang l£wo j iau nzi i?k
uan kiam kua piSu dz’iei

Ijwo nzi
k ^ m kua
ngiwo dz’j^u tiik
iwo ts’^ang

zk ’uo ngiwo dz ’̂ &u t'ak swi
3 ’iang iwo ts’jang li@u kuai

&  % sX,
» t

it> M, it;?i 7j<
^  $

Poem 18 presents problems in phonological reconstruction;

T ’ang dynasty reconstructions do not sufficiently reflect the Wei-Chin 

reading of this poem. Ting Pang-hsin reconstructs the Wei-Chin pro

nunciation of dz’ iei as dz’ iPi and ku&i tjjb as kwgi. ̂ The end words

of lines two and four do rhyme, and their central and high vocalic 

quality contrasts with the mid and back quality of -iwo, -±3u , and -uo 

that predominate the poem as a whole.

The poem juxtaposes a metaphorical description of a fish, drawn 

from the natural world and perhaps from a stock of folk sayings, against 

a prosaic explanation of the romantic situation which is the subject of

1. Ting Pang-hsin, 417.
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the poem— unfaithfulness. Lines three and four present different aspects 

of the same metaphor with equal emphasis. However, the final word of 

line four, "betrayed’1 , does explicate the ethical connotation of the 

poem’s nature imagery and helps to bridge the sense of couplets one and 

two. The poem's rhyme words are accentuated by their dissonance to the 

strong assonantal structure: fourteen of the poem’s twenty words con

sist of mid and back vocalic clusters, while only the two rhyme words, 

dz’ iei and ku&i and two others, nzi and swi > consist of

high vowels. The acoustically isolated rhyme words epitomize the con

trast that is the subject of the poem: the lady’s hope for faithful

love, represented by the word ’’true’’ (literally "even") , and her 

disappointment, represented by the word "betray" .

27.

I've always been unlucky.
So it is, you turn and leave.
Silk can’t compare to drifting duckweed
That whirls along, impelled by the spring breeze.

nuong
kji
suo
tiwHn

nien S'lep zi
iwo ts&k kuai IjiS
pd^u t/^ bj.wvng
3'ung ts’^u&n Piung
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Unfaithfulness is also the topos of poem 27. In this poem rhyme 

and assonance counterbalance each other and support the rhetorical 

structure of the poem. As in poem 18, the first couplet— "I've always 

been unlucky. / So it is, you turn and leave."— explains a situation, 

her unlucky romance, that is metaphorically described in the final 

couplet— "Silk can't compare to drifting duckweed. / That whirls along, 

impelled by the spring breeze"— through the image of duckweed. However, 

in this poem the metaphor is not focused meaningfully until the final 

line. Line three, "Silk can't compare to drifting duckweed," functions 

as the traditional "turn" of chheh-chll; it introduces a new and 

ambiguous image into the poem. Line four, "That whirls along, impelled 

by the spring breeze," closes the poem by correlating the duckweed image 

of the third line with the first couplet's description of the woman's 

unlucky romantic situation: the woman is involved with a man who is as

unstable as rootless duckweed.

High central vowels predominate in the first couplet— nuong nien 

piSu g ’iep zi / kj i iwo tsak kuai Ijie. Ting reconstructs the final of 

zi and kji jjt as - 2i, the final of kuai Z ^ a s  3j_, and the final of 

I j i e J ^ a s  -iei. % Furthermore, he postulates that "-ei final words 

shifted to -di in the Wu dialect."2 Thus, the rhyme word of the first

couplet, Ijie "leave," is strongly supported by the -i assonance of 

the first couplet. Contrapuntal assonance is introduced in line three,

1. Ting Pang-hsin, 415.

2. Ting Pang-hsin, 451.
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suo pi^u tie b ’isu biwfrng: four of the words— suo, pi»u, b ’i^u. and----  zT*:---A   *-----—   im—

biwx>ng— share a mid back vocalic quality. This change in acoustical 

structure reflects the line’s shift in rhetorical structure. Her poetic 

argument concerning his unfaithfulness changes from a subjective mode of 

development to an objective one. The dissonance of line three is rein

forced by the dissonance of its final word, biwpng, to the final words

of lines one, _zi, two, Ijie, and four, ie. The closural line, "That 

whirls along, impelled by the spring breeze" tiwhn

d ’ung ts’iuen piung ie, delimits the duckweed metaphor to that aspect 

of the image that is relevant to the topos of faithless dalliance: root

less drifting that is impelled by the spring breeze, or erotic desire 

(the "spring breeze" is generally symbolic of erotic desire). Dissonant 

nasal finals accentuate "whirls along" tiwhn <3’ung "spring

breeze" ts’iuen piung . The final word of the line, "impelled"

ie (literally, "moves across") is emphasized by the reintroduction 

of rhyme, and serves to integrate the acoustical structures of couplets 

one and two by echoing the strong rhyme structure of the first couplet 

in the final word of the second couplet.

23.

Troubled, who can help but sing?
Hungry, who can help but eat?
As the day darkens, I lean by the door.
Vexed and sad, how can I help but remember?

zwi nang si Pl&u ka
zwi nang kj$i P & u dz’iBk
n£ j£t mieng tang you '
t ’ iSu £'iang tiei P & u -iZk
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S  f t  ,5  ^  #  
i t  &  #  "ft:
■S @ ^  #
'Ifl 1--S- S  7- s

Poem 23 contains the most complicated rhyme structure of the 

TYK. End rhyme— dzT 13k ŷ ^ln line two, and « i?k line four— com

prises two of the poem's three final consonant stops and is isolated from 

the overall sound "color" of the poem. End rhyme is augmented by a 

system of internal rhyme. Imperfect rhyme, or perhaps consonance, occurs 

in the second words of each line: nang (line one) , n@ng (line

two) , miengf^C (line three) , and t ' iang ;j^^(line four). Words in three 

of the third positions rhyme: si f^(line one), kjeiy^^(line two),

and tiei Jftj (line four). All of the words in the fourth positions rhyme; 

piau Tj's (line one) , pi^u (line two), you ̂  (line three) , and piau 

(line four). Grammatical repetition and imperfect rhyme assist these 

patterns. In fact, the verbal repetition of the first couplet— zwi n?ng 

si M. / h k  2 2 M  E g R

initiates the end rhyme, internal rhyme, and phrasal rhythm (z//l/2) 

that comprise the prosodic structure of poem 23.

Line three, "As the day darkens, lean by the door" nziet mieng
> — *-------

tang you'ie," Q  ^  ^  'loT turns from the realm of folk aphorism

to visual imagery; the abstract rhetorical questions of the first couplet

are replaced by a concrete description of the physical environment,

where the subject of the poem leans against a door at sunset. The third
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line also turns from the grammatical and acoustical structures of the 

first couplet. A declarative sentence, replacing the rhetorical ques

tions of the preceding lines, vivifies the image of line three through 

its contrast with the earlier non-descriptive lines. The internal 

rhyme of the third position is suspended in line three, thus accentuat- 

ing the line’s predicate, "lean against the door" tang you »ie

. Phrasal rhythm changes from 2//2/2 to 2//2/1, emphasizing the 

verb of line three, "lean" «ie At the same time, near rhyme con

tinues the internal patterns of positions two and four and correlates 

the sound of this syntactically and euphonically distinct line with that 

of the poem as a whole.

Line four, "Vexed and sad, how can I help but remember "t'i u 

t' iang tiei piau ♦ iBk » integrates the descriptive

"turn" of line three with the rhetorical questions of the first couplet: 

it is the lady who is presently asking herself these questions as she 

leans by the door. The integration of the first couplet’s folk adages 

and the third line’s physical description is paralleled by the reintro

duction of the first couplet's grammatical and acoustical structures in 

line four. Rhetorical questioning is reestablished. However, a subtle 

change in the grammar of the line helps to accentuate the plaintive tone 

of this line: the question word, "how"^p^ tiei, is emphasized by being

moved from the first position to the third position of the line. The 

word is also emphasized because it returns to the third position’s pat

tern of internal rhyme, after that pattern had been suspended in the 

third line. The phrasal rhythm of the fourth line— 2//1/2— also serves
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to highlight the question word by syntactically isolating it. The 

internal rhyme of the second and fourth positions are continued9 and 

phrasal rhythm returns to the 2//1/2 pattern of the first couplet. In 

a slightly altered form, line four has returned to the grammatical and 

acoustical structures of the first while correlating the sense of the 

first couplet and the third line.

Assonance

While rhyme is sometimes used in the TYK to bring the sound of 

certain words to the foreground of a poemTs acoustical structure— either 

to create a system of sound repetition or to accentuate words that occupy 

pivotal positions in the sense structure of a poem— other acoustical 

structures, such as assonance, alliteration, and consonance, are gen

erally used only to form a harmonious background of sound. This is to 

be expected: in poetry such structures occur too unsystematically or

with insufficient stress to create the same degree of expectation in the ̂  

reader that rhyme does. Alliteration, assonance, or consonance is 

present in almost every one of the TYK poems» Assonance is the most com

mon of these structures. Consonance and alliteration occur occasionally. 

Within one poem one usually finds two or more such structures. Some

times the sound orchestration of a poem consists of different structures, 

such as assonance and consonance, and sometimes it consists of different 

realizations of the same structure, such as assonance of "a" sounds and 

assonance of "i" sounds. The function of these structures is usually 

exclusively euphonic. Occasionally, they are used in conjuction with 

rhyme and dissonance to bring about pointed congruences of sense and
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sound. When this is the case, it is rhyme or dissonance that is brought 

to the foreground to accentuate a particular word; other patterns of 

sound repetition simply provide a background of sound color from which 

rhyme or dissonance can stand out.

Assonance occurs in nearly every Tzu-yeh poem. It normally 

occurs in a random pattern, and it often occurs with other euphonic 

structures. Its function is usally limited to the creation of mellifluous 

tapestry of sound. Poem 20 provides an example of the use of assonance 

for simple euphonic effect.

20.
Moved I was, when at first you were constant and caring.
Sigh I do, as lately you’re so restless and remote.
Tap gold leaf against a tortoise shell box—
The outside is enchanting, the inside fully hollow.

kam *uan ts1 iwo • ian g'ian
t’an tsi yau lieu l^k
d ’&t ki3m tsiak d ’ au /Vmau
ngwai dim Iji yw&i b ’ak

S & h$4
i t  4- &

The sound color of this poem is predominated by the vowel 

”a," which occurs in eleven of the twenty words. That sound is made 

more prominent by its frequent placement in stressed positions. The 

poem’s first two words, kam: ^uan , initiate the pattern of

"a” assonance. Thereafter, it occurs in the first and last words of 
each line: t'anĵ f7 and lak in line two, d’&t^ J  and d ’au-mau
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£]| in line three, and ngwai ̂ a n d  b ’ak in line four. Line three, 

d T at kiam tsipk d'au nfau -Jg ends in a rhyming binom

d'au-m&u that contributes to the poem's assonantal structure.

The vocalic sound of this binom is continued in the final line, ngwai-

ihnr- Iji yvai b ' ak y|^ , in which four of five words

share in the assonant pattern. The euphony of the poem also consists

m&uof two rhyming binoms— "ian-g'iBn line one and d'au-;

in line three— and one alliterative binom— lieu-lak , in line

two.

While the repetition of vowel sounds does create a euphonically 

pleasing structure in this poem, sound does not function to complement 

the development of sense in any way. The sense of the first couplet is 

self-contained. In it a lady candidly explains her reaction to a common 

romantic situation, the dissolution of erotic feeling: "Moved I was,

when at first you were so constant and caring. / Sigh I do, as lately 

you’re so restless and remote." The third line, "Tap gold leaf against 

a tortoise shell box— ," introduces a metaphorical comparison by means 

of the image of an orante box. Line three creates rhetorical tension 

by leaving the tenor of this image unexplained. The closural line,

"The outside is enchanting, the inside fully hollow," resolves this ten

sion by focusing upon those characteristics of the box that reflect 

the character of the woman’s lover: superficial beauty and internal

vacuity. The strength of this closural line is derived from its final 

two words, "fully hollow" , an oxymoron that startingly epito

mizes the whole of the man’s character. The development of sense is not
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supported by the sound structure of the poem. Although there is a 

distinct change in the sense of the poem between the second and third 

lines, the predominent sound structure of the poem— assonance of "a" 

sounds— occurs evenly throughout the poem. The binomial compounds of 

the poem evidence an inbuilt euphonic characteristic of the Chinese 

language: the richly descriptive terms are formed from semantically

related words that share acoustical properties. Such compounds simulta

neously provide a poem with description and euphony. The pivotal words 

of the poem, "fully hollow," are not supported by the sound structure of 

the poem in any way. On the contrary, the sound structure diminishes 

the noticeability of the two words. Their role in the assonantal struc

ture— which occurs so frequently and unsystematically as to function 

only as a background of sound— counteracts the acoustical foregrounding 

effect of rhyme, of which the word "hollow" is a part.

42.

Morning sun shines on the tinsel of damask.
Luminous breezes waft the white of chiffon.
By her ready smile shine two melon-seed dimples.
Over beautiful eyes flutter a pair of moth-like brows.

tiHu ts^Mu k ’jie dz'iMn
kw&ng p£ung d'ung yuan suo
k'au siHu tsien l£ang sigi
mji miuk iang sSng nga
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Before proceeding to an analysis of poem 42 it is necessary that

the phonetic reconstruction of the poem be clarified. According to the

T'ang dynasty reconstruction of this poem, it would seem that the final

words of lines two and four— suo and nga — do not rhyme. In

fact, they did not generally rhyme during the Wei-Chin period; Ting Pang-
■drhsin reconstructs the Wei-Chin pronunciation of suo "3^ as jso and that of 

nga tfe^as nga.^ However, in studying contacts between rhyme classes.

Ting notes that there are twelve contacts in Wei-Chin poetry between 

words of the Yu category (of which suo is a member) and those of 

the Ko category (of which nga j?^(is a member) . Because the authors 

of nine of these poems were in some way closely identified with the Wu 

region, Ting suggests "that the contacts between the Ko-jĵ 7 category and 

the YU category might be a dialectical feature /of the Wu regionj•

In poem 42 assonance is augmented by consonance and allitera

tion. Assonance provides the poem with an overall "color of deep 

vocalic sounds": twelve of the poem’s twenty words consist of the low

back vowel "a" (as M, a, or a, either alone or in vowel clusters). In 

addition to this regular structure— there are three assonant words in 

each line— there is alliteration of dental affricatives in line one, 

tiaU nziet tsiUu k* jie dz’ihn iyffi Q  v^T^X’ and consonance of nasal

sonorants in line two, kwang piung d'ung yu^n suo L .

Line three continues and blends all three structures: k ’au sihu tsien

liang siei IT̂ j . Line four, mji miuk iang sang nga

1. Ting Pang-hsin, 416.

2. Ting Pang-hsin, 366.



, begins with the first two words of the poem which do 

not share a single sound quality with the rest of the poem: mji miuk

Their sonorant nasal initials, their high vocalic quality, and 

the final unvoiced stop of miuk ^  combine to give them a dissonant 

quality. The final three words of the last line, iang sang nga

, then continue the assonance, alliteration, and consonance of the 

rist three lines.

Assonance, consonance, and alliteration combine to form a sound 

configuration from which the words "beautiful eyes" (mj i miuk jjjL /£] )

stand out. While the poem is not carefully constructed so as to make 

this image pivotal, it does emerge as an important image simply because

of the observed importance which eyes play in the expression of romantic

interest. In these two words there is a congruence of sound and sense: 

dissonance here lends phonic emphasis to an important image. Except for 

this isolated incidence, however, the acoustical structure of poem 42 

seems to contribute only to the euphony of the poem and not to congru

ences of sound and sense.
29.

Love, where have you come from,
Standing upright, with a troubled face?
Thrice I called, not once did you answer.
What about you compares to cypress and pine?

yuan dz’^wong ya ts'j-wo lai
tuan ni^hn j i©u .i£u siak
sam yuan pisu 'i&t • iang
jiau ya pji ziwong pak
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It appears that imperfect rhyme satisfies the requirement for 

rhyme categories: Ting reconstructs the final of si .k ~l as -ak, and 

reconstructs the final of ~ as -ak :fEJ . 2 
He gives no evidence of 

similar intercategory rhyme sequences in Wei-Chin literature, and does 

not suggest that features of the Wu dialect gave these two sounds a more 

precise similarity of sound. The sounds -vk and -ak are, after all, very 

close, and it is conceivable that their imperfect rhyme could satisfy 

the requirement for rhyme. 

A readily identifiable pattern is evident in the assonant struc-

tures of poem 29. The dipthong "le." often combined to form the trip-

thong "ieu " forms one structure of vocalic repetition. A second struc-
~~ ' 

ture is based on the vowels "~" and "a"; these are often combined with 

final nasal sonorants, "n" or "m". Through the whole of the poem, these 

sounds occur rather randomly. It is only in lines two and three--tuan 

itii!ln j?,.u ·~u $I s~m f~n E}~u $ ·iang i$; ~ ~ ~~~ =. r!A 
Jr ~ --that a systematic pattern is noticeable. Both lines 
IJ' - ft'~' 

begin with words that consist of an "a" vowel and a nasal sonorant 

1. Ting Pang-hsin, 418 

1. Ting Pang-hsin, 419. 
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final: tu&n nziHn in line two and sam yuan cJfy in line three.

These are followed with a series of words containing the dipthong "ie":

line three. This pattern of parallel assonance occurring in the last 

line of the first couplet and the first line of the second couplet 

weakens the normally very strict division of the Chinese quatrain into 

two distinct couplets. The sense structure of the poem also helps to 

weaken this division. Whereas the first and final lines are rhetorical 

questions directed towards the lady’s lover--tLove, where have you come 

from? I What about you compares to cypress and pine? —  the second and third 

lines provide the poem with description and narration— Standing upright, 

with a troubled face. / Thrice I called, not once did you a n s w e r W i t h  

the normal division between lines two and three bridged by acoustical 

and semantic structures, the poem is able to move evenly from one line 

to the next. Lines one and two are related to each other partly through 

the expectation of couplet structure and partly through a real unity of 

sense: line one suggests that he has just entered the room; line two

describes his manner of entrance. Lines two and three are related by 

the acoustical parallelism and rhetorical unity described above. The 

first couplet proceeds smoothly to the second without the abrupt change 

of focus that is typical of most of the TYK. The third and fourth lines 

are structurally related through the couplet form and through their 

sense: it is not the fact that he stands upright (line two), but the

fact she needed to call him three times (line three), that leads her to 

compare him unfavorably with cypress and pine in the closural line.

jiau ♦ic?u
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19.

When you’re troubled, I ache as well.
When you smile, my joy begins.
Have you never seen the twining trees?
Of different roots, they rise with branches joined

Kuan dz’iau nuong iak ts’am
l&ng siBu nga b ’ ihm fjipi^u kien liMn Iji ziu
i- k?n d ’ung d' ieu k ’ji

$fe S  €  *  If 
if £  £  it 4  

5L ' A  i'S gj 
%  t l  I°1 i f  M l\

Acoustical structures are combined in poem 19 to produce a high 

degree of euphony. Assonance takes form in a clear pattern. In three 

or four lines the first and last words of each line are respectively of 

associated sounds. Line one— ^Cuan dz’iSu nuong ibk ts ’ am 

— echoes the sound of its first word, j C u a n in its final word, ts’am 

jj^-. The second line does not continue this pattern of head/end 

assonance. The pattern is, however, continued in line three: pi*u kienAT
liMn Iji ziu Moreover, the three internal words are

structured very euphonically: the second and third words— kien Jjjj and

lihn — are assonant, and the third and fourth words— lihn and Ij i 

are alliterative. Each of the line’s five words is in some way 

acoustically related to another. The final line— i iQn d ’ung d ’ieu k ’ji

— parallels the structure of the third line. The 

first and fifth words of the line— jL ̂  and k ’ji — are assonant, the
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second and third— ksn and d'ung — are vagely assonant, and the

third and fourth— d'ung Jgj and d T ieu^j^-are alliterative. Poem 19 is 

an excellent example of a poem that systematically patterns acoustical 

structures into an euphonic tapestry of sound without creating pointed 

congruence of sense and sound.

Alliteration

Alliteration occurs only occasionally in the TYK. Typically, 

it is limited to short series of repetitions within a line, such as in 

the third line of poem 13, sihu i ta d 'ang d'uBt /J ) -0r ^  .

Less frequently, alliteration is constructed from a haphazard arrange

ment of similar, although seldomly identical, initial sounds that occur 

throughout a large portion of a poem; this is the case in poem 37, 

which consists of an alliterative structure of five velar initials in 

the first couplet, and an alliterative structure of seven velar initials 

in the second couplet. While alliteration is occasionally involved in 

brief patterns— pieu kien liMn Iji ziu/ i_ kSn d'ung d'ieu k'ji yj N i 

^  - { ^ ^ - — alliteration alone never takes the form of a

systematic pattern. Alliteration is usually used only as one element in 

a general tapestry of sound. Euphony is the purpose for which it is 

usually used.

Poem 30 provides an example of the typical use of alliteration 

in the TYK. Alliterative patterns occur only within single lines; 

they are not extensive or part of a more general pattern.
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30.

I love you with feelings replete.
I’m head over heels, with no regrets.
My defense is the layered curtain I hold before me. 
Who knows if its thick or thin?

niem- ai dz’iMng k ’iep k ’iep
k* £wHng tau m^u siwo s^ak
3'^wong liem 3'i dz’i ts^ang
^wi ti^ ^ w o  y?u b'&k

'It ’It tf.
(el P'̂T iff
.S S. #  B
S  tif S #

The erotic connotation of Poem 30 seems to be quite direct. In 

line four, — "Who knows if it’s thick or thin?" ^  , the

words "thick or thin" %  of course denote the physical character of

the curtain; it is not clear, however, whether the words connote the 

substantiality of his integrity or the duration of her chaste resistance. 

It is probable that the latter is more implicit.

In Poem 30 sound structure is utilized to a limited extent. Gen

eral mellifluence seems to be the only goal of the poem's various allit

erative patterns. Alliterative pairs occur in the final two words of 

three of the poem’s four lines: k ’iep-k’ iep ^  (a reduplicated

binom in line one) , siwo siak ĵ/j' (line two), and dz ’ i ts iang £] lĵ j3 

(line three). This seemingly systematic arrangement of alliteration is 

altered by the continuation of line one's alliterative pattern into the 

first word of the second line, k ’iwdng and the iteration of dental
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stops in the third line, d 'iwong and d 1i ̂  . While Poem 30 does 

not evidence systematic patterning, it is apparent that alliteration 

does furnish the poem with an agreeably euphonic sound structure.

In poem 37 alliteration is much more extensive than in poem 30.

An extensive structure of velar fricatives gives the first couplet a 

strong and distinct sound "color." In the second couplet an extensive 

structure of dental fricatives produces a distinct second sound "color." 

This arrangement creates both phonic unity within and acoustical unique

ness between the two couplets. Although alliteration functions to under

lie the couplet structure of the poem, its primary use is that of pro

ducing a mellifluous arrangement of sound.

37.

I love you and the fine feelings you cherish.
You moved so you could live in this village.
A parasol tree grows in front of my door.
Coming and going, I see the tree's seeds.

lien jcu&n tfua dz'jhng ywai
ig k£wo ts£k ^iang Iji
d'ung 4iu syng mu)n dz'ien
ts'iuet nzi9p kien nguo tsi

1$  It  -i? tf 'ifi
#  &  #  w  $
#9 #  ^  n  
tt, x  Sj #  g-

There are two alliterative patterns in poem 37. In both, initial 

sounds are iterated frequently enough to form strong sound structures. 

Velar fricatives— ^uan^j^ , ^au-J^j- , ywai , and ̂ (iang — and a velar
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stop— kiwo — form a pattern whose sound predominates in the first 

couplet. The sound of the second couplet is dominated by a second 

alliterative pattern: dental affricatives— ziu-yĵ j' , scmg , dz' ien

, ts'iuet ^  , nziBp jX > and tsi — occur in six of ten words.

Again, the principal function of the acoustic structure is to 

provide euphony. The outstanding feature of this poem is a semantic 

one, a pun, which occurs in the poem’s final two words, "tree’s seeds" 

nguo tsi (literally, "parasol tree seeds") : the words "parasol

tree seeds" r>guo tsi and "my child" •nguo tsi -5- are homopho- -

nous. The rhetorical structure of the poem can be explained in terms 

of the traditional "beginning," "continuation," "turn," and "closure" 

of chlieh-chll. In line one "I love you, and the fine feelings you 

cherish," the woman candidly states her feelings towards her lover.

Line two, "You moved so you could live in this village," develops the 

statement by explaining why she believes he cherishes fine feelings. 

There is a "turn" in line three, "A parasol tree grows in front of my 

door." It is a visual image instead of an explanation of emotion, 

and its sense does not at first seem to be directly related to that of 

the first two lines. The closural line, "Coming and going, I see the 

tree’s seeds"focuses the image of the parasol tree, so that its rele

vance to the first two lines is clarified. Now that he is her neigh

bor, she will be able to see him constantly, just like the parasol tree 

that grows before her door. The tenor of the metaphor is made more 

explicit by the pun in the final two words. The pun is not requisite 

to an understanding of the metaphor— the connotation would be clear if
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nguo tsi could only be read as "parasol tree seeds" -j- — but it does

not provide the poem with a striking and "witty" closure. The effective

ness of the closure is increased through the maintenance of rhetorical 

tension until the final two words of the poem.

In Poem 1 alliteration and rhyme acoustically underlie the 

development of sense. An extensive structure of alliteration acousti

cally unifies the first couplet. This structure is abandoned in the 

second couplet, but rhyme is used to correlate the sound of the second 

couplet with that of the first. Because there is an unusual relationship 

in the sense of poems 1 and 2, poem 2 is also included below. Poem 2

seems to be a response to the first poem. However, it is impossible to

ascertain whether the two poems were actually written together, or 

whether they were simply placed together in the collection by an editor 

because of their similarity of sense. There is no special prosodic 

relationship between the poems.

1.

Sun setting, I go out the front door.
Eyes searching, I see you cross by.
A visage alluring, with tresses so lovely—
Sweet fragrance already fills the road.

lak nzi^t ts'iuet dz’ien mu#n
t ^ S m  tsiwok kien tsi d'uo
|a iwong ta tsi p££n
p'iwang ^jang i iang luo

&  9 ifc 1ri F!
#  (#, -3- &
;9  ^  I  *  S
f  #  6  &



The fragrance comes from incense.
An alluring visage I wouldn’t dare claim. 
Heaven doesn’t snatch away a person’s wishes. 
And so, it let me meet you.

p 'iwang /. )qang siwo jwig
ia iwong P U u kdm ting
t’ien P & u d'uSt di%&n ngiwvm
kuo si nuong kien Idng

5- #- A. II 
i t  i t  ( I  E  Sp

Poem 1 focuses upon the allure of the woman's fragrant scent.

The first couplet— "Sun setting, I go out the front door. / Eyes search

ing, I see you cross by."— introduces the reader to the general scene, 

a gate opening onto a street and the two people who meet there. The 

third line abandons general description and focuses narrowly upon the 

beautiful temple hair of the lady: "A visage alluring, with tresses so

lovely— ." Line four, "Sweet fragrance already fills the road," con

tinues the compression of imagery; in place of visual imagery the line 

draws attention to the fragrance of the lady, an image that is at once 

particular and pervasive. Because it is intangible, the image is able 

to pervade the entire scene without losing the narrowness of its focus. 

In the poem the man has gone from lucidly watching the woman cross the 

street to being lost and infatuated in the essence of her allure. The 

poem's imagery reflects this movement. It moves gradually from a gen
eral and emotionless description of the scene in line one, "Sun setting.
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I go out the front door,M to a nighly charged erotic image that over

spreads the scene in line four, "Sweet fragrance already fills the road." 

In fact, the poem would express a complete surrender to erotic sentiment 

were it not for the final word of the closural line, which defines the

image of the woman's fragrance not in terms of the man's mental

response to it, but in terms of the original physical setting of the 

poem: the "road"

The sound structure of the poem parallels its sense structure.

A pattern of sibilant alliteration predominates in the first couplet.

Six fricative initials— nziet 0  , t^'iuet ^  , dz' ien , t^idm ,

tsiwok QkB , and tsi 3- — produce a tapestry of sound that provides the 

first couplet with both euphony and acoustical unity. This unity of 

sound underlies the similar general description of the first two lines: 

"Sun setting,I go out the front door. / Eyes searching, I see you cross

by." In line three, "A visage alluring, with tresses so lovely— " ia

_^n ^  ̂  ̂  r f 'iwong ta tsi pien ✓p y  ^  , the conventional "turn" of chUeh-chli, 

the sense of the poem changes from general images to particular ones. 

Paralleling this, the alliteration of the first couplet is abandoned, 

and an alliterative binom— ia iwong yA — furnishes the couplet with 

a new sound quality. Line four, "Sweet fragrance already fills the 

road" p ' iwang ^.iang _i iang luo contains the pivotal

image of her fragrance. A rhyming pair of words, p'iwang ^

("sweet fragrance"), accentuates this image— perfect assonance has not 

occurred in the three previous lines. Both words are of the level tone, 

which, as the only level tones in the line, further emphasizes them.
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The image of fragrance is expanded in the next two words, i. iang ^  

("already fills"), and the poem proceeds to the final word of the last 

line completely detached from its original setting and sound structure. 

The last word, "road" luo is critical to the poem's overall semantic

and acoustical unity. It delimits the space of the fourth line's 

olfactory image to the scene that was described in the first couplet, 

and it reestablishes an emotionally detached narrative tone. Rhyme 

bridges the sound of the first two couplets together by iterating the 

same final sound in the last words of line two, d 'uo , and line four,

luo The acoustical relationship between the two rhyme words is made

more prominent because the word's -uo final is dissonant with the con

sonant finals that predominate the poem as a whole.

Consonance

Consonance is an infrequent feature of the TYK and of Chinese 

verse in general. The phonology of the Chinese language is largely 

responsible for this. The words of Ancient Chinese were classified into 

three groups: yang-sheng |3|q comprised of words with vocalic or

voiced stop finals; yin-sheng comprised of words with nasal

finals; and ju-sheng > comprised of words with voiceless stop

finals. Actually, there was only one voiced stop final in the Wei-Chin 

period— "d"— and by the T ’ang Dynasty this final had dropped out of the 

language, leaving only vocalic finals in the yang-sheng category. Of 

these groups, the yang-sheng contained the greatest number of words, and 

even in the Wei-Chin period words with "d" finals comprised a small por

tion of this group. Thus, most words ended in vowels, and we can
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therefore expect to find more examples of assonance than of consonance. 

When consonance does occur in the TYK it is usually comprised of yin-

sheng, or nasal final, words. This too, is predicted by Chinese pho

nology. There are far more yin-sheng words than ju-sheng, or voiceless 

stop final, words. Like assonant structures, consonance occurs through

out a poem, it is always an imperfect structure, constructed from at 

least two of the three possible nasal finals ("n," "ng," and "m”). Con

sonance seldom functions to complement the sense structure of poems.

6 .
I saw you, and your fine features bewitched me.
I wanted to tie a bond of gold and orchids.
But with an empty weave, having neither warp or woof,
It makes no sense to hope for cloth.

kien ni&n z£Mn ^wong mji
ngj.wvn tak k£et kjam l&n
k ’ung t6iak mju kieng jwgi
g ’iSu p'i&t Iji dz'i n&n

* 4 -  S- 4
14 j| it®
S  A  M  4

6  $1 8 B
The primary feature of poem 6 is a pun on the word "cloth” p T iet 

{/C . This pun, a popular one in Southern Dynasties’ folk songs, is 

based upon two meanings of the word p ’ iet 7̂C : "mate” (p ’ i-ou ,

and "bolt (of cloth)" (pu-p’i $7 ). The final line can thus be read

literally either as "in looking for a mate it will of course be difficult



to find a reason /one should be foundj," or as "In trying to make cloth 

it will of course be difficult to make the pattern /of a weave?.M

Ten nasal finals produce a strong sonorant quality in the sound 

"color" of this poem. The consonant structure, however, is imperfect; 

it is constructed of all three nasal endings, "n," "ng," and "m". Thus, 

the repetitiveness of the pattern is mitigated, and the effect of con

sonance is less a patterned structure than a general sound "color."

This sound "color" is strongest in the first line of the poem, kien 

nian zihn iwong mj i : there are three "n" finals and

one "ng" final. Thereafter the strength of the consonant pattern, and 

the sonorant sound quality it produces, diminishes: Line two, ngiwvn

tek kiet kiam lan ^  , contains three nasal finals: line

three, k'ung tsisk miu kieng jwei ^  mx. , contains only two

and line four, gT iau p* i&t Iji dz'i nan ^  > ^as only a

single word with a nasal final, its last word, nan This pattern of

diminution results in an accentuation of the poem's final word, "dif

ficult" nan . Separated by five words from a very strong consonant 

pattern, the word is accentuated by isolation. Echoing a strong conso

nant pattern, it is emphasized by sound association. Rhyme also plays 

a role in the accentuation of the word. Nan occurs in a rhyme posi

tion, and is acoustically foregrounded because it satisfies the expecta

tion of rhyme.
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31.

The air is clear, a bright moon glows. 
As I sport with you tonight.
You sing songs with subtle meanings.
I, too, hum some fragrant lines.

k'jgi ts'^Bng miwvng ngiwvt iSng
iwo kiu£n g ’iwong jtj i

l&ng kl mj^Mu * i k ’ iwok
nuong ^Mk t'uo p ’iwang zi

•it /i M 

i t  S
it %  ^  #  Is)

Nasal finals inbue the sound of Poem 31 with a sonorant quality. 

The consonant pattern of this poem is not as extensive as that of poem 

6. Nor does it function to highlight any aspect of the poem’s sense, as

But the consonance of this poem is more perfect than that of poem 6: 

here consonance is constructed from seven "ng" finals, and a single ”n" 

final.

first couplet— "The air is clear, a bright moon glows / As I sport with 

you tonight."— describes the general scene of the poem, a romantic moon

lit night and a couple in courtship. The second couplet— "You sing songp 

with subtle meanings. / I, too, hum some fragrant lines."— then describes 

the actions of the man and the woman and suggests the erotic intentions

did the isolated consonance of the word "difficult" (n&n $3:) in poem 6.

The erotic connotation of poem 31 is suggested subtly. The

of each. The words "subtle meanings" (miau- i ) imply that the

man’s lyrics are suggestive, and the word "fragrant" (p 'iwang ), used
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in conjunction with the word "too" (Jiik 7/|') , indicates that the woman 

understands the suggestiveness of his lyrics in an erotic context, 

and that her feelings are in accord with his.

Although their sense is of course related, the two couplets have 

an independent relationship. Neither relies upon the other for a clari

fication or extension of its meaning. The meanings and connotations of 

each are self-sustained. Closure, the traditional h£ of chUeh-chU, 

is not pronounced in the final line of this poem. The final line does 

not, for example, clarify earlier aspects of the poem’s sense or focus 

upon an emblematic image. The poem only attempts to recapture the 

ambiance of a romantic evening, and each line contributes more or less 

equally to the creation of such a tone.

Although the poem’s consonant pattern bears no relation to the 

poem's sense, rhyme and phrasal rhythm do. An imperfect structure of 

feminine rhyme is involved in the OAOA rhyme scheme of poem 31, and 

functions to accentuate two important phrases: "sport together"

g' iwong ^j i 4 ^  "R^Cline one) and "fragrant lines" p’iwang zi -yf £§] 

(line four). The syntactical divisions of the lines (2//2/1; 2//1/2; 

2//2/1; 2//1/2) create rhythm which in line four places a closing stress 

on the poem’s final two words, "fragrant lines." "jfo] .

A concentrated and exact pattern of consonance is evident in the 

second couplet of poem 26.
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26.

I awake at night, tangled in a hundred sorrows.
I sigh sadly, tears flowing on my lapel.
"Spill the basket"— vainly I cherish the thought. 
But through whom would you learn of my heart?

ia kak pvk si 3'iHn
"i9u t'an t' iei IjdU k' iem
d ' uo k' iwHng k 'iwang dz’̂ Hng
l&ng zwi miwvng nuong siBm

A t •g /£- M
1  %K  # tX
#  IS itICj'

Poem 26 isi an almost artless ass emblage o

romantic plaints. There is only slight rationale to the order in which 

they are presented: each line more specifically defines the circum

stances of the lady's plaint. The first couplet, constructed from two 

stock phrases, is an objective description of a lovesick woman. Line 

one, "I awake at night, tangled in a hundred sorrows," describes the 

general circumstances of the scene. Line two, "I sigh sadly, tears flow

ing on my lapel," focuses upon more intimate details: her sighs, her

tears, and her bedclothes. The second couplet describes not objective 

details but subjective ones. In line three, "'Spill the basket'— vainly 

I cherish the thought," she alludes to the event that has caused her sor

row; the parting of her husband or lover. The phrase, "Spill the 

basket" , connotes a symbolic display of fidelity in times of

separation. Although it was probably a colloquial expression at the time
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the poem was written, the phrase originates in the Shih-ching poem,

Cocklebur" (chUan-erh , Mao 3):

Though the cocklebur grows so thick 
My basket spills before it's filled.
Sighing for the man I cherish,
I place it by that road to Chou . . .

The woman of this Shih-ching peom is so concerned about her absent lover 

that she distractedly spills her basket even before it is filled. The 

line can perhaps also be read metaphorically: her love affair has

ended before it was consummated. Thus, in the third line of the Tzu-yeh 

poem the woman explains not only that separation is the event that has 

caused her sorrow, but that her emotional and ethical response to the 

separation has been one of forebearance and fidelity. Her character is 

as virtuous as the Shih-ching maiden. In the final line, "Through whom 

would you learn of my heart?" the lady explains why she believes her 

fidelity is in vain: her husband cannot know of her faithful love.

Apparently, mere separation would be tolerable to the lady. But the 

thought that her lover will never know of her fidelity is not. It is 

this thought, then, that is the precise cause of her sleepless night.

Consonance is the outstanding acoustical feature of the poem.

The sound of the first couplet can be noted only for a weak pattern of 

consonance. Similar sonorant finals are iterated in the words 2'ihn 4^/,
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Jin , and k ' iem ffjjfc . A strong sonorant quality predominates in the

sound of the second couplet: d 'uo ywai k T ivhng k* ivhng dz'iang / lang

zwi miwvng nuong si^m (z 9y^ • Seven

of the couplet's ten words contain a nasal final. Furthermore, the itera

tion of sound is phonetically exact. The first six of the seven words 

end in the consonant "ng." The word zwi positioned as it is after 

four consecutive words with nasal finals and before three more, is 

isolated through its dissonance to the pattern. Interestingly, it is 

this word, "whom," along with the phrase, "vainly I cherish," that gives 

the poem its tone of hopelessness. Thus, in poem 26 consonance func

tions both to provide the poem with a euphonic configuration of sound 

and to establish a background of sound against which the plantive word 

"whom" is acoustically foregrounded.

Binomial Compounds 

Chinese poetry makes use of three kinds of binomial compounds: 

reduplicated binoms (tieh-tzu ) , rhyming binoms (tieh-ytin ,

and alliterative binoms (shuang-sheng ' All three are used in

the TYK. They occur in one-half of the collection’s forty-two poems. 

Thus, whether employed consciously or not, echoic binoms are a sub

stantial factor in the euphony of the TYK. Binomial compounds are 

usually an isolated acoustic feature of a poem; there is only a single 

occurrence of the structure per poem in all but six of the poems that 

employ binomial binoms. The compounds are sometimes a part of a larger 

pattern of sound repetition. For example, in poem 1 the binom tiiclm- 

t^iwok 9/? S i  contributes to a pattern of affricative alliteration, and
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in poem 20 the bonoms ' ia n-g' ien and d 1 au-m^u contribute

respectively to consonant and assonant patterns. In this way their 

limited effect becomes part of a more pervasive manipulation of sound. 

Extensive use of echoic binoms is made in only a few poems, most notably 

poems 20 and 35.

35.

My loving thoughts of you are clear enough,
Yet your actions are hesitant and unsure.
Fog and dew bedim an hibiscus.
Though you see the flower, all is unclear.

Anga niem yuan tiek tiek
tsi ypng iwo dz’£&ng
m£u luo • idm b > iwong
kien lihn piju piu3n miwyng

4  ^  *’3
-5- sfe -S- 'f t
#  S  K f-

A  ^  ^  0y9
Binomial expressions, assonance, nature imagery, and a pun com

bine in poem 35 to create colorful folk diction. In the first couplet 

a lady candidly declares the difference between herself and the man she 

loves. She loves him boldly, while he harbors reservations. His atti

tude is then explained metaphorically in the final couplet. Through his 

lack of perspicacity and assertiveness he is missing the opportunity to 

enjoy her company, just as he might ignore the pleasant sight of a beau

tiful flower, ready to be plucked, if it was hidden by a heavy dew.

The prosaic diction of the first line, "My loving thoughts of

clear enough," nga niem ^Cuan tiek tiek
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enlivened by the reduplicated binom, tiek-tiek 6 5  ("clear enough").

This compound gives the line acoustic "color" and initiates the gay 

folk tone of the poem. In line two, "Yet your actions are hesitant and 

unsure" tsi ymg idu iwo dz'iHng ^  a melodious arrange

ment of sound is formed from an alliterative binom, ±3 u-iwo ^

("hesitant and unsure"), and the two assonant words which surround it,

Y? ng ("actions") and dz'i&ng (literally, "sentiment").

Line three, "Fog and dew bedim an hibiscus" miu luo *i3m b 1iu 

iwong » presents a metaphor whose vehicle is a nature

image, a fog enshrouded flower. The flower represents the lady, and, as 

the fourth line will make clear, "fog and dew" is a sarcastic reference 

to the dullness of the man's wit. The rhyming binom, miu luo ("fog and

dew"), echoed in the first word of the compound, b'iu iwong— a a  W .
("hibiscus"), provides line three with euphony. Line four, "Though you

see the flower, all's unclear" kiem lihn pia u piuan miwvng ^3^ ^

, begins with a pair of assonant words, kiem ("see") and lihn ̂  

("flower," literally "lotus") that are followed by a pair of alliterative 

words, piau 7jv ("not1') and piu&n (literally, "distinct"). There is 

no morphological connection between the words of either of these pairs, 

however. The relationship between line three's image of a fog enshrouded 

flower and the hesitancy of the man's actions, described in line two, is 

made clear in this closural line. A pun on the word "flower" lihn ̂ , 

homophonous with the word "love" liHn articulates the metaphor: he

is no more capable of realizing the love she offers him as he is of 

appreciating a flower in a dark heavy fog.
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There is a final point to be made concerning the sound structure 

of this poem. Although there is a large degree of euphony in the poem—  

thirteen of the poem’s twenty words are involved in iterative patterns—  

there is not a single extensive sound structure. Instead, there are six 

separate structures, each iterating a different sound. This suggests 

that the poem’s euphony is perhaps less the result of a poet’s conscious 

manipulation of sound than it is of a songwriter’s ear for mellifluous 

arrangements of sound.

Dissonance ■

Until now, this study of the manipulation of sound in the TYK 

has been concerned only with acoustical structures, such as rhyme and 

alliteration, that iterate sound qualities throughout portions of poems. 

The aesthetic purpose of iterative structures is usually restricted to 

the creation of a euphonic poem. Repetition of sound transforms the 

flat and sometimes awkward speech of everyday language into the ..melli

fluous lines of poetry and song. The TYK's iterative sound structures 

generally occur randomly and over short portions of poems. They are 

seldom extended throughout an entire poem or organized into systematic 

patterns of sound. This relatively unsophisticated use of sound makes 

it difficult to organize sound into structures with a more particular 

aesthetic purpose than euphony. Thus, in the TYK sound is infrequently 

utilized to underlie the semantic stratum of poems.

Occasionally, however, sound structure and semantic development 

do converge. In the TYK such congruences of sound and sense take a 

number of forms. In the TYK, sound is acoustically foregrounded in a



number of ways so that it can give prominence to important words in the 

semantic development of poems. In a phonetically neutral poem, an 

isolated iteration of sound draws attention to the words involved in the 

iteration. This is seen most frequently in the acoustic isolation of 

rhyme, which tends to draw attention to the rhyme words. In poem 1 

it was also seen in the words "sweet fragrance" p ' iwang yiang 

in which the words are underscored acoustically because they are the 

poem’s only pair of rhyming words.

The sound of words is also made prominent if they frustrate an 

acoustical expectation that the poem as a whole has created. In the TYK 

sound iteration is sometimes organized into a systematic pattern, thus 

creating the expectation of particular sound qualities in particular 

positions of a poem. If the expectation is frustrated, acoustical prom

inence is given to the word. In poem 23 the suspension of a pattern of 

internal rhyme gave acoustical emphasis to the question word, "how" 

tiei jfoj . In other cases, a systematic pattern is not created, but a 

particular sound quality is iterated frequently enough to create a gen

eral background of sound. The suspension of this background of sound, 

and the introduction of substantially different sounds, can also bring 

acoustical prominence to certain words. This would occur, for example, 

if words with consonant stop finals were introduced into a linguistic 

environment of vocalic finals.

These latter two ways of making a word acoustically prominent 

rely upon isolating the sound of a word and in some way making it inhar

monious with the words that surround it. They rely, in other words,
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upon dissonance. Dissonance is a relatively sophisticated poetic struc

ture that occurs only seldomly in the TYK. However, the few poems that

employ dissonance suggest the upper range of poetic skill that is evi

dent in the TYK. Poems 33 and 13 are carefully constructed poems in

which dissonance is the result of the suspension of a predictable sound

"color." .

33.

The night is long, she cannot sleep.
How the bright moon glows and glows!
She thinks she hears her lover call 
And to the void, vainly answers, "yes."

£a d'iang pidu tak mi&n
m^wvng ngiwvt vd t^jak t^ak
sjang m^uan sSn /lian Aihng
^Ciwo •idng k ’ung tiung n&k

K &
%

S $
■As f

The malaise of a woman neglected by her lover is one of the more 

common themes in Chinese poetry. As such, it can easily become hackneyed 

and reduce to a thematic cliche any poem that does not treat it with 

appropriate freshness. Careful use of language and ethereal focus of 

imagery combine to make poem 33 a vital treatment of the theme.

The poem begins conventionally; its first line is a stock phrase: 

"The night is long, she cannot sleep" ±a 2 ' iang pi9u tak miSn

^ ̂ . General description is continued in line two: "How the bright
v
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moon glows and glows I" miwpng ngiwyt ya t£iak t^iak vj

\ĵ Ĵ . Hyperbolic imagery now enlivens the couplet. The moon is not 

only bright and full; it is illuminating her room. Phonic qualities 

stress the key words of this line, "glows and glows" tsiak tsiak 

»J^ , which suffuse the line with the image of brilliancy. The image 

is conveyed through a reduplicated binom. This occurs in a rhyme posi

tion. The harsh voiceless stops of tsiak-tsiak are dissonant in a 

couplet whose sound configuration is constructed primarily from vocalic 

and nasal finals. Further, the line is emphasized by rhetorical grammar: 

the lady does not say, "the moon is so bright," but rather, "how can the 

moon be so bright?"

The woman’s imagination is the focus of line three: "She thinks

she hears her lover call" siang miufrn s&n jytuan sicing [jĵj

. In line three, the first couplet’s sense of fullness and imme

diacy, which is conveyed by the words "long" d ’iang "bright" miwpng

, and "glows and glows" tsiak-t^iak , abruptly gives way to

a sense of emptiness and remoteness. The acoustical image of an imag

ined call creates a sense of uncertainty in the poem at this juncture. 

This new development in the poem's rhetoric is paralleled by a new 

development in the acoustical structure of the poem. A strong pattern 

of consonance is created in line three by the iteration of nasal finals 

in all five words.

The pattern of consonance in line three is continued in the final 

line, "and to the void, she vainly answers, "yes," yiwo «i3ng k’ung 

flung nak ^  ^  ^  . Three words— - iang , k ’ ung ’p _ , flung

tj? — iterate the nasal final "ng." The haunting, evocative imagery of
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line three is continued in the first part of line four, where the image 

of emptiness is iterated twice: she answers "vainly <iwo (literally

"vacant"), and she answers to "the void" k'ung tiung (literally,

"the middle of emptiness"). The first of these images, "vainly" ŷ iwo

, is made phonically prominent through dissonance: its vocalic

final is surrounded by eight nasal finals. Then, in surprising contrast 

to the tone of uncertainty and emptiness that has been building through 

two lines, the poem ends with the woman's affirmative reply, "yes" riak 

The poem’s prosody accentuates the ironic closure. Her hopeful 

reply is made acoustically prominent through dissonance and rhyme. Its 

harsh velar stop clashes strongly with the sonorant quality of the 

couplet’s nasal finals. Its position in the rhyme scheme further accen

tuates the already phonically isolated word. Its rhyme also recalls the 

rhyme of the second line, "glows and glows" tsiak-tsiak . Subtly,

it is suggested that the sound of her fruitless reply pervades the empti

ness of the room, just as the brilliant moonlight does.

13.

I take my pillow and lie at the north window.
You come, bringing me delight.
This bit of joy— turns to so much quarrel.
How long can true love last?

ngua 
xji
d ’u3t
it

lam ts^am pak
dz’iou

ts’ang
lang iSi nuong
s£hu xji t& A d’ang
siang liHn ndng fcjei
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In poem 13 dissonance is again used to phonically stress an 

ironic turn in the meaning of a poem. The poem begins in a joyful 

amatory tone. The first couplet describes the romantic scene: "I take

my pillow and lie at the north window. / You come, bringing me delight"

lam tsi2m pgk ts' ang ngua / lang lai dz' iau nuong xj i

@■1̂  A harmonious sound configuration underlies the

pleasant tone of the couplet. There is only one word that contains a

plosive sound: pBk ("north") .

All other consonants are fricatives, or glides, or nasals. In

the third line, "This bit of joy— turns to so much quarrel" sihu yji ta 

d'ang d'u?t i 3- ^  , there is an abrupt shift in the tone of

the poem from joy to discord. The first words of the line, "this bit of

joy" sihu ^(ji i ^  , continue the sibilant sound and the joyful tone 

of the first couplet. But then the tone changes: it "turns to so much

quarrel" ta d'ang d ’uat ^ ^  . The situation suddenly contrasts

with the situation of the first couplet. This ironic shift in the sense 

of the poem is stressed phonically. The words, "turns to so much quar

rel" _ta d ' £ng d1 u81 ^  , are sharply dissonant to the earlier

mellifluous sound "color." In fact, their harsh plosive sounds are
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onomatopoetic: they phonically reflect the clash and sharpness of an

argument. The third line has functioned both phonically and seman

tically in terms of the traditional "turn" of chlieh-chll.

"closure" of traditional chlieh-chli theory. It resumes the harmonious 

sound "color" of the poem as a whole. It continues the tone of disil

lusionment begun in the latter part of line three. And in speaking of

recalls the idealistic view of love expressed in the first couplet, thus 

emphasizing the contrast between the woman’s hopes and her reality. The 

final line, however, does more than "join" the parts of the poem togeth

er; it goes "beyond" the poem by leaving the rhetorical question of the 

final line unanswered. It is the reader who must respond to the abstract 

question, "How long can true love last?"

Line four, "How long can true love last?" siang libn nang 

zi jj^, "joins" the poem together in terms of the

siang lihn nang kjei

tvrespective affection"), it



RHYTHM AND METER

To create rhythmic regularity in and throughout lines of a poem, 

Chinese verse relies upon two characteristics of the Chinese language: 

the monosyllabic and tonal characteristics of its words. The monosyl

labic nature of the Chinese word presents an easy method of regularizing 

the rhythm of ordinary language. A certain number of words are pre

scribed in each line of a poem, and a high degree of rhythmic regularity 

between the lines of a poem is thus assured. By regularly placing a 

full cesura after the second, and a light cesura after fourth words of 

each five word line, a rhythmic pattern of two words is created within 

the line as well. Irregularities in line length or variations in the 

placement of cesuras help to break the monotony of this kind of regula

tion. This combination of line length and syntactical arrangement was 

the means by which pre-T’ang verse regularized and patterned the rhythm 

of ordinary language. Although this method of versification was at 

times very regular, it did not involve qualities of stress in and between 

words, and is therefore best termed "verse rhythm."

In the Six Dynasties, a second kind of rhythmic regulation arose, 

based on the tonal quality of the Chinese language. Shen Ytieh (441-513) 

is generally credited with the invention of this style of versification.

97
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because of his "discovery" of the four tones of T'ang Chinese1 and his

formulation of the pa-ping /Vfe2 of Chinese prosody. Actually, there

was at this time much critical interest in the role of tones in poetry,

and the loss of many important books on this subject makes it difficult
3to reconstruct the emergence of tonal prosody with precision. But by 

the T ’ang Dynasty a strict system of tonal regulation had arisen, known 

as Modern Style Verse (chin-t'i shihj^f^t^). It classified the four 

tones into two classes, level (p’ing Jp- ) and deflected (tse 7%. ), and 

prescribed that they be arranged in certain alternating patterns and 

that there be parallel and antithetical relationships between the tonal 

arrangements of lines.^ The exact configurations of this system do not 

concern this paper, but it should be noted that the system seems to have 

been based on three principals: euphony, alternation, and balance.̂

1. Shen Ylieh is not exclusively responsible for the discovery 
and prosodic application of tones, but his position in that development 
is the most prominent; See Wang Chung-lin, 9.

2. See Wang Chung-lin, 11-15.

3. For an account of the emergence of tonal prosody, see Wang 
Chung-lin, 4-30.

4. For an extensive study of the prosody of Modern Style Verse, 
see Wang Li 5- , Han-ytl shih-ld hslieh '%% "Sf (Shanghai:
Shang-hai chiao-yU ch'u-pan she, 1958), 18-303. Useful shorter studies 
are G. B. Downer and A. C. Graham, "Tone Patterns in Chinese Poetry," 
Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies, XXVI (1963): 
145-148; Hans Frankel, review of The Art of Chinese Poetry, by James J .
Y. Liu, Harvard Journal of Asian Studies, XXIV (1962-1963): 261-263;
Vivian Hsli, "The Element of Tone in the Prosody of T ’ang Poetry," Journal
of Oriental Studies, XI.2 (July 1973): 220-226; and James Liu, The Art
of Chinese Poetry (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1962; Phoenix
Books, 1966), 26-29. Hsli’s article focuses on the acoustical qualities 
of Chinese tones that are exploited by tonal regulation.

5. Frankel, review, 261-263.
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These three principles will be discussed later. Modern Style Verse 

introduced two concepts to Chinese prosody: the importance of a well

arranged system of tones to the euphony of a poem, and the formulation 

of a rigorous metrical system. This regularization of ordinary speech 

patterns, which is abstract, exact, and based on the stress qualities 

of words, can properly be termed ’’meter." Although the interactions 

of these two systems, verse rhythm and meter, complicate an understand

ing of the rhythmic configuration of later Chinese verse, the rhythmic 

prosody of the TYK is structured simply: it is based entirely on the

rhythm of line length and cesural placement.

Rhythm

A strong verse rhythm is created in the TYK through the design 

of five word lines, divided into syntactic units of two and three words:

The effect of this conventional 2/3 rhythm is very strong; it tends to 

override the readings of other sytactical arrangements, such as 1/1/3, 

cuasing them to be read in conformity with the 2/3 rhythm. In the TYK 

there are only two lines that do not conform to the 2/3 division, and 

the readings of both are strongly influenced by convention. Variation in 

line rhythm occurs almost exclusively in the final three words of lines. 

Generally, a minor cesura occurs after the first or second word of this 

second syntactic unit, creating two possible rhythmic patterns (two 

slashes indicate a major cesura, one slash indicates a minor cesura):

(poem 1)
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2//2/1

^  ^  / / & * & / M

- R  / / ^  (poem 19)

.2//1/2

'■S /O' // iti / ^} f  ̂
/O' // j^E / (poem 12)

Again, the influence of convention is strong; other patterns, such as 

2//1/1/1 tend to be read according to one of the two conventional pat

terns. There are of course differences in the syntactic strengths of 

these units: a reduplicated binom or an adjective-noun phrase has more

semantic unity than does a noun-verb phrase. But in comparison to the 

enormous rhythmic effect of the conventional patterns, the influence of 

these semantic variations is very subtle. Their main effect seems to be 

that of relieving the monotony of regularly repeated 2//2/1 and 2//1/2 

patterns.

By arranging these two patterns in different combinations through

out the four lines of the Tzu-yeh poems, dynamic rhythmic structures 

are created. If we note a poem's first rhythmic pattern with an "x" and 

its second with a "y," the major rhythmic structures of the TYK can be 

listed in order of frequency as:

xxxx
xxyy
xyxy
xxxy
xyyx.
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Although the static structure is employed more frequently than any 

other, shifting combinations of 2//2/1 and 2//1/2 patterns occur in 

almost two-thirds of the TYK. These combinations give the poems of 

the TYK rhythmic freshness; they often create dynamic tensions in 

rhythm; and they sometimes enhance the rhetorical structure or sense of 

a poem.

There is little evidence to prove that the poems were written in 

conscious consideration of these various rhythmic combinations. In fact, 

it seems as if they usually were not. When an author chooses words and 

syntax with which to express his meaning within the 2/3 line, various 

combinations of 2//2/1 and 2//1/2 patterns arise inevitably and ran

domly. But whether they are the result of conscious design or of 

fortuitous coincidence, the rhythmic effects of these structures are 

equally as forceful. Moreover, the occasional instances in which rhyth

mic structures enhance the rhetorical and semantic development of poems 

suggests that the authors of the TYK were in some degree aware of the 

role of verse rhythm in the Chinese quatrain.

By frustrating the expectation of an established rhythmic pat

tern, the structure is able to accentuate the final three words of a 

poem. Poem 18 (discussed on page 102) provides an example of the 

effective use of this structure.

18.

Often I worried you had a second interest.
Finally today I know you're not true.
A dried up old fish, you went to dirty waters.
And for so long betrayed this sparkling stream.
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In the first couplet the lady candidly explains her premonition of 

romantic betrayal. Then, in the second couplet, she compares herself 

with her lover’s new paramour through the metaphors of clear and turbid 

waters. Throughout the first three lines the gentleman’s character is 

the subject of the poem, either as the object of prosaic explanation—  

"Often I worried you had a second interest. / Now today I know you’re 

not true."— or as the object of a metaphor— "A dried up old fish, you 

went to dirty waters." In line four, "And for so long betrayed this 

sparkling stream," her character is described for the first time in the 

poem. The words with which the poem turns to a description of the lady, 

and makes clear that the "dirty waters" refers to a woman with less 

virtue than she, are the third and fourth words of line four: ch'ing

liu ̂  'Jg i "sparkling stream." These two important words are fore

grounded rhythmically by frustrating the expectation of the 2//1/2 

rhythm which was firmly established in the preceding three lines. The 

final word of line four, kuai j-jfc. "betrayed," contrasts ironically with 

its rhyme-mate in line two, ch’ i "true," and introduces a strongly 

moralistic tone into the metaphorical comparison. The 2//2/1 rhythm of 

line four rhythmically accentuates this pivotal word, first through the
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novelty of its pattern in the rhythmic structure of the whole poem, and 

secondly by isolating the word within the rhythmic structure of the 

line itself.

The first couplet of poem 28 descriptively tells of the fitful sleep of 

a lovesick woman: "The night is long, I cannot sleep. / Tossing and

turning, hearing watch drums sound." The cause of her malaise is then 

prosaically explained in the second couplet: "Unawares, I chanced to

meet you. / Now it makes my insides ache." The final three words of 

line four, kan ch'ang k'u -gT "insides ache," introduce the first

couplet’s tone of restlessness into the even headed statement of the 

final couplet. These three prominent words are emphasized acoustically 

by the rhythmic structure of the poem. The poem begins with a 2//2/1 

rhythm in line one. In lines two and three that pattern is suspended 

and a 2//1/2 pattern is established. The final line then returns to 

the rhythmic pattern of line one: 2//2/1. The final three words of

An xyyx pattern produces similar effects in poem 28.

28.

The night is long, I cannot sleep,
Tossing and turning, hearing watch drums sound. 
Unawares, I chanced to meet you.
Now it makes my insides ache.
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line four are thus emphasized in two ways: first, they frustrate the

rhythmic expectation established in the preceding two lines, and second, 

they recall the pattern that was suspended in line one. Although all 

three of these words, which link the two couplets together in tone and 

descriptive focus, are rhythmically accentuated, it is the final word, 

"ache" (k’u ), that receives the greatest emphasis. The 2//2/1 

pattern of this line isolates the final word and allows it sense to 

resonate as the poem ends.

tion to the sense of certain pivotal words. Although rhythmic struc

tures can be used to highlight words in any position in a poem, it 

seems that in the TYK they are used most effectively for this effect 

in the final words of a poem. The reasons for this are three-fold. 

First, it is difficult to bring an irregularity to the foreground early 

in a poem, before a rhythmic background has been established. Rhythm 

must be manipulated with great skill if it is to accentuate a word in 

the first two or three lines of a poem. The TYK do not evidence this 

degree of control over rhythm. Second, because rhythmic variation 

occurs primarily in the final three words of each line, it is difficult 

to accentuate the first two words of a line. Still, careful use of 

rhythmic variation can achieve such results. For example, in the third 

line of poem 12— "Talk and laughter, with whom can I share them?" ^

slowly, and emphasizes the two words that represent the intimacy that the

In poems 18 and 28 rhythmic structures function to draw atten-

nouns break the unity of the first syntactic

unit, "Talk This causes the unit to be read more
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subject of the poem longs for. Third, rhetorical structures generally 

draw attention to the final words of poems. It is there that threads 

of meaning are usually brought together ·and interrelated. It is often 

difficult to ascertain whether a poem's rhetorical structure lends 

special force to the density of its sense in the final words, or 

whether the density of sense draws attention to the rhetorical structure. 

In the TYK it seems as if rhythmic stress and the highlighting of sense 

usually occur together coincidentally. Nevertheless, there are ceca-

sional poems, like poems 18 and 28, in which verse rhythm has clearly 

been applied with poetic sensitivity. 

Verse rhythm can also be used to underscore the rhetorical struc-

tures of poems. The xxyy and xyxy patterns are best suited to this 

kind of use because they divide the rhythmic structures of poems into 

couplet units. 

34. 

Everyone has found a mate. 
Only I desire one who is faithless and untrue. 
The wind blows and winter curtains rise. 
And for a moment chilly thinness stirs. 
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The sense of couplets one and two are distinct. In couplet one—  

"Everyone has found a mate. / Only I desire one who is faithless and 

untrue." ^ ^  — the lady prosaically
explains the cause of her malaise: she has directed her romantic

intentions towards the only unfaithful suitor in the community. The 

colloquial tone of the first couplet contrasts with the descriptive and 

metaphorical richness of the second couplet: "The wind blows and winter

curtains rise. / And for a moment chilly thinness stirs."

• On the simplest level, this description of 

the lady's chilly empty room reflects also the discomfort of her emo

tions: she is alone and cold. But the line can also be read on two

connotative levels, both of which turn on the word "thinness" (po ĵj. ). 

First, the word "thinness" implies not only physical insubstance, but 

the shallow moral character of her lover as well. With this implication 

the couplet can be read as: "As soon as the wind blows and winter cur

tains rise, / This cold shallow lover is gone;" or, if "curtains" (lien 

) is read as a homophone of "love" (lien4^4 ), as: "The wind blows,

and a winter love begins. / And in a moment, this cold shallow lover is

gone." The second connotation of the word "thinness (po » )  is a
>c-A

simple pun: the word is homophonous with the word "curtains ( p o ).

Thus the couplet can also be read: "The wind blows and winter curtains

rise. / And for a moment, chilly curtains stir."

However the couplet is interpreted, it is clear that couplets 

one and two have very different functions. Couplet one explicitly 

defines the situation. Couplet two juxtaposes a richly connotative
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description against that explanation. The poem's rhythmic structure 

enhances the couplet structure. The poem begins in lines one and two 

with a 2//1/2 pattern. When the sense of the poem turns in the second 

couplet, the change is parallelled rhythmically by change to a 2//1/2 

pattern in lines three and four.

The rhetorical structure of poem 39 is the same as that of poem

34. In the first couplet— "At the beginning we were ever so close / 

Later on our time was never as good."— a woman explains the dissolution 

of loving feelings. Then in the second couplet— "I turn my head, cast

ing off a hair comb. / And roll awake, as a shallow resolve grows

sleepless night is juxtaposed against the explanation. The juxtaposi

tion has a metaphorical connotation: they were once as close as a hair 

comb and hair, but now, like the hair comb that has fallen off, he has 

grown distant. There is a pun involved in the final word of the poem,

39.

At the beginning we were ever so close.
Later on our time was never as good.
I turn my head, casting off a hair comb,
And roll awake, as a shallow resolve grows distant.

distant." — a description of her

"distant" it is homophonous with the word "comb"
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Thus, the final line can also be read as: "I awake and feel the hair

comb that a faithless man once gave me." The 2//2/1 rhythmic structure 

of the second couplet sets off the two words which give the poem its 

tone of distance and alienation: "casting off" (tuo ̂ V^j) and "grows

distant" (shu jPj|L) • As in poem 34, the rhythmic structure of the poem 

accentuates the distinctiveness of its couplets; couplet one consists of 

a 2//1/2 pattern and couplet two consists of a 2//2/1 pattern.

36.

I am the northern star,
A thousand years without a turn.
You roam, heart the white sun,
East in the morning, back west come dusk.

# #  //
// $ . / #  if

SK t r  // &  &  / ’o ‘
SjE - i /Z ^ z &

In poem 36 (discussed on page 108) an xyxy structure parallels 

the poem’s rhetorical development. The poem is a comparison by a 

woman of her moral character and that of her lover. Her comparison is 

expressed metaphorically, by contrasting the virtue of the northern 

star— which represents her— with that of the sun— which represents him. 

In lines one and three she explicitly states these comparisons: "I am

the northern star;" "You roam, heart the white sun." There is a rhyth

mic unity that underlies the rhetorical unity of the two lines; both

lines consist of 2//2/1 patterns. In lines two and four she imbues the 

comparisons with ethical connotations: she and the northern star are
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unchanging; he and the white sun are constantly in flux. The unity of 

these two lines rhetorical function is paralleled in their rhythmic 

structure; both lines consist of 2//1/2 patterns.

There is a subtle exploitation of rhythm in this poem. The 

comparison between the northern star and the sun seems to be expressed. 

In a parallel structure. Lines one and three, which introduce the 

comparisons, are in fact grammatically parallel; they can be simply 

diagrammed as "N V / Adj. N/ N." Lines two and four, which develop the 

comparisons, seem to be parallel but are in fact not; line two can be 

simply diagrammed as "Adj. N / Adv. / V V," while line four is "Adv.

V / Adv. / V N." Even though line two consists of a single phrase and 

line four consists of two independent phrases, the illusion of parallel

ism is achieved through rhy thm: both lines consist of a 2//1/2 pat tern.

Meter

If "meter" is- regarded as the ideal"^rhythmical pattern, then 
"rhythm" becomes "meter" the closer it approaches regularity 
and predictability. The impulse toward metrical, organization 
seems to be a part of the larger human impulse towards order: 
meter is what results when the rhythmical movements of collo
quial speech are heightened, organized, and regulated so that 
pattern emerges from the relative phonetic haphazard of ordi
nary utterance.

In analyzing the "meter" of Chinese verse one must turn from the study 

of rhythmic patterns imposed by phrasal divisions of speech, to those 

imposed by the tonal qualities of Chinese words. Western scholars 

have described the physical and psychological factors that produce

1. Preminger, 496-497.
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isochronic effects in Western languages. But there exists no clear 

understanding of the acoustic properties that make tones a suitable unit 

of metrical organization in Chinese verse. We do not know, for example, 

the exact phonological shape or performance of T'ang Dynasty tones. 

Further, in the T ’ang Dynasty it was not the four separate tones that 

were metrically organized, but instead, two classes of those tones: 

level tones (p'ing sheng ) and deflected tones (tse sheng )

Vivian Hstl has suggested that pitch contour is the primary factor giving 

those two classes their distinctive qualities. Level tones were level 

in pitch, and could thus be extended for an indefinite duration; in 

effect, they were stressed. Deflected tones consisted of abrupt phonetic 

qualities— rising (shang ^  ) and falling (ch’U ^  ) pitch contours and 

voiceless stop finals (ju )— and could thus only be extended for a 

definite duration; in effect, they were unstressed.* This long-short 

distinction between the tonal classes has been described impression

istically by Liu Hsieh (A65-522) in the Wen-hsin tiao-lung C/

S- i i =
Tones are of two kinds: the flying . . . and the sinking . . .
A sinking tone, when enunciated alone, sounds abrupt, as if cut 
short; and a flying tone has a tendency to fly away, never to 
return.

By the T'ang Dynasty, in Modern Style Verse, the metrical 

arrangement of these two tonal classes had become regulated. Our

1. Hsll, 226.

2. Liu Hsieh trh'CJ' , The Literary Mind and the Carving of 
Dragons, trans. and annotated Vincent Yu-chung Shih (Taipei: Chung Hwa
Book Co., 1975), 258.
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understanding of the roles of tones in pre-T'ang verse, however, is very 

rudimentary. There was, to be sure, no metrical arrangement of tones. 

But it is not known if pre-T’ang poets were aware of the prosodic poten

tial of tones, or if they used them according to any principles. Hans 

Frankel notes that,

Old-Style Verse aims at a euphonious and balanced distribution 
of the two tonal categories. Just what constitutes euphonious 
distribution in a single line or couplet cannot as yet be 
stated with any degree of objectivity.*

Chinese scholars contribute only general observations to our understand

ing of the use of tones in pre-T’ang verse. Wang Chung-lin, j±L 

for example, notes only that.

Before the T ’ang, regulated versification had still not been 
established; they listened only for the naturalness of level 
and deflected tones in a line of poetry. Because verse was 
not regulated, the level and deflected tones were in natural 
accord. The styles of achieving this were diverse.^

What was the configuration of this natural accord? Hans Frankel 

has suggested three principles that underlie the regulations of Modern 

Style Verse: balance, euphony, and alternation. Balance asks that the

number of tones within a line, and throughout a verse, be nearly equal; 

a line of pentasyllable verse with four or five words of the same tone 

in a single line is, for example, to be avoided. Euphony insures against 

unpleasant, but balanced, arrangements of tones. It seeks to avoid both 

staccato readings— in which there is too much alternation (i.e., level 

deflected level deflected level)— and monotonous readings— in which there

1. Hans Frankel, "Classical Chinese," in Versification: Major
Language Types, ed. with a foreword by W. K. Wimsatt (New York: Modern
Language Association and New York University Press, 1972), 28.

2. Wang Chung-lin, 472.
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is no alternation (i.e., four or five words of one tone in a single line, 

balanced by an antithetical configuration in the next line). Ideally, 

there should be a tendency for tones to occur in pairs. The principle 

of alternation asks that phrasally stressed words within a line alter

nate, and that tonal patterns differ from line to line. This principle
(

insures against monotony: the iteration of one tone in stressed posi

tions would create the effect of repetition, and monotony throughout the 

poem; the duplication of nearly identical tonal patterns throughout the 

poem.would create a monotonous effect. Modern Style Verse is an ideal 

formulation of these principles.* In terms of the development of Chinese 

prosody, it might be described as the ideal integration of the principle 

of alternation into the principles of balance and euphony.

Pre-T"' ang verse seems to have been composed in accordance to the 

first.two of the principles Frankel explicates: balance and euphony.

Noting the tonal balance of pre-T*ang verse, Frankel states that.

In each Old-Style Verse as a whole, the number of syllables in 
the two tonal categories tend to be nearly equal . . ., while 
in normal writings that pay no attention to tonal balance, only 
about forty per cent of the syllables are in the level tone.

This general tonal balance occurs in the TYK: throughout the collection

there are forty-nine per cent of words with level tones and fifty-one

per cent of words with deflected tones. A 9:11 or 10:10 ratio between

tones (there are twenty words in a poem) exists in about sixty per cent .

1. Frankel, review, 261-263.

2. Frankel, "Classical Chinese," 28.
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of the poems; but a tonal ratio that is less balanced than that of 

normal speech (8:10) only occurs in fourteen percent of the poems. 

Furthermore, within a couplet it seems that unbalanced lines tend to be 

compensated by a second line in which the other tone predominates. In 

poem 13, previously discussed, tonal predominance shifts from 

line to line. There also seems to be evidence of the principle of 

euphony: even though each line is predominated by four tones of one

class, no line has more than three consecutive words of one tonal class. 

(Level tones will be indicated with a slash, "— ", and deflected tones 

with an "X".)

13.

I take my pillow and lie at the north window.
You come, bringing me delight.
This bit of joy— turns to so much quarrel.
How long can true love last?

.¥  it  ib  1- 61 xxx-x
if ̂  it 1$liS - - x - -

,/J' ^  70 xxx-x
a  #  %  #  #  - - - x -

The tonal arrangement of this poem seems also to evidence the 

utilization of tones for onomatopoetic effect. The long level tones of 

line two give a mellifluous sound configuration to underlie the joyous 

scene that is described: "You come, bringing me delight." Line three,

"This bit of joy— turns to so much quarrel," describes an ironic turn to 

argument and disharmony; it is mirrored tonally be a predominance of
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"abrupt" deflected tones. In line four the girl sighs, "How long can 

true love last?" Her plaintive tone is underscored by long sigh-like 

level tones.

The predominance of one tone might evidence purposeful use 

even when it is not balanced tonally with another line. For example, 

in poem 14, discussed in full on page 114, the entire verse is predom

inated by deflected tones.

14.

I put down the chopsticks, unable to eat,
Then listlessly pace inside my chamber.
Casting cornelian, I make moves on the board.
Till the end of the day, I’ll move these chessmen.

41L - -  x -  x
0 1̂1" -5" -  X X X X

An onomatopoetic effect seems to be active in this poem also. The abrupt 

breathless quality of the deflected tones which predominate the poem 

seems to underscore the dissatisfied listless attitude of the troubled 

lady.

Finally, tonal balance seems to have been a euphonic principle 

within the line as well. Including the substantial number of lines which 

use tonal imbalance for specific poetic effect, the number of lines which 

consist of four or five words of the same tone is less than would be 

randomly predicted. Random chance would predict thirty-eight per cent
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lines with four or five words of the same tonal class. Such lines 

comprise only thirty-two per cent of the TYK. Random chance would pre

dict six per cent lines with five words of the same.tonal class; the TYK 

consist of only.two per cent such lines.

The principle of euphony was less prominent in pre-T’ang verse; 

nonetheless, it seems to have been active, at least in the TYK. In the 

TYK lines are seldom monotonous-— four or five consecutive-.ttines of one 

class— or staccato— four or five consecutive alternations of tones (i.e., 

-"•X —  X X or —  X —  X —  X). Monotonous tonal configurations occur in ten 

per cent of the lines of the TYK. This compares with a nineteen per cent 

random chance. Further evidence of the euphonic principle can be seen 

in lines which contain four tones of one class. The monotony of four 

similar tones is lessened if the lone different tone occurs inside the

line rather than in the first or fifth positions. In the TYK one, in

fact, finds that euphonically uncompensated imbalances (i.e., --)

occur about one-half as often as random chance would predict; there is

an eight per cent occurance versus a fifteen per cent chance. On the 

Other hand, compensated imbalances (i.e., -—  —  —  etc.) occur more fre

quently than would be expected; there is a twenty^two per cent occurence 

versus a seventeen per cent chance.

Although the statistics concerning the principles of balance and 

euphony are of uncertain reliability— the statistical sampling of forty- 

two poems is small and the results are not decisively delineated— they 

do suggest that the two principles are active in the TYK. There is, on 

the other hand, a total lack of statistical evidence of the principle of
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alternation. Modern Style Verse is basically a system of prescribed 

tonal alternation: within a line, tones of the second and fourth, and

third and fifth, position words are generally required to be of differ

ent tonal classes; throughout the lines there is a system of tonal 

antithesis and parallelism. In the TYK antithesis between the tones of 

the second and fourth, and third and fifth, positions occur only randomly 

(in about fifty per cent of the cases).

early attempt to achieve this kind of tonal alternation. He proscribed 

the use of the same tone— he was concerned with the four tones— in posi

tions of phrasal stress: the first two words of the first and second

the final positions of the first, second, and third lines were all to be

only a random occurrence (about fifty per cent) of tonal antithesis 

between these positions of stress. In fact, the TYK do not evidence any 

system of tonal alternation within the line, either in positions of 

stress or in arbitrary positions. Nor is there a system of tonal alter

nation between the lines of the poems.

The tonal proscriptions of Shen Ylieh’s pa-ping seems to be an

lines were not to be of the same tones

of the same tone ("wasp waist" feng-yao ).* In the TYK there is

1. Wang Chung-lin, 11-15.



NON-FIGURATIVE USES OF LANGUAGE:
DISTINCTIVE LINGUISTIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE TYK

An intimate and spontaneous tone, lively folk diction, and 

unconventional subject matter are the most distinctive characteristics 

of the TYK. Non-figurative uses of language are primarily responsible 

for these characteristics, and thus, the distinctiveness of the TYK in 

Chinese verse. The diction of the TYK, employing colloquail pronouns 

and colorful binomial expressions, captures the language of the urban

merchants and women of leisure; a world of folk song and candid acknowl

edgement of romance and sexuality. Common means of expression, such as 

rhetorical questions and candid declarations, create a sense of spon- 

taniety and immediacy in the literary experience of this world. The sub

ject matter of the poems, primarily concerned with the romantic joys 

and sorrows of common people, focuses upon the inner thoughts and close 

surroundings of individuals whose communal voice is seldom heard in Chi

nese literature.

the distinctive tone of the TYK. But it seems that these features are 

conventional features of Southern Dynasties folk songs, and not con

sciously exploited techniques of individual authors. They are a "given" 

linguistic material that is shaped successfully or unsuccessfully into 

a poem within the framework of less conventionalized poetic structures.

milieu of fourth century Chien-k'ang a world of travelling

Non-figurative features of language are largely responsible for

117
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The. "free" structures allow an anonymous author to construct his poem 

and express his voice. Experimentation is commonly evident in an 

author's handling, of acoustical structures and figurative language, and 

most importantly, in his solution to the overall development of a qua

train— the rhetorical structure of a poem.

Marilyn Evans, in her analysis of the Southern Dynasties folk 

songs, has isolated the distinctive features of the Wu-sheng hsi-ch'll ko. 

Although these songs were composed in different geographical areas over 

a period of at least one hundred years, Evans has shown that they exhibit 

a distinctively similar poetic style. The TYK are a Stylistic microcosm 

of the Wu-sheng ko. In both the TYK and the Wu-sheng ko, homogeneity is 

evident in all the poetic structures' of the songs— ^acoustical, semantic, 

and rhetorical--but it is most characteristic of the song's use of such 

non-figurative uses of language, as diction and grammatical structure.

On the other hand, while there is substantial variety and experimentation 

within the conventionality of acoustical, semantic, and rhetorical struc

tures, there is little differentiation within the song's use of non- 

figuratiVe language. . This suggests that the distinctiveness of 

non-figurative language in the TYK is largely a reflection of the 

communal voice of the folk songs, and not of individual, authors experi

mentations with the form.

Some of these distinctive features seem to be conventions not 

only of the Southern Dynasties folk songs, but of folk songs in general. 

Since folk songs everywhere "are the possession of the folk,, they naturally 

reflect the naivete and directness of those who have created and cherished
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t h e m . T h e  diction of the TYK reflects the spontaneity of the people 

of fourth century Chien-k'ang. "Scottish folk lyrics deal mainly with 

courtship and unrequited love," and, "amorous dalliance and love laments
Oare the chief subjects of English song." The TYK's candid treatment 

of amorous themes, while unusual in the Chinese poetic tradition, is a 

common feature of folk verse. In folk songs "protagonists are allowed 

to speak for themselves, which means, of course, that dialogue bulks
qlarge." The rhetorical questions of the TYK are an accommodation of 

the conventional question and answer technique to the four lines of the 

quatrain form.

Because Evans has analyzed the distinctive features of orthodox 

language in the Wu-sheng hsi-chll ko, and her analysis serves as an 

excellent description of such features in the. TYK, this study will only 

survey some of the more important features. The use of orthodox language 

in the TYK can roughly be divided into three topics: diction, grammat

ical structures, and content.

Diction

The spontaneous and intimate tone of the TYK results largely 

from the diction of the collection. Intimate pronouns, rhetorical 

particles, and binomial expressions, are used extensively throughout the 

songs. In Chinese verse generally, one infrequently encounters explicit 

grammatical reference to the speaker of a poem; the persona of a poem is

1. Preminger, 234.
2. Preminger, 284.

3. Preminger, 62.
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usually implied. When personal pronouns are employed, the choice of 

such honorific pronouns as chlln jo causes a somewhat formal and reserved 

tone. In the TYK, on the other hand, the pronoun chUn is seldomly

used. In its place, in almost every poem, one finds more familiar pro

nouns such as lang

These relatively intimate pronouns— huan is for example equivalent to 

the colloquial expressions "honey" and "love"— impart a sense of imme

diacy and intimacy to the songs. The use of the pronouns lang and nung

create a colloquial tone in the first couplet of poem 15.

15.

You were stolen by another,
Turned on me, and not just this once.
Open the gate wide and leave the bolt unlatched.
Never again think to care about me.

^  X2-
#  -  
#  a  ?  $  #

The colloquial tone of the first couplet— "You were stolen by another, / 

Turned on me, and not just this once."— contrasts with, and lends a sense 

of immediate relevance to, the metaphorical word play of the second cou

plet— "Open the gate wide and leave the bolt unlatched. / Never again 

think to care about me." Line four, "Never again think to care about 

me," can also be read, "Never again think to close it." This reading is 

based on a second reading of the phrase, "care about" jjj hsiang kuan.

ftjS , tzu "5" > huan nung and wo .



which recalls the words, "open the gate"^^^ f ^ 11 men, in line three; 

the phrase can also be read simply as "to c l o s e " k u a n .  Poem 19 

achieves an exceptionally intimate tone through the use of four pronouns 

in its first two lines: huan, nung (line one), lang, and wo (line two).

19.

When you're troubled, I ache as well.
When you smile, my joy begins
Have you never seen the twining trees?
Of different roots, they rise with branches joined.

Si S ft 'if
K I t s
& it

Frequent use of rhetorical particles and grammatical redundancies 

lessens the poetic density of the TYK's language, and helps to produce 

a more spontaneous tone. Linguistic superfluity, for example, is evi

denced in the first line of poem 10.

10.

Ever since you parted
Has there been a day I didn't sigh?
Philodendron grows dense and turns to thicket.
How can I stand such a bitter heart?
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In line one, "Ever since you parted," the words t s u n g and lai 

reiterate and intensify the sense of the word "since" ^  tzu, but add 

little meaning to the deep structure of the sentence, "since you left" 

tzu huan pieh. As in poem 15, the diction of the first 

couplet— "Ever since you parted / Has there been a day I didn’t sigh?"—  

produces a colloguial tone before metaphorical word play in the second 

couplet— "Philodendron grows dense and turns to thicket. / How can I 

stand such a bitter heart?" The density of the philodendron of course 

represents the extent of the woman’s sorrow. Both the denotative and

connotative meanings of line three are expressed in the final two words

of line four: "bitter heart" fC/ k'u hsin. The philodendron was

popularly known as a plant with an especially acrid wood; thus, "bitter 

heart" refers both to the woman's emotions and the inner wood of the 

philodendron.

In other cases, grammatical words are semantically active, but none

theless help to produce a colloquial tone through their dissimilarity 

to the dense and active diction of Chinese verse in general. Poem 18 

evidences this phenomenon.

18.

Often I worried you had a second interest.
Finally today I know you're not true.
A dried-up old fish, you went to dirty waters,
And for so long betrayed this sparkling stream.
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The second line of poem 18, "Finally today I know you’re not true" 

-^L °^x huan chin kuo pu ch’i, contains three adverbs—

"t o d a y " chin, "f i n a l l y " k u o , and "not" Tyy pu— and a personal 

pronoun— " y o u " ^ ^  huan. The line is given active and concrete sense

only through the verb, "true" ̂  ch’i (literally, "to accord"). These 

grammatical words give the first couplet— "Often I worried you had a 

second interest. / Finally today I know you’re not true."— a colloquial 

tone, which comes directly before the abrupt change to descriptive 

imagery in the poem’s second couplet— "A dried-up old fish, you went to 

dirty waters, / And for so long betrayed this sparkling stream."

Binomial expressions occur throughout the TYK. They enliven the 

sound schemes of the poems, and give the collection a livey and colorful 

tone. Binomial adjectives are used in poem 35.

35.

My loving thoughts of you are clear enough,
Yet your actions are hesitant and unsure.
Fog and dew bedim an hibiscus.
Though you see the flower, all is unclear.
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In the first couplet of this poem— "My loving thoughts of you are clear 

enough, / Yet your actions are hesitant and unsure."— a woman gaily 

describes the actions of herself and her lover with vivid binomial

lines a musical sound quality; they suggest the wit and personality of 

the woman who is delivering the admonitions to her lover.

Grammatical Structures 

Grammatical structures also play a role in the TYK's distinc

tive tone. Rhetorical questions and direct declarations are used 

frequently, and produce a sense of spontaneity and immediacy. The TYK 

on the whole lack verbal parallelism and other formal syntactic struc

tures. In this way the language of the TYK approximates the language 

of normal speech, and produces a colloquial folk tone.

answer. The alternating questions of two or more characters advance a 

ballad’s story through the use of direct discourse— creating a sense of 

immediacy. The Child ballad "Edward," for example, tells the story of 

an unrepentant parricide entirely through the question and answer

adjectives: "clearly enough" ti-ti (line one) and "hesitant and

(line two). The expressions not only give the

English ballads make frequent use of the device of question and
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exchanges of the dying Edward and his mother. The first stanza 

establishes the structure.

"Why dois your brand sae drap wi bluid,
Edward, Edward,

Why dois your brand sae drap wi bluid,
And why sae sad gang yee 0?"
"0 1 hae killed my hauke sae guid.

Hither, Hither,
0 I hae killed my hauke sae guid,
And I had nae mair hot hee 0.

The technique of question and answer is suited to the lengthy 

story telling of ballads. But the length of the technique makes it 

unsuitable for use in brief lyrics such as the quatrains of the TYK.

The sense of immediacy and directness that questions and answers give 

to ballads is achieved in the TYK through the use of rhetorical ques

tions. Rhetorical questions are employed frequently throughout the 

collection; they differ slightly in tone— -some seem to be the subjective 

reflections of a poem’s speaker; others seem to be questions addressed 

directly to the poem’ s reader.— but all draw the reader into a poem with 

a sense of immediacy. A reflective tone is produced in poem 23 through 

the use of rhetorical questions.

23.

Troubled, who can help but sing?
Hungry, who can help but eat?
As the day darkens, I lean by the door.
Vexed and sad, how can I help but remember?

1. Francis James Child, ed., The English and Scottish Popular 
Ballads, 5 vols. (Boston: Houghton, Hifflin and Co., 1884-1898; New
York: Dover Publications, 1965), I: 169.
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The first couplet of poem 23 contains two rhetorical questions: 

"Troubled, who can help but sing? / Hungry, who can help but eat?"

Their tone is abstract and reflective. They seem to be folk adages; the 

speaker who utters them is not identified; their relevance to any imme

diate context is undefined. Line three, "As the day darkens, I lean by 

the door," suddenly introduces concrete imagery; through a first person 

description of her actions and surroundings, the speaker of the poem is 

introduced. The poem closes with a final rhetorical question in line 

four: "Vexed and sad, how can I help but remember?" This line defines

the exact circumstance of the poem. The woman is distraught because of 

her lover's absence, and, leaning by a door, she is compelled to think 

about him. The concrete image of the woman leaning by the door in line 

three gives this poem a visual context; but the rhetorical questions of 

lines one, two, and four reveal the woman's mental processes and private 

reflections to the reader with a sense of immediacy.

In poem 17 rhetorical questioning is employed for an active 

effect. The question of the poem's final line seems almost to be 

ddressed directly to the reader.
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17.

Holding green threads, making brocade.
The folds of my skirt once again part.
Already I ’ve promised you the sash around my waist.
Won’t anyone now undo my gauze blouse?

t ?E ^  41 P'Se, Sr si t #it *  #  %
In poem 17, a lady describes with growing specificity the context of her 

amorous feelings. Line one describes the poem’s general scene; in it a 

lady states that she is occupied with a domestic task: ’’Holding green

threads, making brocade/' In line two, "The folds of my skirt once 

again part," the lady admits that she feels the spring blowing across

her dress as she weaves; the connotation is that she has been moved by

amorous feelings. Line three, "Already I’ve promised you the sash around 

my waist," describes the details of her romantic situation. She has a 

favored suitor and she has already promised herself to him with a pledge. 

The erotic nature of her feelings is clearly implied in the object she 

has promised him: the sash that holds her clothes together. The grow

ing specificity with which the woman’s feelings and the immediate con

text of the poem are described culminate in the closural line; in it, 

the lady explicitly states her desires: "Won't anyone now undo this

gauze blouse?" The use of a rhetorical question in this line produces



a strong sense of immediacy in the poem's closure. The lady's erotic 

solicitation is simultaneously revealed to her lover and the reader of 

the poem.

The erotic theme of poem 25 also focuses upon an erotic solicit

tion. However, the poem is given a tone of spontaneity through direct

declaration rather than rhetorical questions.

25.

I raise the wine cups, uring you as I pour.
As the wine goes around, the cups go dry.
I hope this brief meeting over wine
Will move your heart, and your looks as well.

In the first couplet of poem 25— "I raise the wine cups, urging you as 

I pour. / As the wine goes around, the cups go dry."— a woman describes 

her immediate circumstances: she is drinking wine with a suitor. In

the second couplet the woman candidly reveals her thoughts: "I hope

this brief meeting over wine / Will move your heart, and your looks as 

well." Word play is involved in the final line, "Will move your heart, 

and your looks as well." The word "looks" se can be read either as 

"face" yan-se, or as "sexual desire"(5, se-yli. The woman's

candid statement involves little artistry, except for the pun. It does 

not suggest erotic desires, but boldly declares them.
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Verbal parallelism occurs only seldomly in the TYK; less than

ten per cent of the TYK's couplets are comprised of grammatically 

parallel lines. Parallelism usually produces the appearance of artistic 

manipulation in a poem. The tone of poetic distance that results from

36.

I am the northern star,
A thousand years without a turn.
You roam, heart the white sun,
East in the morning, back west come dusk.

The calculated effect of grammatical parallelism in this poem contrasts 

with the spontaneous tone that is produced in poems which are syn

tactically free, such as poem 13.

I take my pillow and lie at the north window. 
You come, bringing me delight.
This bit of joy— turns to so much quarrel.
How long can true love last?

this appearance is evident in poem 36.

13.
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Poem 13 evidences careful poetic design. In line three, "This bit of 

joy— turns to so much quarrel," the previously joyous tone of the poem 

suddenly changes to one of discord. This sudden turn is underscored 

acoustically in the poem by the harsh and dissonant sound of the words 

which describe the quarrel: ^  duo t1 ang t'u. The syntactic

structure of this poem, however, creates an effect that is opposite 

from that of artistic manipulation: its free syntactic structure

produces the effect of colloquial diction.

Thematic Content

The thematic content of the TYK is the collection's most distinc

tive feature. In Chinese poetry generally, themes of amorous dalliance 

and romantic lament are treated with understated reserve. In the TYK, 

however, romantic infatuation is freely admitted: "I’m head over heels,

with no regrets" (poem 30); lovesickness is passionately expressed:

"After you parted my tears streamed together" (poem 21); erotic desire 

is candidly declared: "Won't anyone now undo my gauze blouse?" (poem

17). More than any other factor, it is subject matter that gives the 

TYK its spontaneous, intimate, and immediate tone.

Eroticism, the TYK's most liberal theme, is treated in many 

degrees of explicitness. In some cases, the theme is only implicitly 

suggested. This is true in poem 1, which suggests a woman's sensual 

allure through the olfactory image of her scent.

1.

Sun setting, I go out the front door.
Eyes searching, I see you cross by.
A visage alluring, with tresses so lovely—
Sweet fragrance already fills the road.



Other poems imply eroticism more strongly, by mentioning objects of 

the boudoir or suggestive locations and actions. This is true in poem 

13, which describes a woman holding her pillow, expectantly waiting for 

her husband.

13.

I take my pillow and lie at the north window.
You come, bringing me delight.
This bit of joy— turns to so much quarrel.
Ho long can true love last?

If £ ft (| 4 
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In a small number of poems erotic desire is explicitly stated. Poem 

32 refers to erotic desire suggestively, referring to it as thoughts of 

"a softly lit chamber," and as "a look of spring." The erotic connota

tions of these phrases are, however, clearly understandable.
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32.

A startling wind rustles white tanoak.
A bright sun slowly grows dim.
You think of a softly lit chamber.
I, too, assume a look of spring.

ISL t ,  *
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The simple existence of an erotic theme gives a poem a distinctive tone; 

but the theme seems one dimensional, and almost lewd, if it is not subtly 

developed. Poems 25 and 17, for example, consist of little more than 

bold declarations of erotic desires.

25.

I raise the wine cups, urging you as I pour.
As the wine goes around, the cups go dry.
I hope this brief meeting over wine
Will move your heart, and your looks as well.

#  #  $6
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In poem 25, a woman describes herself pouring wine for a man and 

then explictly verbalizes her erotic desires. The poem does not intro

duce erotic content into the poem with wit or understatement; and it 

does not isolate an emblematic or pivotal image to serve as the essence 
of the erotic statement. It simply makes a bold statement.
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17.

Holding green threads, making brocade.
The folds of my skirt once again part.
Already I’ve promised you the sash around my waist. 
Won’t anyone now undo my gauze blouse?

The erotic imagery of poem 17 is developed through the dynamic 

compression of an image of a woman. The poem first describes her in 

a general scene (line one), then refers generally to her dress (line 

two), and finally focuses upon her sash (line three). The development 

of imagery is more subtle in this poem than in poem 25. But poem 17’s 

dynamic development of imagery is exploited in the final line by a bold 

erotic solicitation and not a subtle treatment of the erotic theme.

Although the TYK are well known for their erotic content, poems 

like numbers 17 and 25 are rare. Understated expression of erotic 

desire is more characteristic of the collection. Poem 24 treats the 

theme with wit and subtlety.

24.

Holding my skirt with the sash untied,
I touch up my eyes, and go out the front door.
How easily my gauze skirt billows about!
Should it open a little, I’ll scold the spring wind.
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As in poem 17, imagery develops dynamically in poem 24. The first 

couplet— "Holding my skirt with the sash untied, / I touch up my eyes, 

and go outside."— describes the general scene of a woman touching up her 

make-up and going outside. Line three, "how easily my gauze skirt bil

lows about!" focuses upon the interaction between her dress and the 

wind. The focus of line four, "Should it open a little, I’ll scold the 

spring wind," is very narrow: a small part in the lady’s dress, and the 

breeze that caused the part. Throughout the lines there is also a grow

ing suggestion of eroticism. The first couplet suggests sensuality 

through the image of a beautiful woman in a loosely tied robe. The 

third line describes her sensuously billowing dress. There is an erotic 

connotation in this image: the woman has been moved by the amorous

ambiance of spring. The final line suggests that the woman understands 

the erotic implications of the spring breeze, because she is compelled 

to scold the breeze for its "playful" actions. The poem is, in effect, 

an understated admission of amorous feelings that is subtly developed 

through the entire quatrain. In the TYK, successful treatment of erot

icism is predicated upon this kind of subtle focus and careful develop

ment of imagery.



FIGURATIVE LANGUAGE

Simplicity and directness describe the figurative language of 

the TYK. The collection's use of figurative language is predominated

by stock phrases and images drawn from immediate surroundings. In this, 

figurative uses of language contribute as much to the TYK's intimate 

and folk tone as do such non-figurative uses as diction. There are few 

metaphors that are developed for more than two lines. Literary and 

historical allusions, symbols, and other metaphors drawn from worlds out

side the immediate one are extremely rare. In poem 6, for example, 

there is an expression signifying close friendship whose locus classicus 

is the Chuang-tzu: "to tie together gold and orchids"

chieh chin-lan; although this line might once have had the force of lit

erary allusion, it is clear that by the Chin Dynasty it had been reduced 

to the status of a folk adage. The symbols that occur in the TYK are of 

a folkloristic, rather than idiosyncratic, nature: grass, spring breezes,

eastward flowing water. In the place of sophisticated figures of speech, 

the TYK draws its imagery from nature images, objects of the boudoir,

and the daily tasks and actions of common people.

Although the figurative language of the TYK evidences variety in 

its levels of abstraction and its means of expression, there is a homo

geneity that underlies that variety. Conventional images and folk 

expressions are the material of both the simplest images— the depiction

of insomnia in "Tossing, turning, hearing watch drums sound" (poem 28)—
135
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and the most complex conceits— the development of the pun, "You broke 

off the first tangle of silk /You broke off the first entanglement of 

our love_7" in poem 8. Besides producing a homogeneous tone, the con

ventionality of figurative language in the TYK produces a seemingly 

homogeneous quality of imagery. Remarkably original or profound images 

are not characteristic of the TYK. Because they are so often drawn from 

conventional sources, the actual content of images and metaphors is 

usually far less important to the success of a poem’s figurative language 

than is the way in which they are presented. It is unusual when a poem 

succeeds on the basis of a brilliant figure of speech, by subtly develop

ing an image— as poem 33 develops the image of emptiness— or by focus

ing upon an unusual or thought provoking metaphor— as poem 20 compares 

an ornate empty box to a vain shallow man. The task of figurative 

language in the TYK is not that of speaking articulately through novel 

images, but that of structuring the presentation of conventional images 

so that they will be as forceful and meaningful as possible within the 

confines of four short lines. Sudden turns in focus and tone, rhe

torical questions, word play, and erotically suggestive statements are 

the quintessence of figurative language in the TYK.

The figurative language of the TYK is characterized by five 

general levels of metaphorical abstraction. These levels are marked by 

a growing degree of logical distance between vehicle and tenor, and an 

increasing specificity with which the comparison between the two is 

defined. At the first level there are simple images that depict expres

sive scenes and psychological attitudes. Images of this kind usually
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function to create a "tone'' in a poem. Such images signify more than 

they literally describe; but their connotative significance is inherent 

in the image, or the object that is being described. They do not "stand 

for" something else. The hollow sounds of an empty room, for example, 

are merely acoustical events— but their suggestion of loneliness is 

sensed immediately. In poem 32 the line, "The bright sun slowly grows 

dim," both describes the physical environment and suggests the romantic 

moods that evening produces. The logical distance between vehicle, or 

dusk, and tenor, or romantic moods, is very close: romantic moods seem

almost to be an extended meaning of evening. Furthermore, there is 

nothing in the figure of speech that defines the way in which the con

notations of evening are to be interpreted. The reader relies mainly 

upon his own experience of similar scenes to make figurative sense of 

the image.

Images that represent general ideas form the next level of fig-i 

urative language. Images of this type are sometimes merely inserted 

into a poem for the statement that their connotation makes; the image 

itself does not have to be involved in the description of an actual 

scene. The image "stands for" something else, but the tenor is either 

vaguely defined or a general entity. In poem 22, for example, a woman 

laments that her lover has forsaken her, and then asks, "Have you never 

seen eastward flowing water?" The image of flowing water is not 

inherently connected with the man. It is only by reflecting on the sig

nificance of water flowing eastward to the sea, that one is able to 

define the attribute that is common to both the man and the water:
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neither of them will turn back once they have passed. In fact, the 

tenor of the image is indistinct. The water could represent the man, 

or it could simply represent a sense of finality and hopelessness. 

Unclear also is the attribute that relates the image to the idea it 

represents. Are her lover and the river alike in the impossibility of 

their return or in the speed with which they pass?

The third level of metaphorical abstraction is similar to the 

second, but is distinguished by a closer definition of vehicle and 

tenor. It is, in other words, an image that functions as a metaphor or 

simile. The usual means of achieving this effect is to present an idea, 

and then to juxtapose against it an image whose connotations are 

narrowly understood. The comparison between the image and that which it 

represents is not, however, explicitly stated; it is the proximity, or 

juxtaposition, of idea and image that implicitly suggest the comparison. 

In poem 18 a lady complains that her lover has been untrue, and then 

says, "A dried-up old fish, you went to dirty waters." The fish of 

of course represents her lover, and the dirty waters represent her 

lover’s new paramour. The logical distance between vehicle and tenor is 

great; there is nothing about "dirty waters" that inherently suggests 

a licentious woman, save the intermediate metaphor of uncleanliness and 

unchasteness. Vehicle and tenor cooperate within a precise imagistic 

environment: the fish represents a single man, and the dirty waters, a 

single woman.

Similes and metaphors, figures of speech in which vehicle and 

tenor are more or less explicitly expressed, form the fourth level of
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of figurative language in the TYK. Explicitly stated comparisons 

are rare in the TYK. In poem 36 a woman states, "I am the northern 

star, / A thousand years without a turn." There is considerable log

ical distance between vehicle and tenor; for the speaker to be the 

northern star, the northern star must be something very different from 

what it really is. Moreover, the relationship between vehicle and 

tenor is specifically explained; the woman and the northern star are 

alike in the characteristic of changelessness which they share.

"Puns,” or paronomasms, are a unique figure of speech, involving 

the phonological, grammatical, and semantic levels of language. Differ

ent puns function on different levels of abstraction. In poem 9, for 

example, the literal reading of the line, "A bright lamp glows in an 

empty chamber [k bright lamp glows on am empty chessboard/" 0/j ^ f

, functions to create a tone of loneliness in the poem. But in 

poem 35 the couplet, "Fog and dew bedim an hibiscus. / Though you see 

the flower, all is unclear. /Fog and dew bedim an hibiscus. / Though 

you see the love, all is unclear ^  ^

, presents a metaphorical image that is understandable even without 

the pun. Puns are the most characteristic figure of speech of the TYK. 

Occurring in approximately two-fifths of the poems, they evidence a

variety of styles and quality.
These levels of abstraction represent only a convenient means of

describing the figurative language of the TYK. They do not represent

clear-cut categories: there is no firm point at which one category

becomes the next, and there is sometimes an overlapping of functions.

They do, on the whole, represent the spectrum of figurative language
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that is utilized in the TYK. More sophisticated figures of speech, 

such as symbol, synedoche, etc., do not occur in the collection. The 

categories do not represent levels of quality— conventional phrases 

and folk images comprise the main part of all five levels.

Dynamic Development of Imagery

Although subject matter and complexity of metaphor are for the 

most part homogeneous throughout the figurative language of the TYK, 

images and metaphors seldom seem hackneyed or overworked. The fresh 

spontaneous.quality of the TYKVs figurative language is mainly the 

result of the ways in which it is expressed: either as a series of

images that develop throughout the four lines of a poem, or as a pair 

of images that are juxtaposed, against each other. These two basic 

styles of expression combine with the different levels of abstraction 

to produce a wide variety of figurative structures in the TYK. For 

example, when simple images whose only connotation is a general "tone" 

are developed throughout a poem, the primary figurative device is often 

a final emblematic image; when a metaphorical pun is developed through

out a poem, the result is a complicated conceit.

When the two couplets of a poem are nearly equal in their level 

of metaphorical abstraction, the result is usually a poem that dynam

ically develops a single image or scene. Developmental structures often 

describe a scene by. either expanding, a narrow image into a larger scene, 

of by compressing the essence of a general scene into a narrow emblem

atic image. . The shift from general to specific description often occurs
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in the third line of a poem, paralleling the beeinning of a new couplet. 

Poem 12 evidences a narrowing movement of focus. 

12. 

I'm filled with long in the morning 
as I go out the front gate. 

I'm filled with longing in the evening 
when I return to the bank 

Talk and laughter--with whom can I 
Deep in my heart, I think of you. 

~s JR. ~ ffii r~ 
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share them? 
in the rear. 

The first couplet--"I'm filled with longing in the morning as I 

go out the front door. I I'm filled with longing in the evening when I 

return to the bank in the rear." ~~ *- \~ it it_ ('t_ tf ~ 'fi. 
;~ --is comprised of two grammatically parallel lines that depict a 

man constantly beset with longing. In line three, "Talk and laughter--

with whom can I share them?" the object of the man's thoughts is 

described through a psychological detail: the intimacy that is repre-

sented by the words, "Talk and laughter." A change in the rhythmic 

structure of the poem parallels its change from general to specific 

description: the 2//1/2 rhythmic pattern changes to a 2//2/1 pattern 

in line three. Morover, acoustical emphasis is given to the words 

that are emblematic of the intimacy the man longs for: Talk and laugh·-

ter. The first phrasal unit of a line is usually comprised of words 
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that are closely related in syntax— an adjective noun phrase, for 

example; the result is a unitary rhythmic unit. But in the third line 

of this poem, the first unit is broken into a 1/1 reading because it is 

comprised of a compound subject. The resulting 1/1//2/1 rhythmic pat

tern causes the first two words to be read more slowly, and thus brings 

attention to them. Line four, "Deep in my heart, I think of you," 

provides the final definition of the man's longing by revealing whose 

intimacy it is that he misses. The man's longing is the subject of the 

entire quatrain; the object of that longing is described with increasing 

detail as the poem progresses; but it is not until the final word of the 

poem, "you"^J£- , that the poem reveals who it is he longs for.

There is usually a movement towards an emblematic image, direct 

address, or rhetorical structure in the final line of poems with a 

developmental structure. These devices serve to make the poem's closure 

intense: the poem ends either with a resonating image, or by rhetor

ically bringing the reader into the poem.

3.

It's night, I haven't put up my hair.
Silky hair cascades over my shoulders.
And falls softly upon your knees.
What part of me could you not love?
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Poem 3 is a series of three images that culminate in a rhetori

cal question in line four. The images grow gradually more specific.

The first line, "ItT s night, I haven*t put up my hair," notes the general 

scene and mentions the woman* s hair. In the second line, "Silky hair 

cascades over my shoulders,?? the woman*s hair is described in detail; 

it is sensuous and long. Line three, "And falls softly upon your knees," 

seems almost to follow the lines of her cascading hair to the place 

where it touches the man’s body. The image develops precisely: it is

the small area where her hair touches his knees. There is a "turn" in 

line three. The line introduces a second subject, the man, to the 

poem, and clearly establishes that the theme of the poem is not a sensu

ous description of the lady’s hair, but the erotic solicitation that 

the woman makes to her lover. In the clo sural line, the woman coyly 

asks, "What part of me could you not love?" The poem does not end in 

the description of a definite object, but in a rhetorical question that 

draws the reader into the poem, and lets.him use his own imagination.

In some cases the imagistic movement of a poem culminates in

a pun.

14.

I put down the chopsticks, unable to eat.
Then listlessly pace inside my chamber.
Casting cornelian, I make moves on the board.
Till the end of the day, I*11 move these chessmen.
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In the first couplet of poem 14 a woman is described going restlessly 

from the dinner table to her chamber: "I put down the chopsticks,

unable to eat, / Then listlessly pace inside my chamber." The lines 

establish a tone of dissatisfaction and uneasiness. The second couplet, 

"Casting cornelian, I make moves on the board. / Till the end of the 

day, I'll move these chessmen," develops this tone by focusing narrowly 

upon an image that shows her ennui; the lady tries to allay her boredom 

with a game of chess. The last line, "Till the end of the day. I'll 

move these chessmen," contributes a tone of restlessness to the poem; 

but the last line is made especially effective by a pun in the last three 

words: "move these chessmen" jBf -4— tsou po-tzu is homophonous with

witty and forceful closure.

In the preceding poems, simple images were developed through 

entire poems in order to create a general tone. In poem 8 it is a meta

phorical pun that is developed through four lines. The result is a 

complicated conceit.

"curse that shallow man The poem ends with a
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8.

You broke off the first tangle of silk,
But now want to re-tie old feelings.
Spring silkworms are easily moved by affection;
A thread of silk is b o m  anew.

The poem is developed on two levels: first, it describes a silkworm as

it produces silk, has the silk cut off, and produces silk again; second, 

it narrates a woman’s responses to the on-again off-again advances of a 

suitor. Line one, "You broke off the first tangle of silk," begins with 

a pun: "first . . . silk" jCjiJ ch’ ien ssu is homophonous with "first

love" , ch’ ien ssu. Line two, "But now you want to re-tie old

feelings," is the only line that cannot be read on two levels: it can 

be read literally only on the level of the woman’s responses. But its 

connotation on the level of the silkworm is clear: the person who

originally cut off the thread from the silkworm now wants to tie it to 

newly produced silk. There is probably a pun in line three, "Spring 

silkworms are easily moved by affection." "Spring silkworms"

ch’un ts’an is homophonous with "Spring sadness" ch’un ts’an.

Line four, "A thread of silk is born anew," employs the poem's second 

use of the pun between "silk" and "love." Taken as a whole, these puns 

produce a second reading of the poem:
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You broke off the first entanglement of our love.
But now want to re-tie the old feelings.
Spring sadness is easily changed by affection;
My love for you is born anew.

The puns provide a literal level of expression to the connotations that 

are figuratively active in the images themselves.

Juxtaposition

Figurative language that is developed on one level of abstrac- _ . 

tion throughout a poem occurs in only about one-third of the Tzu-yeh 

poems. Usually, two couplets with different levels of metaphorical 

abstraction are juxtaposed against each other. The effect of this 

juxtaposition is quite different from the steady narrative^like develop

ment of an image. Juxtaposed couplets usually present a single 

perspect of an image in one couplet. The second couplet does not expand 

or compress this image, or describe how it changes; rather, it presents 

a description of the same poetic idea on a different poetic level. The 

effect is often an insight into the psychological motivations of a 

poem’s subject, or the use of the natural world to justify an opinion.

For example, one couplet might depict the sleeplessness of a woman; 

the other couplet would explain the cause of her malaise. One couplet 

might express a folk adage; the other couplet would support its truth 

with an image that demonstrates a natural law. In the TYK, juxta

positions of this kind occur almost exclusively between couplets, rather 

than within them. By employing different combinations of the five levels 

of abstraction, fhe TYK achieves a sense of variety and freshness in its 

figurative language. '
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Poem 18 juxtaposes a candid declaration against a metaphorical

drawn upon the natural world.

18.

Often I worried you had a second interest. 
Finally today I know you’re not true.
A dried-up old fish, you went to dirty waters, 
And for so long betrayed this sparkling stream.

In the first couplet— "Often I worried you had a second interest. /

Now today I know you’re not true."— the woman straightforwardly tells 

her husband that she knows of his infidelity. The second couplet— A 

dried-up old fish, you went to dirty waters, / And for so long betrayed 

this sparkling stream."— in effect repeats the statement of the first 

couplet, but with metaphorical images that vividly describe the moral 

characteristics of the poem's characters: her lover has betrayed pro

priety— a fish out of water; his new lover is base and unchaste— water 

that has been spoiled by impurities; she is the paragon of virtue— an 

unsullied stream.

In poem 22 a straightforward statement is juxtaposed against a

natural image; but the tenor of the metaphor is less specific than in 

poem 18.
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22.
You lived nearby— but seemed immeasurably distant.
So it was, until you left in the chill of winter.
Have you never seen eastward flowing water?
Will it ever turn back west?

dtifL $£- 
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The first couplet— "You lived nearby— but seemed immeasurably distant. / 

So it was, until you left in the chill of winter."— announces that the 

woman's lover has left her. The second couplet— "Have you never seen 

eastward flowing water? / Will it ever turn back west?"— provides an 

insight into the woman's response to his departure: resigned acceptance.

In line three a nature image, water rushing irreversibly seaward, 

suggests that once an action has been taken it cannot be reversed.

Unlike the metaphorical image of poem 18, this image does not function 

to describe the character or actions of any person. Instead, it pre

sents a natural "truth" which, upon reflection and extention, can be 

applied to the human world. By juxtaposing the image of water rushing 

seaward against the facts of the woman's situation, the connotation of 

the third line is clear: once gone, her lover will never return. That

the woman chooses to describe her situation in such absolute terms, 

indicates the hopelessness with which she views her situation. Line



four, "Will it ever turn back west?" focuses upon the relevant aspect of 

the water image— irreversibility— and gives immediacy to the ending 

with a rhetorical question.

The difference in metaphorical levels is of course relative. In 

poem 9, for example, a "tonal" image carries the figurative force of 

the poem when it is juxtaposed with a straightforward statement.

9.

Already today my love has parted.
When will we ever meet again?
A bright lamp glows in an empty chamber.
It’s so far away we can’t even plan.

Couplet one— "Already today my love has parted. / When will we ever 

meet again?"— is comprised of two stock lines that explain, with a 

minimum of description and tone, that a woman's lover has departed. 

Couplet two— "A bright moon glows in an empty chamber. / It’s so far 

away we can’t even plan."— describes an empty room at night, creating 

in the poem a forlorn tone that suggests the woman’s malaise.

The second couplet of this poem functions on two levels of 

abstraction. In addition to the literal level described above, there 

is a second level created by word play. "Empty chamber" ^  k ’ung

chd is homophonous with "empty (line three)
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~~ ~u 
"so far away" 1~ '"~ E jan is homophonous with "the oil burns" ;w x~7~, 

E jan; and "can't even plan" t-14 ~ wei ~ ch' i is homophonous with 

"still there are no chessmen" t. ifj' ~wei E ch'i (line four). Thus, 

the couplet can also be read, "A bright lamp glows on an empty chess-

board; I The oil burns down, but still there are no chessman." This 

reading perhaps suggests that although time is running short, she does 

not have the means to manipulate circumstances to accord with her 

desires--as she cannot manipulate nonexistent chessmen. 

A "tonal" image was the most abstract of poem 9's two couplets. 

But in poem 40 the "tonal" image of the first couplet serves to intro-

duce the higher level of abstraction that is found in the metaphorical 

word play of couplet two. 

40. 

Sleeping or eating, I never forget you. 
With you I sit, and with you I rise. 
Jade stalk and golden hibiscus 
Don~t compare to this flower of mine. 

Couplet one--"Sleeping ·or eating, I never forget you. I With you I sit, 

and with you I rise."--suggests a woman's deep love for her husband by 

depicting her devoted attention to him. Then in the second couplet--

Jade stalk and golden hibiscus I Don't compare to this flower of mine."-
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she metaphorically declares her love for him. Read literally, the 

couplet compares the husband to a flower, and states that he is more 

precious to her than a hibiscus made from jade and gold. The second 

couplet reads on a second level as well, revealing the private 

thoughts that underlie the woman’s hyperbolic compliment. "Jade stalk"

the second couplet can also be read, "I desire to be the lover of this 

golden hibiscus. / Nothing compares to my love for you."

When the couplet structure of a quatrain evidences a substantial 

change in imagery, creating the effect of two juxtaposed couplets rather 

than four evenly developed lines, there are usually two characteristics 

present which give the poem a dynamic quality and an overall unity. 

First, the level of metaphorical abstraction in the two couplets is sub

stantially different. Secondly, the two couplets are in some way inter

dependent. A poem’s sudden change from one conceptual level to the next 

reproduces in the poem the psychological process of insight— in which 

relatively profound meaning emerges from neutral facts. This structure 

integrates particular circumstance and deeper truth, and allows a poem 

to achieve a sense of private immediacy— the "now"— and a sense of 

abstraction— the "always"— within four short lines. If the two couplets 

do not evidence a difference in metaphorical levels, the result is often

5* jdL ou. is homophonous with "desire to make a couple" 

yli ou, (line thre wo lien

homophonous with

wo lien tzu is

(line four). Thus,
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a static poem: a quatrain consisting only of "literal" images produces

only a sense of the "now"; a quatrain consisting only of "metaphorical" 

images produces only a sense of the "always."

Poem 42 combines images of two alluring objects: a beautiful

boudoir and a beautiful woman.

42.

Morning sun shines on the tinsel of damask.
Luminous breezes waft the white of chiffon.
By her ready smile shine two melon seed dimples.
Over her beautiful eyes flutter a pair of moth-like brows.

B - V  
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Poem 42 is involved only in the "now": in the first couplet— "Morning

sun shines on the tinsel of damask. / Luminous breezes waft the white of 

chiffon."— it describes the boudoir where the woman resides; and in the 

second— "By her ready smile shine two melon seed dimples. / Over beau

tiful eyes flutter a pair of moth-like brows."— it describes the woman 

herself. The poem is static. It does not expand or compress any image; 

instead, different images are presented one after another. It does not 

provide an insight into the woman’s mind or the idea of beauty; instead, 

imagery occurs only on a superficial and literal level. The two couplets 

are imagistically equivalent. This is true even though the second cou

plet seems at first to be more abstract than the first. While the first
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couplet is comprised of straightforward description, the second employs 

metaphors: her teeth are like "melon seeds," and her eyebrows are

"moth-like." However, these "metaphors” had long since been reduced to 

the status of moribund cliches.

Poem 42 also lacks the second characteristic that is usually 

present in the TYK quatrains: a skillful integration of the imagery of

the two couplets. In poem 42 neither couplet contributes substantially 

to an understanding of the other. The couplets are self-contained 

descriptions of beautiful.objects.

The ways in which two couplets can be integrated are diverse, 

and offer an author the opportunity to manifest his personal genius or 

insight— even if his poem is comprised entirely of stock phrases and 

conventional imagery. Couplets are sometimes bridged by an insightful 

comparison between two images. Couplets can also be integrated more 

simply. A similarity or contrast in the sense of rhyme words alone can 

serve to bind two couplets together, as can an acoustical structure 

that gives two couplets a unity of sound.

The important function, that the integration of couplets holds is 

evidenced in a comparison of poems 7 and 38. The basic structure of the 

two poems is similar: poem 7 consists of a first couplet that, is a

direct statement and a second that is a metaphorical pun; poem 38 con

sists of a first couplet that is a "tonal" image and a second that is a 

metaphorical pun. The theme of both is unrequited love; neither attempts 

to develop the theme of subtle insight; :
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38.

I sent you a pledge, but you wouldn’t come. 
I went myself, still you wouldn’t step out. 
When hibiscus is made of gold and bronze 
How can the flower ever bloom?

tfc fi Sal S-

In poem 38 the first couplet "I sent you a pledge, but you 

wouldn’t come. / I went myself, still you wouldn’t step out."— narrates 

two events that symbolize a woman's persistent, and unacknowledged,

/ How can the flower ever bloom?"— serves as an expression of the 

woman’s disillusionment; by asking how a metalic hibiscus can come to 

fruition, the question, "How can our love ever come to be?" is implied. 

A pun articulates this connotation. In line four, "the flowerH JL-

second reading of line four— "How can our love ever come to be?"— is 

closely related to the sense of the first couplet, the literal reading 

of the second couplet as a whole is not. The image of an hibiscus that 

is made from precious metals is not an apt parallel to the idea of 

unacknowledged advances. Furthermore, the poem does not isolate a pre

cise aspect of the two images that can be compared or contrasted; the 

relationship between the sense of the two couplets is only a general one.

advances. The second couplet— "When hibiscus is made of gold and bronze

lien tzu is homophonous with Although the
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7.

When first I wanted to know you 
I hoped our two hearts would be as one.
I straightened silk and put it on a broken loom—  
It’s little wonder that it made no cloth.

In poem 7, the first couplet prepares the poem for an ironic 

turn that occurs in the final line. In the first couplet a woman reveals 

her desires: "When first I wanted to know you / I hoped our two hearts

accentuating the sense of emotional singularity, which is the woman’s 

goal. The second couplet— "I straightened silk and put it on a broken 

loom. / It’s little wonder that it made no cloth.”— narrates her failure 

to achieve that goal through the metaphor of a household chore, the 

weaving of cloth. In line three, "I straightened silk and put it on a 

broken loom— ," the poem’s imagery changes. The colloquial declaration 

of the first couplet gives way to a visual image of weaving cloth. On 

the other hand, the line continues the poetic idea of the first couplet, 

by reiterating the idea of separate entities— threads— being made into 

a single unit— cloth. Puns articulate the metaphorical connotation of 

the image: "straightened the silk" ssu is homophonous with

"straightened my love-thoughts" Li ssu, and "broken loom" £jx*

'ts’an chi suggests the idea of "inopportune moment" ts’an chi.

would be as one." The second line ends with the word "one"
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The flaw that is revealed in the last words of line three, the "broken 

loom," leads to an ironic closure of the poem in line four: "It's

little wonder that it made no cloth." Even though the woman labored 

to weave cloth together, in the end nothing was produced. Again, puns 

articulate the metaphorical connotation of the line: "it did not make

cloth" |7L jm ch' eng p ' i is homophonous with the phrase, "did

not become a couple" pu ch'eng p'i. Thus, the second couplet

can also be read, "I straightened my love-thoughts and tried to apply 

them at an inopportune time. / It's little wonder that we didn't become 

a couple." The line contrasts with the idea of unification that was the 

idea of the first couplet. The contrast between the two couplets is 

most effectively realized in the final words of lines two and four: 

"one"— yi (line two) and "couple" (71 p'i (line four). Highlighted by 

rhyme, the two words embody the essence of the poem's ironic comparison 

between the woman's original hope to be joined in love and her eventual 

disappointment. The way in which the second couplet metaphorically 

expands the idea of the first couplet, and the way in which rhyme words 

are wittily used to symbolize the poem's ironic turn, enrichens the 

figurative language of a poem that is comprised entirely of stock lines.



CONCLUSION

The TYK evidences both variety and homogeniety in its applica

tion of poetic structures* The prosodic or phonetic aspects of dif

ferent poems vary in their degrees of complexity and in the purposes 

for which they are used. Euphony is the most common end to which 

prosody is utilized, but in a substantial number of poems sound is 

also used to phonically underscore the sense of important words. 

Semantic aspects of the TYK, on the other hand, evidence a substan

tially uniform usage. Non-figurative aspects of the TYK* s language, 

such as diction and subject matter, are responsible for the most 

distinctive characteristics of the collection^spdntaneous and inti

mate tone and amatory themes. Figurative language generally develops 

according to similar modes of organization. Although the TYK utilize 

a number of different and successful ways of presenting figurative 

language, there are only a few frequently used modes of organization 

that maximize the poetic effectiveness of the Chinese quatrain. .

Because common characteristics of these modes of organization—  

such as the "turn" of chdeh-chli theory or the dynamic compression of 

imagery that is common in the TYK— give rhetorical emphasis to partic

ular parts of poems, this study has considered them to be aspects of 

poetic rhetoric. Generally speaking, poems are organized so as to 

create a rhetorical tension that builds into and is resolved in the

157
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final line of a poem. The general characteristics of brief lyric styles 

of poetry and the special characteristics of the Chinese quatrain predict 

the predominance of this general form of poetic organization in the qua

trains of the TYK. But there are exceptions to and substantial variety 

within this general pattern of organization that suggest the general 

organization of the TYK poems was in no means idealized or convention

alized. In other words, the collection evidences substantial experi

mentation with the quatrain form. In this experimentation, however, 

the importance of an effective ending commonly overrides other aspects 

of poetic structure. Thematic content, complexity of metaphor, aptness 

of imagery, and prosodic structure are of course all important elements 

in the overall success of a TYK poem. But the rhetorical structure of 

successful TYK poems commonly seems to bring special weight upon the 

final line of a poem. Rhetorical questions, puns, candid declarations, 

compression of imagery, and emblematic images are all used to this effect. 

Furthermore, it seems to be especially important that a poem's closure 

resonate with associations— either by integrating earlier elements of 

a poem whose relationship was not clearly defined, or by suggesting 1 

associations in the reader beyond the denotative level of the poem.

Puns are a common means of resolving a poem in the first manner. 

In poem 37, for example,

37.

I love you and the fine feelings you cherish 
You moved so you could live in this village.
A parasol tree grows in front of my door.
Coming and going, I see the tree's seeds.
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the pun of the closural line— "I see the tree’s seeds" (I see my lover") 

— reinterprets the poetic meaning of the "parasol tree" in line three

as a metaphor whose tenor is the woman’s lover. Compression of imagery

that leads to a final emblematic image is the common means of resolving 

a poem in the second manner. In poem 1, for example,

■ la

Sun setting, I go out the front door.
Eyes searching, I see you cross by.
A visage alluring, with tresses so lovely—
Sweet fragrance already fills the road.

imagery is compressed from a general image of the general scene, to a 

general image of the woman, to the specific image of the woman’s hair.

In line four, visual imagery is abandoned and the poem ends with the 

specific yet ethereal olfactory, image of the woman’s fragrant scent—  

an image with unstated erotic associations.

The sound orchestration of the TYK varies substantially in 

complexity and purpose of use. Some poems achieve only a minimal level 

of euphomy through their manipulation of sound. Such poems are usually 

comprised of a number of brief and unsystematic patterns of sound itera

tion-- including rhyme, assonance, alliteration, consonance. The total 

effect of these short patterns on a poem is a euphonically pleasing 

arrangement of sound that suggests little conscious manipulation of 

sound. ,

Other poems evidence a more skillful application of acoustical 

structures. A particular acoustical structure, such as assonance, might 

be extended through a substantial portion of a poem, creating an overall 

sound "color." Acoustical structures might be organized into systematic
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patterns of head or internal rhyme, creating a more complex "tapestry" 

of sound o Uses of sound, such as these create euphonically pleasing 

poems that suggest a substantial degree of conscious manipulation.

In still other poems there is a congruence, of sound and sense: 

the prominent sound quality of a pivotal word underscores its important 

function in the sense of the poem. In some cases it is a brief itera

tive structure, such as a rhyming pair of words, that serves to 

phonically emphasize a word. In such cases it is sometimes difficult 

to ascertain whether the congruence of sense and sound is the planned 

result of conscious manipulation or the fortuitous product of lin

guistic accident. This is especially true in the case of binomial 

compounds, which combine rich description with iterative sound 

qualities . In: a numbers of TYK poems, however , pointed congruences of 

sound and sense result from the brief suspension, of an overall sound 

"color" or a systematic pattern of sound. Dissonant structures of 

these kinds suggest a high level of poetic skill, and the careful 

manipulation of sound.

The variety of complexity and purpose in the sound orchestra

tion of the TYK mkes it difficult to,, draw conclusions regarding the 

distinctive characteristics of sound orchestration in the TYK. Its0 

variety of usage does suggest a general sensitivity to the poetic 

potential of sound manipulation, and perhaps a degree of conscious 

experimentation with that potential. But in the overall poetic 

structure of TYK poems sound orchestration generally plays a minor
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role— in comparison to the candid subject matter and subtle manip

ulation of figurative language that is characteristic of the TYK.

The basic 2/3 rhythmic.pattern that is created by the 

pentasyllable line is the predominant prosodic feature of the TYK. 

Outside of this conventional stanzaic characteristic, however, 

rhythm and meter are minor prosodic structures in the TYK. Meter, 

in fact, does not exist in the TYK, but is only evident in the 

rudimentary sense of tonal manipulation for euphonic effect. Rhythm 

is the means by which the rhythm of ordinary speech is organized and 

patterned in the TYK. Although rhythmic patterns and tonal manip

ulation are present in all of the TYK poems, their effect is usually 

quite subtle: in comparison to other poetic structures, such as

those of sound orchestration and figurative language, they seldom 

come to the forefront of attention. Moreover, there is a homo

geneity to their usage, unlike the wide variation of sophistication 

in sound orchestration. Some poems use rhythm and tonal arrangement 

more skillfully than others; yet outstanding use of these two 

structures is seldom a prominent feature of a poem.

Rhythm serves a number of purposes in the TYK. Generally, it 

seems to occur as a coincidental effect of word choice and grammar.

In other words, there is seldom any firm evidence that conformity to 

a rhythmic pattern was a primary consideration in the composition of 

a poem. Nonetheless, even at this unsophisticated level of usage, it 

is clear that the author was aware— if only subconsciously— of the
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euphonic effects of rhythm. Throughout the TYK euphony is enhanced 

by rhythmic structures.

Rhythm also occasionally enhances the meaning or rhetorical 

structure of poems. It is again difficult to ascertain whether such 

effects are the result of conscious manipulation or of fortuitous 

accident; but congruences of sense and rhythm occur frequently 

enough— -in perhaps one-fifth of the poems— to suggest that they are 

at least partly the result of the author's conscious consideration. 

Rhythm, both as factor in euphony and as a device to underlie sense, 

is generally overshadowed by structures of sound orchestration. With

out the strict regularity of meter, it is probably difficult for 

rhythm to compete with the more obvious acoustical features of sound 

orchestration.

The TYK have no metrical system. The poems do not conform 

to any pattern of tonal regulation. But it appears that the author 

of the TYK was aware of two potential poetic effects of tonal manipu

lation. First, there are a limited number of poems in the collection 

that suggest the use of tones for onomatopoetic effect. This use 

of tones in the TYK is, however, minor. Secondly, it is clear that 

the author of the TYK arranged tones with a general awareness of their 

importance to the overall euphony of a poem. Two principles describe 

this awareness: tonal balance, or the tendency for level and deflected

tones to be nearly equal in number; and tonal euphony, or the tendency 

for tones to occur in groups— thus avoiding both monotonous and
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staccato readings„ It remained for the poets of the late Six Dynasties 

and T ’ang to develop a system of tonal alternation; their formulations 

would perfect the euphony of tonal arrangement and provide an exact 

system of metrical regulation.

A spontaneous and intimate tone is one of the TYK’s most 

distinctive characteristics. This tone is largely the result of general 

linguistic characteristics .of the collection, such as diction and syntax. 

Colloquial expressions, grammatical redundancies, and binomial expres

sions preserve the informal tone of the language of common people in the 

TYK; familiar pronouns create a sense of intimacy and immediacy. A lack 

of parallelism and other formal manipulations of syntax create an 

informal linguistic environment that suggests sponaneity. Rhetorical 

questions and candid declarations draw the reader !!inton the poem and 

create a sense of immediacy.

The TYK shares’most of its characteristic linguistic features 

with the other folk songs of the Southern Dynasties and, in similar 

forms, with folk song universally. This fact recalls the folk origins 

of the TYK, and suggests that the collection: generally speaks in a 

genuine folk voice about the concerns of common people in the urban area 

of the Yangtze valley during the Southern Dynasties.

The TYK is unusually direct in its treatment of amatory themes: 

romantic malaise is declared openly, and erotic desire is expressed 

candidly. This is a second characteristic that has brought critical 

attention to the collection. The predominance of amatory subject matter
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gives thematic unity to the TYK; in other words, "what" poems say is 

usually very similar. But there is substantial variation in "how" 

poems treat amatory themes: in some poems erotic desire is boldly

declared; in others it is subtly suggested. This variation in "how" 

themes are treated becomes clear in an examination of the TYK's use 

of figurative language.

The figures of speech that are employed in the TYK are in 

themselves usually conventionalized and Uncomplicated. The TYK makes 

substantial, use of stock phrases and images drawn from the immediate 

environment. Imagery and symbolism is generally folkloristic and 

draws its inspiration from nature, the boudoir, and the daily life of 

common people. Metaphor is usually brief, seldom is it extended for 

more than two lines.

The strength of the TYK's figurative language is not that of 

articulating poetic ideas through novel or profound images, but that 

of arranging the presentation of conventional images s o .that they will 

be as effective as possible within the confines of the Chinese qua

train. In other words, the TYK commonly presents conventional images 

in ways that produce a sense of. freshness and spontaneity. Various 

levels of metaphorical abstraction and different means of expression 

are combined in the TYK to create this effect.

There are two common means of developing figurative language 

in the TYK. In the first, a series of images are developed through 

the four lines of a poem. By compressing the scope of imagery., a
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dynamic sense of focus is produced. Poems of this kind usually develop 

on one level of metaphorical abstraction, and lead into a final 

emblematic image or rhetorical statement. This presentation of imagery 

lends rhetorical emphasis to the final line of a poem— the final lineT s 

sense of statis is rhetorically suited to the contemplation of unstated 

associations— and allows the poem to focus forcefully., upon a. specific 

poetic idea. Poem 24, for example, evidences this kind of dynamic 

imagery:

24,

Holding my skirt with the sash untied,
I touch up my eyes, and go out the front door.
How easily this gauze skirt billows about I
Should it open a little. I'll scold the spring wind.

Imagery is presented on one level: the woman describes her actions

literally through non-metaphoric images. In the first couplet the gen

eral scene is described. In line three imagery focuses upon the 

woman's skirt. Line four narrows the imagery further, focusing upon a 

part in the woman's skirt. It is this part in her skirt that provides 

a metaphorical contact between the poem's denotative description and

its connotation that the woman has been affected by erotic emotions:

the spring wind, a conventional erotic image, has caused her skirt to 

part. Thus, in the final line the poem resonates with unstated sug

gestions and associations.

The second common means, of presenting figurative language is 

to juxtapose a pair of images against one another in the two couplets
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of a quatrain. These two images are usually of different levels of 

metaphorical abstraction— for example, candid declaration is often 

juxtaposed against metaphorical imagery. This allows the lyric to 

achieve both a sense of the "now" and the "always." Further, it allows 

connotations to be clarified implicitly rather than explicitly-— thus., 

encouraging unstated associations and ideas. The figurative language 

of poem 19 is structured in this way:

19.

When you are troubled, I ache as well.
When you smile, my joy begins.
Have you never seen the twining trees?
From different roots, they rise with branches joined.

In the first couplet the woman candidly declares her emotional 

dependence upon her lover. In the second couplet the image of two 

intertwined trees is introduced. Although unstated, the connotation 

of the image is clear: she and her lover are as inseparable as the two

trees. The poem thus exists at once as a metaphor and an intensely 

immediate and personal statement.

The rhetorical structure of poems such as this often resembles 

the "beginning," "continuation," "turn," and "closure" structure of 

traditional ehUeh-chd theory. The first couplet naturally functions as 

a unit. The sudden shift to a new image and metaphorical level in 

line three functions as a "turn" in poetic rhetoric. Line four then 

explains or further clarifies the relationship, between the new image 

and that of the first couplet. This structure is especially prevalent
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in poems that employ, puns. In "setting up" the pun that occurs in the 

final line, the third line often introduces an image that seems to 

bear no particular relationship to the poetic idea of the first couplet. 

It is not until the pun of the final line that the exact significance 

of the third line is clarified.

The TYK's use of figurative language indicates the importance of 

an effectively organized poetic rhetoric to the overall quality of a 

poem. The TYK’s development of figurative language often gives special 

resonance to the final, or closural, line of poems— either because the 

final line presents the final emblematic image of a dynamically com

pressed imagery, or because it integrates the third line’s "turn" in 

poetic rhetoric with the sense of the first couplet, The importance of 

the fourth line, and its rhetorical anticipation, is brought out in 

those poems whose fourth line does not function strongly. Poem 42, for 

example,

42.

Morning sun shines on the tinsel of damask.
Luminous breezes waft the white of chiffon.
By her ready smile shine two melon seed dimples.
Over her beautiful eyes flutter a pair of moth-like brows.

consists of two couplets whose metaphorical levels and imagistic focuses 

are similar. The poem lacks imagistic movement or poetic direction; it 

seems to simply list images, rather than to draw attention to a specific 

or essential poetic idea.
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On the whole, however, the poems of the TYK treat the Chinese 

quatrain more effectively than does poem 42: its artificial and

unfocused closure is uncharacteristic of the collection. Most poems 

are able to achieve a spontaneous tone and fresh treatment of well 

worn poetic ideas, using similar language, imagery, and metaphor. A 

well planned poetic rhetoric-^often supported by specific rhetorical 

devices such as rhetorical questions, puns, and bold declarations^-is 

an important component in the TYK's attaiment of this fresh spontaneous 

tone.



APPENDIX I

CHRONOLOGICAL CHART

Western Han, 202 B.C.-9 A.D.

Esin, 9-23

Eastern Han, 25-220

Three Kingdoms Period, 220-280

Wei, 220-266 
Shu Han, 221-263 
Wu, 222-280

Western Chin, 226-316

Nothern and Southern Dynasties Period, 317-589

Eastern Chin, 317-420 
Liu Sung, 420-479 
Southern Ch’i, 479-502 
Liang, 502-557 
Ch’en, 557-589

Sui, 581-618

T ’ang, 618-907
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APPENDIX II

FINDING LIST OF TZU-YFH POEMS

Poem Page Poem Page

TYK 19. 72, 121, 166

1. 77, 130, 159 20. 65

2. 78 21. 32

3. 142 22. 148

4. 33, 45 23. 61, 125

5. 24. 133, 165

6. 81 25. 128, 1.32

7. 155 26. 85

8. 145 27. 59

9. 149 28. 56, 103

10. 121 29. . 69

11. 30. 74

12. 141 31. 83

13. 94, 113, 129, 131 32. 132

14. 114, 143 33. 92

15. 120 34. 105

16. 55 35. 45, 88, 123

17. 127, 133 36. 53, 108, 129

18. 58, 101, 122, 147 37. 75, 158
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Poem Page

38. 154

39. 107

40 150

41. 39

42. 37, 67, 152, 167

TYSSK

10. 34

11. 34
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